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ABSTNACT
The Mangapoike River section (38.9"5, 177.69), on the eastern limb of the Wairoa Syncline,
northern Hawke's Bay, is a thick (t aOOO m) and well exposed sequence of Waiauan to
Waipipian sediments in which foraminiferal and radiolarian biostratigraphy and silicic tuff
lithostratigraphy Lre well kno'wn. An Earty Pliocene magnetostratigraphy has been
determined by Kennett and watkins (l974J. The present study extends the
magnetostratigraphy to the Middle - I'ate Miocene, and establishes a late Miocene to Early
Pliocene 3000 m magnetostratigraphic reference column for New 7*aland'
The only identifiable temanenoe carrying magnetic miaeral in the Mangapoike sedinents
is titanomagnetite. Its chemistry does not vary with grain size' Oxidation of the
titanomagnetite is deuteric, and thus predepositional. Fluctuations of titanomagnetite
concenrration between 10-5 to 10-a wt7o are rhe main influence on the variation of NRM
intensity. Viscous magnetisations characterised by both the alignment of NRM directions in
a general present day field direction and remanence decay and aquisition over laboratory
time were recognised in 85Vo of the l2o4 paleomagnetic slrcimens. secondary
magnetisations were removed by thermal demagnetisation at temperatures varying between
200r and 320"C. AF demagnerisation was not effective in removing viscous
magnetisations, even at peak alternatiug fields of 35 mT, since the coercivities of the
primary and secondary magnetisations overlap completely. The random relationship
between the degree of bioturbation and in-site dispersion at individual sites indicates the
magnetisation is acquired after bioturbation, and thus is a post{epositional detrital
magnetisarion. The time lag between deposition and acquisition of the magnetisation is
approximatelY 10OO Yrs.
Six normal (tvtttt - MN6) and seven reverseO (tvtRl - MR7) polarity magnetozones are
identified within the late Miocene at Mangapoike. only one normal magnetozone (ut't0) is
recognised in the stratigraphic interval equivalent to that from which Kennett and watkins
Og14il reported two normal zones (Cf ana CZ). MN6 is correlated to C2' Cl is inferred
to be an uncleaned normal overprint. The magnetozones are corelat€d to Clnrons 11 to 4'
which implies an average sedimentation rate of 64 cm/lOOO yrs. The previously known
Miocene - pliocene 3o angular unconformity at Mangapoike (Hornibrmk 1977) represents the
period from 6.3 Ma to at least 5.41 Ma. A previously unr€cognised unconformity from at
least 6.g6 to ar least 6.42 Ma is postulated, based on the preferred magnetostratigraphic
interpretation. The presence of the unconformity is supported by radiolarian and benthic
foraminiferal biostratigraPhY.
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Three distinct lithologicat events at Mangapoike' based both on the synchroneity with
deepsea benthic 61EO records and unconformities of the Vail+uwe' are inferred to result
from glacioeustatism. At Mangapoike, the waiauan - Tongalnrutuan boundarY, &s defined
by the incoming of Bolivinita cf pohana, has a magnetostratigraphic age of 10'3 Ma' Both
the LAD of Loxostomam truncatum and the FAD of Botivinita cf pohana are less than
42,OOO yrs. younger than the late Waiauan glacioeustatic event' The Waiauan
Tongaporutuan boundary is thus postulated to result from glacioeustatism' Glacioeustatism
may also explain the excellent age correlation between the base of the Tongalnrutuan and
the base of the Tortonian stratotype'
Correlation of the late Miocene and early Pliocene magnetostratigraphies and
biostratigraphies of on-shore New 7*aland with either of the magnetostratigraphic
interpretations of DSDP Site 5g4 results in an unacceptably high diachroneity of some
planktic taxa of 1.g Ma over 3.6o of latitude. of four possiblities to resolve the anomaly,
incorrect magnerostratigraphic correlations at site 594 is the most likely' The previously
determined age of 6.2 Ma for the LAD of GlnboEtad'rina dehiscens in New 7*'aland is
erroneous. A magnetostratigraphic age for the LAD of G' dehiscens at Mangapoike is 9'2
Ma. This age is not an extinction date for the taxon throughout New Zealand, and the
LADmaywellbeerraticanddiachronouswithinNewZealand.
The Wairoa Syncline, a forearc basin within the Hikurangi margin, has a rotation rate
as determined from declination directions, of 7-8"Nla for the last 5 Ma' Of this less than
lS./Ma is due to apparent lnlar wander of the Australian plate- Extrapolation of this rate
towards the present is consistent with a present day rotation rate of 7'/Ma derived from
strain analysis of geodetic data. Prior to 10 Ma the rate of teetonic rotation is poorly
constrained and may vary between 3'lMa and o'lMa. The change in the rate of rotation
of the wairoa Syncline around 5 Ma is probably related to a marked change i:r regionai
tectonic regime involving opening and spreading to the nolth of New 7*aland and
compression and shortening to the south'
-lll-
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This thesis establishes a l-ate Miocene (tO.g to 5.3 Ma) magnetostratigraphic reference
column for the New 7*aland region. It provides a chronology for the local
biostratigraphy allowing worldwide correlation, with a precision of 1o4 years-
Isochroneity of planktic biostratigraphic datums is verified' Rock magnetic and
microprobe data are used to determine the nature and origin of the obeerved
magnetisation and confirm it is acquired at the time of deposition' Declination
directions which are better constrained in age and direction supplement previous
paleomagnetic data showing the timing and rate of tectonic rotation within the Wairoa
Syncline.
I.2 INTRODUCTION
The thick and well-exposed marine Neogene strata of New Zealand yield an unusually
complete record of temperat€ biostratigraphic and paleoclimatic events (Hckins' ed'
1982, references therein, and Figs. 1.1 and t.D' IIcat planktic microfossil zones
(Hornibroot 1958, 1981a, lg%a; Geiger 1962; Jenkins 1967, 1971; Scott 1972; Frlwards
lgg2a; Ashby 19g5) are well developed with at least 50 bioevents now recognised
within the Neogene (Jenkins 1966; Hornibrook and Edwards 1971; Hornibrook 1981b,
19g4b; Edwards 1985). During the Late C,enozoic a global latitudinal provincialism of
planktic taxa and the evolution of an endemic benthic fauna within New Zealand has
r€stricted the correlation of the local biostratigraphy to overseas zonal schemes and to
the international stratotypes (Hornibrmt 1958, 1981b). Diachroneity of some local and
international biostratigraphic planktic datums (Kennett 1968; Hornibrmk 1981b; Hoskins
lgg1 has also impeded correlarion. Frevious quantitative dating of New Tnaland
Neogene sediments has been based on a few paleomagnetic reversal sequences and a few
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Reliable radiometric ages of the New 7*,aland Neogene are few in number (McDougall
and Page 1975; Hornibrook 1981b). Tbe most relable are K-Ar ages from interbedded
volcanics (BanOy et al. 197Q Stipp and Thompson 1971; Grindley et al. 1977). Not
all are well conrrolled stratigraphically (Stipp et al. 1967; Stipp and McDougall 1968;
McDougall and Coombs 197t.
Glauconite K-Ar ages (Lipson 1956, 1958; Adams 1975) have unoertainties due to
argon loss in some cases and argon retention in others (Adams 1975) and in any case
all are from pre-Upper Miocene strata and have no direct relevance to the present
study.
Fission-track dating of tuffs has been almost totally restricted to upper Neogene
sediments (Seward 1974, 1975; Hornibrook 1984b; Gosson 1986). The first fission-track
ages were determined from volcanic glass (Seward 1974) but were su@uently found




Magnetostratigraphy is a powerful stratigraphis t€ohnique because magnetic reversals
were synchronous global events. The magnetic polarity timescale is a history and
chronology of changes in the direction of the earth's magnetic field. Paleomagnetism
allows the establishment of local magnetic polarity zones in a sratigraphic section. lf
the local zones Gan be compared and correlated with the currently accepted polarity
timescale the locai stratigraphic section can be dated. There is an important difference
between the polarity timescale and magnetostratigraphy. The former was developed by
organising radiometrically dated samples of known polarity according to their isotopic
age and not their stratigraphic relationships.
Because of the non-unique character of individual reversals, correlation is based on
the relative lengths of the polariry time-scale zones. lncomplete sequences require
independent dating criteria to aocurately correlate the polarity zones.
tA.2 Assumptions
The following assumptions are made, with varying degrees of certainty.
1. The earth's magnetic field has always approximated a diplar field.
-5-
2. The mean direction of permanent magnetisation of a rock is the same as the
mean direction of the geomagnetic field at the time the rock was formed' This is
not always valid since the time of magnetisation may have been later'
3. The sampled specimen precisely represents the orientation of the sediment at
the time of dePosition.
4. The stratigraPhic
polarity.
interval between adjacent like-polarity points has the same
5. All unconformities are recognised'
lA.3 Nomenclature
A supplementary chaptel of the International Stratigraphic Guide published by the
ruGS lnrernational subcommission on stratigraphic classification and ruGS/IAGA
Subcommission on Magnetic Polarity Time scale (Heouerg et al' 197'i proposed a
magnetostratigraphic classification, which is followed here'
The basic magnetostratigraphic unit is defined as a local body of rock strata which
is unified by its magnetic polarity and termed a magnetozone, with uppel and lower
boundaries termed transitions. Local magnetozones are designated in some manner by
symbols chosen by an author for ease of discussion. Subeequent work might enable
delineation of subzones or grouping of a number of magnetozones into a sup€rzone'
Geochronologic and chronostratigraphic equivalents are termed chrons and chronozones
respectivelY.
15 MAGNETOSTRATIGRAPHY IN NEW ZEALAND
In the New Zealand Neogene, magnetostlatigraphy has been examined previously in four
sedimentary sections (nig. f:), (Kennett et aI. 1971; Lienefi et al' 1972; Kennett and
Watkins 1974) and three volcanic sequences (Coombs and Hatherton 1959; Evans l97O;
Murphy and Seward 1981). Magnetostratigraphy by Kennett ef aJ' (J971) has been
integrated with oxygen isotope data (Devereux €' at' 7g7O), tephrochronology (Seward
l9T9; YeLLa and Collen lg84), and that by Kennett and Watkins (lgZa) with oxygen
and carbon isotope data (Loutit and Kennett 1979)'
A spinner magnetometer was used in the early magnetic polarity measurement&
with a resolution only slightly less than the average intensity of magnetisation of the
sediments being measured (Kennett et at. 1971; Lienert et al' 1972:' Kennett and






























Fig. 1.3 Location map of both New TteaLand Neogene stage stratotyp€s and localities with
sedimentary magneto$ratigraphies"
precise measurment than the determin4li6n of paleopole positions, but some of the
polarity measurments made using the spinner magnetometer on New 7*aland marine
sediments were suspect (eg. Kennett e, aJ. 1971). This and the failure to recognise
unconformities (eg. Kennett and Watkins 1974) caused problems in correlating with the
magnetic polarity timescale. Subsequent reinterpretation of the polarity zones has been
based on microfossil biostratigraphy (Hornibrmk 1977, 1983, 1984b; Edwards 1985) and
stable isotope stratigmphy (Loutit and Kennett 1979).
I.6 NEGIONAL DEEP-SEA STR.ATIGNAPHY
A detailed Neogene biostratigraphy has been established from over 20O deepsea sediment
cores around New 7*aland (Kennett 7970, 1973l' Keany and Kennett 1975; Jenkins
1975; Edwards and Perch-Nielsen 1975; Weaver 1976; Srinivasan and Kennett 1981a,
19S1b). Magnetostratigraphy has been determined in many of the cores (Hays and
Opdyke 1967; Goodell and Watkins 1968; Kennett and Watkins 1970; Watkins and
Kennett 1977, 1972a, 1972b; Theyer 1972; Osborn et al. 1983, Fig. 1.3). However the
stratigraphy is generally limited in range. The use of piston coring to recover
undisturbed continuous core for paleomagnetic measurement is mainly restricted to the
latest Miocene to Recetrt (Chrcn 5? to Brunhes), with little penetration below the latest
Miocene because of compaction. Even with the use of the extended core barrel (XCB)
in the Deep Sea Drilling Project below the latest Miocene sediments, weak intensities of
magnetisation and postdepositional chemical remanences (Barton and Bloemendal 1986)
in the recovered sediments mostly restrict magnetostratigraphic determinations to the
latest Miocene to Recent.
The establishment of a late Miocene magnetostratigraphic reference column from
New Zealand on-land sequences provides a much needed chronology for at least part of
the existing off-shore biostratigraphy.
I.I MAGNETOSTRATICRAPHIC CRITERIA
From this study a number of criteria have been developed for the selection of a
sedimentary succcession for magnetostratigraphy. These are praented here as zuggested
guidetines for any future magnetostratigraphic study in New 7*a,Iand.
1. The section must have a well established and detailed bistratigraphy or the











































































































































2. The lithology must have a stable and recognisabfe primary magnetisation.
3. The primary Dagnetisation must have been acquired at or close to the physical
age of the rock.
4. Hiatuses in sedimentation are known and their age ranges can be aocurat€ly
determined.
5. The sequence has a near uniform
assumed to be near linear.
and sedimentation rat€s can be
6. The magnetostratigraphic column can be established in one thick section to
negate the problems of inter-section correlation.
7. The sequence has a sedimentation rate of at least tens of cml1,000 yrs.
8. Structure of the sequenoe is not complex and is well understood.
9. The sequence has at least 707o exposure.
10. The sgquence has a number of welldefined bedding planes to accurately
determine tectonic corrections of the magnetisation directions.
11. The sequenoe is being actively eroded to ensur€ that unweathered rock can be
sampled.
13. The natural remanent magnetisation NRM) of t.he rocks mmpled is greater
than 1.$2.O x 1O-5 Am-l
ChaPter tr
MANGAFOIKE RIVER.: STRATIGRAPHY AND LITIIOLOGY
2.I INTR,ODUCTION
The Mangapoike River section (38.9"5, 177.6.E) on the southeast limb of the Wairoa
Syncline, Northern Hawke's Bay (Fig. 1.3) was selected for this study on the basis of
the previously described criteria (soction 1.7). The Mangapike section is over 4000 m
in thickness representing a period from the Lillburnian to the Mangapnian. The
strata have a proven stable magnetic remanenoe (Kennett and Watkins l97D in the
uppermost Tongaporutuan to opoitian-
The section extpnds from the base of the Makaretu sandstone in Tukemokihi
Stream (NZtvtS 1N106/O15077),' westwards along Tukemokihi Stream and Mangapoike
River, through Haupatanga Gorge to Kotare Road (NZMS 1:N1O6/9761O7, Fig. 2.1). The
section is informally divided into the lower and upper Mangapoike sections by the
Miocene - Pliocene boundary. The Miocene - Pliocene boundary is poorly expmed in
the Mangapoike River, but a road cut exposure (N1O6/970086) 1O m above the river
exposes an angular unconformity. The mapping of tuff beds above and below the
unconformity from the road cut cxtrxxiure to the river indicates the river section is
approximately 30 m thicker.
The substantial logistical investment needed for nagnetostratigraphy necessitated





The Mangapoike River was first geologically mapped by Macpherson (f9ZZ). Regional
mapping in the Opoiti and Nuhaka survey districts by Ongley (t928, 1930) defined the
Ormond, Opoiti, Mapiri and Tutamoe series, Awamoan to Taranakian in age. Osborne
(J93/') also defined formation names for northern Hawke's Bay including a Mangapoike
Formation. Finlay (1939) designated the Opoiti survey district as the type area for the
Opoitian stage and Watson 0957) proposed Mangapoike as the type section. Peuoleum
reports (Xiciruti 1958; Wsll'nan 1958; Haw 1959a, 1959b; Stoneley 1959; Brown 1961,
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1962; Brunstroam 1962; Fenand 1965) include lnleocurrent dat^, structural data and
isopach maps of Taranakian sediments of the Mangapoike section and surrounding areas.
Mclnnes (tg6l, 1965) described planktic foraminiferal zones which he considered to
range from Toogaporutuatr to Waitotaran in age. Hornibrook (t968, 1976) nominated
part of the upper Mangapoike section as the opoitian tyPe section, but the
paleontological definition of the lower boundary remained ambiguous because of
transitional forms in the Glaborotalia inf,lata lineage'
Kennett and Watkins (tgZ+) determined magnetmtratigraphic polarities in 850 m of
mainly the upper s€ction, in sites along the Mangapoike Valley Road. They identified
Gilbert and lower Gauss ages on the evidence of the evolutionary sequence of
Glnborotalia miazea mrwidea Walters to Gtoborotalin pnrctisu'lata Deshayes. They
proposed an age pf 4.3 Ma for the Miocene - Pliocene boundary in New 7*'aland,
which congasted with the estimatpd 5 Ma age for the Miocene - Pliocene boundary in
Italy by biostratigraphic correlation with magnetostratigraphy in equatorial deepsea
cores (Ryan et at. t974). Hornibrook OglD and Hornibrook in Grindley et al. 0977)
partialy resolved the anomaly by recognising that most of the Globorotalia connmlozea
zone is mising from the biostratigraphic sequenc€ at Mangapoike River. His conclusion
stemmed from a 5.2 Ma K-Ar age for fossiLiferous basal Pliocene sediments at the
Chatham Islands (GrinAtey et al. 7977) and the discovery of a low angle unconformity
at Mangapoike (HorniUroot 1983, 1984b, Plate 6.D. Weaver (J97f) had reached a
similiar conclusion after reinterpreting the Mangapoike magnetostratigraphy by
correlating t11e Vo Neogl,&oqndrtna pachyderma abundance curye at Mangapoike with
the silicoflagellate paleotemperature curve of the Soutlern Osean. Subsequent detailed
foraminiferal biostratigraphy indicates that the uppermost Tongaporutuan and lower
part of the Kapitean is missing (HorniUrook 1983, 1984a; Edwards 1985, in prep.).
Ashby (t985, 1986) described New Tr,aland Neogene radiolarian biostratigraphy
recognising tbe Diitymrcyrtts sp. A 7,one and t}rie Lychnocanium grande Sub-Zone of
the Did,ymocyrtis tetrathalmus tetrotlnlnils Znne (AstrUy 1985) at Mangapoike.
Tephrostratigraphy described by Gosson (tq86) from the East Coast Basi-n, including the
Mangapoike section, records Neogene silicic volcanism'
2.2.2 Stratigraphv
The chronostratigraphy accept€d in this thesis (fig. 2.D is based chiefly on
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bqrnacle coquina limestone, mataios Phhlopecten tripltuki narwbki
ercional coDtact at 3193 m.
3017 to 2357 m
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2357 ta 2317 m
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Fig. 2.2 ChronostratigraPhY and
Stratigraphic heights are referenc€d to
tithostratigraphY of the





Definition of the Tongaporutuan stage was originally based on distinct changes ia
mollusca (A[an 1g33; Finlay and Marwick 1940). Finlay and Marwick (t9+o) atso
recognised the first appearance of the benthic foranrinifera Bolivinita sp. as an
important datum. Hornibrook (in Fleming, 1959) and Gibaon 0967) used the first
appearance of the Bolivinita quadril'atera lineage as the primary criterion for
distinguishing the Tongaporotuan stage from the underlying waiauan stage' scott
Oglgi suggested that Bolivinita quadrilatera is probably facies dependent, preferring
bathyal environments, however he recommended the continued use of B' qndri'l'atera aI
the present time.
The base of the Tongaporutuan in the Mangapoike sequence as recognised by the
incoming of B. quaitrilatera lineage is 27 m above the Makaretu sandstone'
Kapitean
The base of the Kapitean stage was defined by the first appearance of the
mollusca sectipecten wollastoni, struthiolaria cinrta and 'Austrofusus coerulzscans
(:tuberculatus) (Finlay ano Marwick lg41D. Foraminiferal definition (Kennett 1966a,
1966b, 1967) was based on the plantkic Glnborotalia conomiozea-punctiaiatc bioeeries
Subsequent taxonomic review (Scott 1976, 1979b, 7979c, 1980, 1982a; Hornibrmk 1981a'
lggD allowed finer biostratigraphic definition (Hornibrook 1983, 1984a; Scott 1983)
with a gradational transition ftom Globorotalia conoidea to Globorotalia conominzea as
the accepted base of the KaPitean.
Opoitian
The original definition of the opoitian stage (Finlay 1939) based on foraminiferal
fossils, largely corresponded to that of the opoiti series (ongley 1930)- Finlay and
Marwick Og+D defined the Kapitean{poitian boundary by the first appearance of
Glnborofalia inflnta. Again, later taxonomic revision (eg. Scott, 1976) has superceded
the original paleontological definitions. A review of the Kapitean{poitian boundary
by Scott (1982b) offered f,wo options for consideration in dsfining the base of the
Opoitian, with no definite acceptance of either as yet. The first is the appearance of
Gtoborotalia wrl,ctlfrulnta splurieomiozea and the second is the lowest lrint occurrence
of Globorotalia Wnctical,ata ptncticulnta and Gl.oborotalia crassaformis. Both
alternatives for the base of the Opoitian are given by Hornibrook (t983, 1984a).
2.3 LITHOLOGY
The Mangapoike section is dominated by massive moderately cement€d mudstones'
Interbedded sandy fimestones, tuffs and sandstones are subordinate lithologies (Fig. 2.2),
and provide the only clear bedding attitudes ranging from 356/W/25 to 018/W/30.
(Appendix 2). The lithosrrarigraphic units recognised are a combination of formations
and informal names in current usage, and although some units are not defined with
respecr to a rype secrion and one is tecommended to be abandoned (Goson 1986), all
have been included for the sake of completeness and to avoid ambiguity in locating
lmleomagnetic sites.
Thirty selected paleomagnetic specimens from Mangalnike are grouped into five
classes: not bioturbated, weakly bioturbated, moderately bioturbated, strongly
bioturbated and completely bioturbated (ptate 2.7), and are used as a standard of
comparison for all bioturbation in the Mangapoike s€quence. The classes correspond to
those of Andrews (tgAZ). A log of the degree of bioturbation through the lower part
of the sequenc€ (Eig. 2J) shows that most of the section is weakly bioturbated.
Certain sffatigraphic horizons are moderately to strongly bioturbated, especially in the
lower Tongalnrutuan. The effects of bioturbation on the paleomagnetic data are
discussed in section 5.6.
2.4 SAMPLING AND SITE LOCATIONS
The section sampled for the present study extends from the top of the Makaretu
sandstone (llfOOZOfgOT6) westwards along Mangalnike River to above the Miocene
Pliocene unconformity (NIf06/002085, Plate 2-2 a, b, c; Appendix 1), and ranges in age
from latest Waiauan to early Opoitian. Three hundred and forty-three paleomagnetic
sites were located at approximately 5 m stratigraphic intervals, over 2158 m, using a
JacoUs staff and Abney level. The sampled section includes sites which are
stratigmphically equivalent to adjacent strata from which Kennett and Watki:rs 1974)
delineated their cl and c2 normal events. All stratigraphic heights are above the top
of the Makaretu sandstone. TWo intervals from 1345 to 1403 m and 1650 to 1751 m
were not sampled. The first is covered, and the second was inaccessible for
paleomagnetic sampling, but has no significant change in lithology.
Sites were located near wat€r level wherever possible. The outcrop was cut back
to a depth of 2G3O cm to eliminate surficial weathered sediment, although stream and
river banks are estimatpd to erode 1G'20 cm every winter. A portable motor-powered
diamond drill was used and at least three cores 25 cm in diameter and an average
pnato ?*1 e€E. Foffadvc palGDqqgne[ia, Epeci@ens shonring vatiatio of biotqrtbdto@ \F,l"q&itl
the,Mangapoike,cedimedf,&
Glaury O! No vildhle, Uistratbotbn (0%,)
Clas 1: Wca,k Eotur-batiqr (o - S0qr)
Osrs '2; eratp biioturbatim Go - 60%)
'Oasc 3-: Stroog bfloor-bqtio ,GO - 95m)



















































































































































































































Plate 2.3 stratigraphic separation of cores within a paleomagnetic site.












of 6 cm in length were taken at eash sit€. At each site stratigraphic separation of
the cores was Do gleatrr than 2O cm and the horizontal setrnration no greater than 1
m (prate 23). Field orientation of the cores are estimated to have errors Dot great€r
than +2". Tuffs wefe not sampled, because they are generally ooarser grained than the
enclming sediment and act as aquiferg and were consequently irou stained (Ptate Z.A),
although other studies (Kato et al, 19?1; Yamazka et aI. 1973; Wright and Mutti
19Bl) have obtained coherent paleomagnetie data from tuffs within marine sediments.
Ten samplos (Appendix 3) were collected for magnetomineralogy. They were




ROCK MAGNETISM AND MAGNETOMINERAI.JOGY
TNTRODUCTION
Theoretical and experimental rock magnetism on both synthetic and natural minerals in
the last twenty years (OT.eilly 1984, and references therein) have revealed the processes
by which magnetic remanences are acquired and retained. The identification of the
magnetic minerals in paleomagnetic samples (lnvlie ct al, 7972; Tauxe et al- 198O;
Lovlie and Larsen 1981; Papamari:ropoulos et aJ. 7982) can provide critical data on the
timing, significance and stability of the remanent magnetisations (Etston and Purucker
1929; Walker et aI. 1981; Liebes and Shive 1982; Mclntosh et aI. 1985). Both the
electron microprobe (AOe-Hatt 1963, 7964; Wright and Lovering 1965; Smith 1967;
Creer and Ibbetson 1970) and rock magnetic properties (Akimoto 1962; OtReilly 1976,
19M) have been used to charact€rise magnetic minerals. Rock magnetic prop€rties are
especially useful in fine-grained and magneticaly dilute specimens where petrological
analysis is difficult (Uuntop 1971; l-owrie and Alvarez 1977).
In order to clearly demonstrate that the age of the magnetisation is the same or
very close to the age of depoeition of the sedinents, as is required for
magnetostratigraphy, chemical analyses and rock magnetic proPerties were used to
determine the magnetic minerals. The data are discussed below and show that the
only recognised magnetic mineral is titanomagnetite. The magnetisation of most
specimens includes a soft viscous remanenoe' and a hard stable lemanence.
3.2 DEFIMTIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
There has been, and still is, considerable confusion and variation within the literature
in the definition of various magnetic properties, including the units of measurement
(Strive 1986). The following is a definition of parameters and terms used here. All
units of measurement are SI.
All minerals have some magnetic properties (OteiUy 1976), but the term
magnetic mineral is restricted here, unless otherwise stated, to thoee minerals which
retain a remanent nagnetism. Parrmagnetism is the partial alignment of magnetic
moments in a mineral along an applied magnetic field direction. Spontaneous
magnetisation is the property by which a magnetic vector is retained after the
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removal of an app[ed field. It includes ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism and
antiferromagnetism. Ferromagnetism is the parallel coupling of all unpaired electrons
within n minslal, producing a very stro[g mag[etisation which readily follows chaages
of the appted field. Ferrimagnetism is the net magnetisation from two antiparallel
but imbalanced zublattices within a mineral. Ferrimagnetism is weaker than
ferromagnetism. When the two antiparallel sublattices are identical having equal
magnetic dipoles, the resultant net zero magnetism is termed antiferronagnetism.
Rarely are the antiparallel lattices perfect, and they have a small residual
magnetisation which is termed parasitie ferronagnetism.
Magnetic Busceptibility of a s"mFle is the proportionality constart between an
applied field and the resultant magnetisation and is defined by the relation:
M=kH
where M - induced magnetisation per unit volume
k : volume magnetic susceptibility
H = applied field
It is termed initial susceptibfity when measured in low fields (< 1 mT).
A number of useful magnetic properties can be defined from the analysis of a
magnetic hysteresis lmp (fig. 3.1). A hysteresis loop trac€s out the induced
magnerisation of a sample sublrted to prqgressively higher applied fields; the resultant
magnetisation when measured subsequently outside of the applied field, is termed an
isothermal remanetrt nagnetisation (IRM). At some point the magnetisation does
not increase with higher applied fields and the sample is saturated and is termed
saturation isothermal remanent magnetisation. If the induccd magnetisation is
saturated and measured when the sample is still within an applied field (ie not a
remanenr magtretisation) then it is termed a saturation magnetisation. The coercive
force is the reversed field required to reduce the saturated magnetisation to zero and
the coercivity of remanence is the revensed field, applied and then withdrawn,
required for the isothermal magnetisation to be zeto. Anhysteretic remerrert
magnetisation (ARM) is the magnetisation acquired in a low uniform field, within an
ever decreasing alternating field.
For a more detailed account of definitions and experimental methods used in rrck




Fig. 3.1 Magnetic hysteresis lgop a graphical representation of the induced magnetimtion(M) at bighei applied fields (H). 
- 
M, (isothermal remaaent magnetisation) Mr" (saturation
isothermal rernanent magnetisation), M" (saturation magnetimtion), and H", (coercivity of
remanence).
3.3 GENERAL
The most abundant t€rrestrial magnetic minerals are the Fe'Ti oxides the
FeGTiOr-Fe2Os ternary sysrem (Nicholts 1955; Nagata 1961; r indsley et al. 1966:'
OR.eilly 7976, 7984). Within the titanomagnetites Gig. f.Z) solid solution of the end
members, magnetit€ (Ferof and ulvospinel (Fe2TiOf, only oocurs above 60O'C.
Naturally occurring titanomagnetites are not perfectly stoichiometric (ie the cation/anion
ratio is nor 3/4) and invariably Mg, Al and Mn are substituted cations. Consequently
the usage of the term titanomagnetite follows that of OReilly (tggl) and is restricted
to compostions where substituted cations are less than lWo of the total cations and the
oxidation paramet€r (z) is O < z < O.1.
Magnetism within the titanomagnetites ranges at room t€mperature from
paramagnetism in ulvospinel to the ferrimagnetism in magnetite. Changes of bulk
composition result in a steady gradation of various magnetic parameters; Curie
temperature (Nagata 1967; Akimoto 1962: Stephenson 1972), saturation magnetism
(Akimoto 1962; OReilly and Banerjee 1965; Stephenson 1969), coercive force (Robins
1972; Day et al. 1977) and susceptibility (noUins 1972; Day et ol. 1977).
The metastable titanomaghemitps are produced by either deuteric oridation
(Buddington and I indsley 1964; Hauptman 1974) or low temp€rature oxidation
(maghemitisation) (lotrnson and Merrill 1973; OReilly 1983). lncreasing
non-stoichiometry (increasng z) results in a decrease in zusceptibility and an increase in
Curie temperature, saturation magnetisation and coercive force (Readman and OrReilly
1972; Ol)onovan and OReilly 7978; Manson et al. 1979; Keefer and Shive 1981;
Ozdemir and OReilly 1981).
The titanohaematites (yFeTiOa(1-y)Fe2Oj are a solid solution series between
ilmenite and haematite. Magnetism of the titanohaematites varies markedly with
composition (y), from the antiferromagnetism of haematite, through the ferrimagrctism
of intermediate compositions to the paramagnetism of ilmenite. Variation of Curie
temperature with composition is linsal (Nagata and Akimoto 1956; Westcott-Lewis and
Patry 1977) Uut other magnetic properties show far less consistent trends (Nagata and
Akimoto 1956; Ishikawa and Akimoto 1958; Dunlop 797D.
Srrhotite (FeSr*r) and goethite (o FeOOH) are also magnetic (t-Ieet fgSS; Hedley






































3.4 METHODS AND TECTTNIQI'ES
3.4.1 Introduction
Ten representative magnetic separates were analysed with an electron probe
microanalyser. Isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) curves of 2l representative
paleomagnetic specimens were used to confirm the electron probe microanalyser data
and demonstrate their relationship to the observed remanent magnetisations. Initial
susc€ptibliry data were used to relate variations in the concentration of magnetic
minerals to fluctuations in magnetisation intensity.
Magnetic remanence measurements using the ScT magnetometer are described in
section 3.5.
3A.2 Sample Storage and PreParation
Most paleomagnetic cor€s were placed in sealed plastic bags when collected and stored
in Mumetal shields, witl fields of less than 50 nT, to mininise both moisture loss and
the acquistion of a viscous remanenoe (Johnson er al. 1975; Henshaw and Merrill
1979; Verosub et at. 7g7D. Cores collected initially during field sampling (sites
lggg6-tg145) were not stored in Mumetal shields and were allowed to dry in the
ambient magnetic field for four months before measurement. Subsequent evidence of a
post-sampling viscous remanenc€ in Neogene sediments from the Wairoa Syncline
(walcott pers. conm. 7982; Walcott and Mumme 1982) ld the author to store all
cores in Mumetal shields ; , I i,.,,,-i.', 
.,
C,ores were r;rrt 22 mm i:l length, with the lengtVradiris ratio O.80 . YF < 0.90
so as to approximate a dipole at the specimen c€ntre. The specimens were numbered
according to stratigraphic site and core number (fig. f.f).
Samples of the magnetic minerals were prcpared for elecfion microprobe analysis
following, essentially, the method of Froggatt and Gosson (J98D. The only difference
was that in order to enable both detrital and diagenetic minerals to be recognised,
samples were not chemically cleaned by reagents. All mmples were wet sieved to 30p
and air dried below 30oC to prevent maghemitisation before analysis. The magnetic
fraction was rccovered with both a permanent magnet (magnetic field 5.5 x 1O5 T)
and a Frantz isodynamic separator, with a side slope of 20"C, forward slope of 30'
and an amperage of 0.4, This was repeated three times for each sample. Subee4uent
nicrmcopic saamination of each separated 'magnetic' fraction revealed the presence of
glass and micas with titanomagnetite inclusions and ilmenite. The separated 'magnetic'
fraction was weighed and determined &s & wtTo of the > 3Op size fraction.
+x
+Y +z
Fig. 3,3 Diagra'nmatic representation of numbered specimeas and the relationship between
field orientation and magretomet€r reference axes.
I
I
3.4.3 Electron Probe Microanalysis
A computcr driven JEOL 733 superprobe (Analytical Facility, Victoria University of
\Vsltington) was used for all chemical analyses. Its operation (inctuding corrections for
absorption, fluorescence and atomic number) and calibration of standards has been
decribed elsewhere (Morris 1979; Watanabe et al. 1981; Froggatt and Gosson 7982;
Grapes and Watanabe 1984). An accelerating potential of 15 kV, a beam cunent of
1.O-2.O x 10-E amps and beam diameter of 3trr was used for all oxide analyses. A 25
kV accelerating potential was used for analysing sulphides (pyrite/pyrrhotite) to eDsure
the excitarion of sulphur. The ilmenite standard (USttttl 96879 Jarose\ilich et al. 1980)
was analysed before and after each aualysis period; the standard analysis and statistical
deviations are presented in Table 3.1. All analyses with recalculated totals (Stormer
1983) in the range 99.O - 101.0 wtTo were accepted
3.4.4 Initial Volune Susceptibilitv
Initial volume suc€ptibilities were measured for each slrcinen using a Bartington
susceptibility met€r. An alt€rnating field (O.1 mT) was applied with an operating
frequency of O.5 kllz The meter was calibrated to 1O gm of manganese carbonate
with a known specific susc€ptibility of {.048 x 10-6 
-Jkg-l and reset to zero before
each measurement. lndividual readings wete corrected for specimen volume and
averaged for the site (Appendix 9).
k:Rx10r1O-3
where R:meterreading
k : volume susceptibility
The susceptibility meter was Dot available until after most specimens from sites
78996 ro t9145 were thermally demagnetised. All other specimens were measured
after NRM measurement and before thermal demagaetisation. A comparison of volume
susceptibilities up to 300'C and nondemagnetised specimens (TaUte 3.2) indicates no
significant difference.
3.15 Isothermal R"emanence Measurcnents
Twenty-one repr€seotative specimens were given an incremental isothermal remanent.
magnetisation (RM) with a maximum direct field of 15 T (Appendix D. All
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comparison of volume susceptibilities of Thermally Demagnetised






























































35 MEASI'REI\4ENT OF MAGNETIC REMANENCES
A two.axis ScT cryogenic magnetometer with on-line computcr measured the natural
remanent magnerisation. Before each period of measurenent the Mylar sample holder
was placed in a deionised ultrasonic water bath to dislodge any magnetic material
present from previous use. The specimens were placed in the magnetometer qrith the
positive Z-axis downwards and rotated through four 90o angles. Two SQUIDs
(superconducting quantum interference device) one horizontal and one veftical measured
the intensities of magnetisation of the two X, two Y and four Z axis comlnnents
which are averaged. The intensity of magnetisation of the previously measured sample
holder without a specimen was subtracted. Because of the weak intensities of
magnetisation recorded, all specimens were inverted (negative Z-axis downwards) and
remeasured, and the normal and i:lverted measurements again averaged.
The Fortran programme, NUCRYO.SAV was used to compute the magnetisation
intensities for X, Y and Z components which were recorded on floppy disks. The
programme correct€d for core orientation and Hding attirude (Appendix D.
Measurement of a ?ero-reference level' before and after each qrcimen measutement
indicated any magnetic drift. When the magnetic drift exceeded 5.0 x 10-6 Am-t
the measurement was relrted aod relrated. Helmholtz coils reduced the ambient field
at the magnetometer mouth to less than 1O0 nT.
When measuring weakly magnetised strrcimens it is desirable to assess me:xiurement
quality (He[er 1977; &annell 1977; Lowrie and Alvarez 1977; Harrison 198Q Lowrie
et at. l98O). l-owrie et al. (1980) showed that progressive iaternal dispersion ({,eS) of
each measurement increases as magnetisation intensity decreases. However, the basis of
any acceptance criterion must be the repeatability of the measurement. For these
reasons criteria for initial acc€ptance were:
1. the averaged intensity of magnetisation of the specimen exceeded 1.5 x 1O-5
Am-t
2. thLe angular difference between the nonnal and inverted modes of measurement
did not exceed 15o
large angular differences between normal and inverted measur€ments due to specinen
inhe66g6asity (probably bioturbation) as opposed to inherent magnetie instability are




The only chemical data from Neogene sedimenu of the East Coast Deformed Belt
relevant to this study is that of Goason (t996) anO Roser (unpublished). Previous
studies (Orbel 1965; Bates 7967; Chaproniere 7969; Webb 1979; Kenny 1980, 1984;
Blom l98D have been petrographic descriptions where the Fe-Ti oxides have been
included in the 'accessories' in modal counts. Only Ghent and Henderson 0966)
detailed the mineralogy of the accessory minelals, recognising both anhedral and
euhedral magnetite, the latter having an inferred volcanic source. However the 90
modal analyses from the above references give proportions of accessory min6lsls as
greater than 47o and mostly below l9o in siltstones and sandstones. The magnetic
fraction of the accesssory minerals is inferred to be < 1% within East Coast Neogene
sediments. None of these petrographic studies gives chem.ical analyses of opaque or
accessory minerals.
Gosson (1986) analysed with the microprobe volcanic glass and plagioclase from
tuffs, and plagioclase and micas from the enclosing sedimenl He showed that
sediment from the East Coast Deformed Belt has at least three ptovenances; silicic
volcanic tuffs and detritus, Torlesse Supergroup greSrwacke detritus eroded from the
axial ranges and schist detritus from an as yet unrecognised souree. Rcer (unpublished
data) analysed by X-ray fluorescence 35 Tongaporutuan siltstones from the Mangapoike
section at sampled lnleomagnetic sites. By titration he determined the absolute wtTo of
both FeO and FerOg in each of the samples. T\e 4o of Fe$ as a prolnrtion of the
total iron atoms can be expressed as an oxidation ratio, and ranges frcm 26.9Vo to l.3Vo,
with an average of 73.5Vo. This oxidation ratio is the whole rmk Fe$ total, in a
range of different mineral spcies (chlorite, clays, micas and Fe-Ti oxides). lt provides
a gross indication of the degree of Fe oxidation in the Mangatrnike sediments, which on
average is small.
3.6.2 Chenistrv
Titanomagnetite (rFerTiO4(1-r)FeJO, is the sole identifiable detrital magnetic minsml
(Appendix 5) in tne Mangapike sequence. Titanium content varies between 5.87 wt9o
and 72.82 wa9,o (x4.774.37, assuming impurities replace Fe) from the 3O acceptod
microprobe analyses Gig. 3.4) Substituted cations vary antipathetically and are
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Imragenesis of titanomagnetite is accepted to occur by crystallisation at magmatic
t€mpemtures (oneiuy 1976), although scot€se et al. (rgsz) have suggested low
t€mtrrrature authigenesis of magnetite is possible. It is inferred that the identified
titanomagnetite is detrital in origin, and their directious of magnetimtion were afigned
preferentially in the sediments at the time of or very soon after deposition. Deuteric
oxidation is recognised in one titanomagnetite grain (Ptate 3.1) with exsolved lamellae
of ilmenite. The ilmenite lamellae are equivalent to the C3 oxidation stage of
Haggerty (]-976) and represent early subsolidus oxidation during magma cooling at about
500'C (LinOsley t962; Buddington and Lindsley 1964; Haggerty l97O- AI other
titanomagDetite gfains were homogeneous when viewed with back-scattered electron
imagery (gH). Ilmenite (paramagnetic) is the only other identified Felxide.
Isothermal remanent magnetisation (nU) curves support the microprobe data. Both
the IRM curves and their incremental coercivity spectra (Dunlop 1972) werc saturated
within direct fields of 20O mT (Fig. 3.5), in t}lte 22 representative specimens tested
(Appendix 4), indicating that magnetite, or titanomagnetite is the only magnetic
mineral. Higher fields do not appear to saturate other magnetic components and it is
inferred that haematite, maghemite and goethitr are not present (luntop L97r.
Roaer and Korsch (1985) and Rcer and Rowe (in press) have shown that
framework and matrix mineralogy and whole rock geochemistry can vary with grain
size in sediments. Total FerO3 and TiO2 varied 59o and 0.69o respectively between
greywacke sandstones and argillites of the Torlesse Supergroup. Similiar trends are
seen within a Miocene graded Ued (Roser and Korsch in prep). No zuch trend was
shown by titanomagnetite chemistry at Mangapoite Gig. 3.6) supporting a conclusion
by Roser (pers. comm.) that hydrodyna'nic differentiation is minimal within a mineral
species. It follows that the chemistry of the titanomagnetites within the > 3Op size
fraction is representative of that of the total grain size range.
3.6.3 Concentration
The amount of titanomagnetite in the Mangapoike sediments is extremely low being in
the order of 1O-3 - l0-4 wrTo. The estimate is based on the w9o of the 'magnetiC
selnrate and the mtio of ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic grains within the extracted
fraction (taUte g.g). It assumes that there has been a complete sepration of 'magnetiC
and non-magnetic minerals in the > 30p size fraction and that the concentratioD of
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* Includes both paramagnetic ilmenite and ferrimagnetic titaaomagnetite.
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A comparison of the volume susceptibility of the original eample and the
ls6aining non-magnetic fraction before and after extraction (TaUte 3.4) indicates a
separation efficiency ranging from 6Mo to 759o. Since the volume susc€ptibility
measurements both before and after extraction have contributions from ferrimagnetic
and paramagnetic minerals (Coflinson 1983), volume susceptiblity is not an accurate
measure of magnetic mineral content. An error of !7Mo is thus assigned to the
separation, as measured by volume susc€ptibility, based otr the observed ratio of
paramagneric ilmenite to ferrimagnetic titanomagnetite (Table 3.3) within the separated
.magnetiC fraction and the calculated susceptibilities of pure titanomagnetite and
ilmenite, 1.0904 and 0.1900 respectively (CoUinson 1983). Thus the estimattd 55Vo to
BWo *pration efficiency compares favourably with other magnetic mineral extractions
(Lovile et al. 1971 Kent and Lowrie 1974) 'which have varied between SVo and 6O9o,
as measured by susceptiblity and saturation IRM data. The better extraction is ascribed
to using the > 30p size fraction since the problems of flocculation and electrostatic
attraction are reduced when compared with very fine grained samples.
3.6.4 Source
The low TiO, (5.87-L2.82 wtgo) content of the titanomagnetit€s indicates one or more
silicic sourc€s (Buadington and Lindsley 1964; Carmichael 1967; Haggety 7976). The
continuum of TiO, contenr over the range of wtTo (fig. f.n) indicates that TiO2
cannot be used as a discriminator for sediment provenanc€. On the basis of the three
ma.Fr substitutf,d cations Al, Mn and Mg within the titanomagnetites, three distinct
fields are rccognised (Fig. 3.7). These three fields do not rePresent the three sediment
provenanc€s (silicic volcanism, greywacke detritus and schist detritus) of Gosson (f990),
but are a function of temlnral andlor spatial variation solely within the volcanic
tepane. Detrital titanomagnetit€ has not bern identified from Torlesse greywacke rocks
(Grapes pers. comm.) and phase calculations show that titanomagnetite is in
disequilibrium at prehnite / pumpellyite grade metamorphism, reverting to sphene. For
the same reason titanomagnetite from a schist tertane is unlikely' Metabasites within
the Torlesse Supergroup (Roser l98D can also be discounted as a titanomagnetite source,
since high TiO, (ZUZS wtTo) titanomagnetitps from basalts (Buddington and I indslgy
1964; Carmicheal 1967; Haggerty 1976) are not identified within the Mangapoike
sediments.
Field t (fig. 3.7) definitely represents titanomagnetites from a silicic volcanic
source, with the three titanomagnetite analyses from a silicic tuff plotting in this field.





























































































Titanomagnetite analyses comparable to those presented here have been reported from
k.own dacitic and rhyolitic tuffs (ronn 1970; Moll 1981; Froggatt 1982:' Westgat€ et
at. 1985). Gosson (fqgO) has argued convincingly that the Hauraki Volcanic Region
(Skinner 1985) is the source, and his int€rpretation is accepted here. Fields 2 and 3
are also argued to be silicic products from the same volcanic region because of the low
TiO2 wtTo of the titanomagnetites and the presumed absence of titanomagnetite in
either greywacke or schist terranes. l-ack of comlnrative data from the Hauraki
Volcanic Region however prevents a positive correlation of fields 2 and 3 with a
Hauraki source. Compositional variabfify of substituted cations within titanomagnetites
have been indicative of temlnral andlor spatial variation of Quaternary pyroclastic
rocks (Kohn and Topping 1978; Westgate and Evans 1978; Hodder 1985).
3.7
3.7.1
DIAGENETTC AND AUTHIGENIC MAGNETOMINERALOGY
Haenatite, Maghemite and Goethite
I-ow t€mperature oxidation (maghemitisation, manitisation and oxyhydration) is Dot
in any of the analysed grains. Characteristic secondary or replacement
t€xtures Goae fgst; Nickel 1958; Ramdor 1969; Evans and Wayman 197Q Haggerty
1976) are not recognised as inhomogeneties when viewed with back-scattered imagery.
Neither haematite/maghemite nor gcthit€ were recognised in any of the 74 oxide
microprobe analyses (Appendix 5). The IRM curves (section 3.6.2) support the absence
of haematite, maghemite and goethite.
3.7.2 Pvrrhotite
Iron sulphide (Plate 32) is an abundant authigenic mineral in New T*a,Land Cenozoic




A number of field and laboratory stability t€sts can be used to identify viscous decay
of the primary magnetisation over geologic time and/or the subsequent acquisition of a
viscous magnetisation (VRM) in the present field direction. Reversed polarity directions,
the fotd t€st (Graham lg49), conglomerate test (Cralam 1949), and baked contacts
(Irving 1964; McElhinny 1973) have all been used as field stability tasts (Irvhg and
Runcorn 1957; Wilson 1962; Lowrie and Alvarez 1977; Purucker et al. 7980). Various
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laboratory stability test have been devised and include a comparison of induced
magnetisation intensity (fonigpUerger 1938; Irving 1964) and study of either induced or
natural remanent coercivity (Petrova 1961; Radhakrishnemurty and Sahasrabudhe 1965;
Stacey and Banerjee 1974).
3.8.2 NRM Directions
Most (85Eo) of the NRM directions in the Mangapoike section, before t€ctonic correction,
group near a the present field direction (declination O22, inclination -59, Fig. 3.8). The
remaining 159o having reversed polarity directions. Two explanations can be made; 1.
all of the specimens have the same spectra of remanent stability, in both normal and
reversed NRM directions, and mincidently lie near the present field direction; 2. the
specimens have different remanent stability spectra, and most. have a secondary viscous
normal overprint ia the present field direction. The second explanation is favoured
because of both the anomalous NRM directions, with trnsitive inclinations but present
field declinations, (nig. f.A) and the less than 18O" betweeD mean normal and teversed
NRM directions (Fig. 3.9). Both indicate the presence of a secondary component of
magnetisation. Further evidence for the presenoe of a se.condary @mlnnent is the
acquistion (section 3.7.i and decay (section 3.7.0 of a viscous remanence within
laboratory time.
A fold test could not be be applied to the Mangapoike data, because there are no
significant variations in bedding orientation (Appendix 2) The data of Walcott and
Mumme (fggZ) from more steeply dipping strata from the Wairoa Syncliae could not
be used because of the acquistion of a post-samPling viscous magnetisation.
3.8.3 VRM Acquistion
Viscous remanent magnetisation (VnU) acquired after sampling of New Tsaland
Cenozoic sediments has been described by Walcott and Mumme (fgSZ) and Mumme and
Walcott (fgAS). The magnetisation is aligned along the Z axts of the specimen in a
negative sense, while stored on end in the present magnetic field, producing a strong
correlation between NRM declination and core azimuth as decsribed by the relationship:
D = tan-l| y/(zwe+;csin0) + (O-gO), where 0 is the mre plunge and 0 is the core
azimuth (Walcott and Mumme 1982, see their Fig. 3). The data muld have been
ascribed to a drilling induced remanenoe as described by Sallomy and Briden (1975),
but tests by Mumme and Walmtt (fgAS) with dry and wet spcimens from the same
core stored in both shielded and non-shielded states mnfirmed the component to be a
-47-
Fig. 3.8 Representative NRM directions, (a) not corrected for tectonic rotation and (b)
corrected for tectonic rotation. Cloeed symbols upper hemisphere and open symbols lower
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Fig. 3.9 Mean normal and reversed NRM dircctions, with a95s of reprcsentative specinens
from Fig. 3.8. Symbol convention is tlat of Fig. 3.8.
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VRM, and that both drying and non+hielding were factors in its acquistion.
Similiar behaviour is recognised in Mangapoike specimens which were not stored in
Mumetal shields (fig. 3.1O). The correlation between NRM declination and oore
azimuth is, however, nor as pronounced as that of Walcott and Mumme (1982)
suggesting that the post-sampling VRM component is not the predominant NRM
magnetisation. Specimens stored in Mumetal shields showed no correlation between
NRM declination and core azimuth (Fig. 3.11) and were inferred to have no significant
post-sampling VRM component.
Drying and non-shielding are factors in imparting the post-sampling VRM (Mumme
and Walcott 1985) but the physical mechanisms or phase changes in the mineralogY
are unclear. Drying of sediment slurries (qV6W. water) in an applied field has
imparted significant VRM components in laboratory experiments (Johnson et dl. 7975;
Henshaw and Merrill 1979 Verosub ar al. 1979; Otofu$ et al- 198D. Comparison of
that drying effect with the well cemented mudstones studied here, with water contents
of less than 3Vo (TaUte 3.5) is however questionable. Constant values of volume
susceptibility during thermal demagnetisation at t€mperatures below 300"C (Table 3.2
and see section 4.2.3) with resultant water loss, suggest no detectable changes in the
mineralogy. The magnetic characteristics of the post-sampling VRM are also unclear.
It has a low coercivity of acquistion (0.5 mT, the earth's magnetic field) but reguires
either moderate temperatures OOO.C - 250'0 or AF fields (30 mT) for its removal
(Walcott and Mumm e 1982; Mumme and Walcott 1985).
3.E/ VRM Decav
7*tvfield demagnetisation (storage t€st) is the measurement of magnetisation while
stored in a zerofield at progressively longer intervals of time. The decay of NRM
with time indicates the presence of a viscous remanenct, the contributions of which
become randomised. Twelve representative specimens were placed in a Mumetal shield
(fietO < 5O nT) and were initially used as an internal calibration to check SQUD
orientation and sign before each measurement period.
Two types of remanent stability were recognised in these specimens over a period
of 18 months. Because the magnetometer was available for use only at irregular
intervals the specimens muld not be measured at equal time intervals, but at 319 and
418 days of shield storage. Type I specinens show an average 45Vo decay in
magnetisation intensity Gig. S.fZ) and thus are inferred to have a VRM component,












































































































































specimens showed no significant decrease in intensity, have viscosity coefficients less
than 0.130 and correspondingly are assumed to have no significant VRM components.
The two type.s of rcmanent stability are related to NRM polarity. All type I
specimens have normal NRM polarity, while all type II specinens have reversed NRM
polarity (Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.1D. Reversed NRM polarity of type II specimens is
consistent with their low viscosity coefficients, which ensure that they retain their
reversed polarity and do not acquire a viscous normal overpriat. The converse, that
all specimens with high viscosity coefficients have normal NRM polarity need not be
true. It is expected that some normal NRM polarity specimens have not acquired a
viscous overprint but have simply retained their normal primary magnetisation and
consequently should have low viscosity coefficients. The observation that all of the
high coefficient specimens have normal NRM polarity is thus considered to be a
sampling problem. This is confirmed when it is observed that all of the normal NRM
polarity specimens have a reversed primary magnetisation and none of the twelve
specimens has a normal primary magnetisation (chapter 4 and Appendix 8).
3.E5 Discussion
The acquired viscous remanent magnetisation (VRMA) and the decaying viscous
remanent magnetimtion (VRMp) as described in the previous s€ctions are considered to
be one viscous magnetimtion. Both the VRMA and the VRMD are highly viscous over
laboratory time and have similiar coercivity spectra, making it unliksly that two
components with the same viscosities would resolve into two different magnetisations.
The assumption that decay and acquisition viscosities are the mme (ie Sl : - SJ i"
suplnrted by complementary viscous acquisition and decay experiments on the same
sample made by Creer (t9SZ). The characteristics of acquisition and decay of this
viscous magnetimtion are interpreted as different responses to either non-shieldi:rg or
shielding with Mumetal.
The viscous magnetisation aligned in the present field direction (section 3.8.2) has a
different relaxarion time from the highly viscous laboratory magnetisation (cf. 720,000
yrs and 18 months) and is thus inferred to have different coercivity spectrum.
Further evidence for differences in the coercivity spectra is pmvided in chapter 4
where evidence is shown that the viscous magnetisation aligned in the present field
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DAYS STORED IN MUMETAL SHIELD
Fig. 3.12 Plot of magnetieation int€nsity agailst days of
































































dvnu = difference in magnetimtion intensity
(units x loa Am-l )
A0og r) : log of 419 daYs in seconds
NRM Polarity, N : normal and R : reveFed.
sd 
- 
AJvnu / A(log t).
between 1 and 419 days of shield etorage
VRM, and that both drying and non-shielding were factors in its acquistion.
Similiar behaviour is recognised in Mangalnike slrcimens which were not stored in
Mumetal shields (fig. 3.10). The correlation between NRM declination and core
azimuth is, however, not as pronounced as that of Walcott and Mumme 69tZ),
suggesting that the post-sampling VRM component is not the predominant NRM
magnetisation. Specimens stored in Mumetal shields showed no correlation between
NRM declination and core azimuth (Fig.3.11) and were inferred to have no significant
post-sampling VRM component.
Drying and non-shielding are factors in imprting the post-sampling VRM (Mumme
and Walcott 1985) but the physical mechanisms or phase changes in the mineralogy
are unclear. Drying of sediment slurries (lO-6oqo water) in an applied field has
imparted significant VRM components in laboratory experiments (Johnson et aL. 7975;
Henshaw and Merrill 1979; Verosub et al. 7979; Otofuji et al. 798D. Comparison of
that drying effect with the well cemented mudstones studied here, with water contents
of less than 3Vo (TaUte 3.5) is however questionable. Constant values of volume
susceptibility during thermal demagnetisation at temperatures below 30Of (Tabte 3,2
and see section 4.2.3) with resultant watel loss, suggest no detectable changes in the
mineralogy. The magnetic characteristics of the post-sampling VRM are also unclear.
It has a low coercivity of acquistion (0.5 mT, the earth's magnetic field) but requires
either moderate temperatur€s (200"C - 25O'C) or AF fields (30 mT) for its removal
(Walcott and Mumme 1982; Mum.'"e and Walcott 1985).
3.E"4 VRM l}ecav
7*ro-fieLd demagnetisation (storage test) is the measurement of magnetisation while
stored in a zero-field at progressively longer intervals of time. The decay of NRM
with time indicates the presence of a viscous remanence, the contributions of which
become randomised. Twelve representative specimens were placed in a Mumetal shield
(fietA < 50 nT) and were initially used as an internal calibration to check SQUID
orientation and sign before each measurement period.
Two types of remanent stability were recognised in these specimens over a period
of 18 months. Because the magnetometer w:rs available for use only at irregular
iltervals the specimens could not be measured at equal time intervals, but at 319 and
418 days of shield storage. TVpe I specimens show an average 45Vo decay in
magnetisation intensity (Fig. 3.12) and thus are inferred to have a VRM component,
and have magnetic viscosity coefficients (Sd) greater than 0.250 (Table 3.6). Type II
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Since titanomagnetite is the sole magnetic mineral identjfied by electron microprobe
analysis and IRM curves, it is the magnetic carrier of both the stable and viscous
magnetisations. This variation of magnetic stability within one mineral species can be
attributed to either differences in particle size and domain state or variation in cation
substitution within the titanomagnetite structure. The multidomain theories of VRM
(Neet 1955; Stacey 1963) where viscoaity (S) is particle size dependent have been
confirmed by experimenral data (Dunlop 1973), The correlation of coercivity and
saturation remanences with cation substitution within titanomagnetites has been reported
(Creer and Stephenson 7972; Richards et at. 1973). Patel and Palmer (1982) also
suggested that increasing magnetic instability correlates with increasing cation
substitution. ln Mangapoike speci:nens direct correlations have not been made between
magnetic viscosity and the grain size of the magnetic fraction and/or the degree of
cation substitution because of a lack of data from all 343 sites. Since logarithmic
decay of a VRM with rime is predicted by multidomain viscous theory (Neel 1955;
Stacey 1963) and such a decay is observed within the Mangapoike specimens (Fig.





Variations of NRM intensity in a rock are assumed to be a function of both the
strength of the geomagnetic field when the rock was formed (pateofief0 intensity) and
the concentrarion of magnetic minerals in the rock. Determination of the absolute
magnetic mineral content, and hence its contribution to the NRM intensity, is difficult'
and especially so in fine grained sediments. A number of magnetic Properties (initiat
susceptibility, isothermal remanent magnetisation, saturated isothermal magnetisation and
anhysteretic remanent magnetisation) have been used as normalising paramet€rs (Harrison
1966; Opdyke et al. 1973; Levi and Banerjee 1976; Johnson er al. 1975; Creer at dl.
l97O assuming rhe measured properry is proportional to the magnetic mineral content.
lnitial volume susceptibility is used in this study since other magnetic Properties
could not be measured for all sites sampled, because of equipment limitations. lnitial
susceptibility is not an absolute measure of the remanent{arrying nineral content, since
it has contributions from ferrinagnetic and paramagnetic minerals (Co[inson 1983).
This is important with the Mangapoike sediments, in which the aYnount of
paramagnetic ilmenite and the very low concentration of titanomagnetite in the
extra6ed 'magnetic' fraction (Table 3.7) indicates that paramagnetic susc€ptibility
contributes up to 107o (section 3.7.2) of the initial volume susceptibiliry.
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3.9.2 NRM IntensitY
A general correlation of NRM intensity with volume susceptibility (with its
paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic components) (nig. 3.13), indicates as a first
approximation, that variations of NRM intensity are lithologically controlled, and are
not a function of paleofield intensity variation. Both NRM intensity and volume
susceptibility show a decrease in magnitude with increasing stratigraphic height, and
variations of NRM intensity are generally matched by variations of susceptibility.
The relationship between NRM intensity and volume suceptibility is complicated by
grain size. Sandstones traye higher susceptiblities relative to their NRM intensity (Fig.
3.14), because of domain wall movements of the multidomain compone[ts within the
coarser grained size fraction during susceptibility measurement.
Previous paleomagnetic studies have generally recognised that volcanic ash has
higher magnetic susceptibilities and intensities of magnetisation than the enclosing
sediment (Opafye 7972; Lovlie et al. 1971), This relationship is expected to vary with
ash composition; basaltic ashes will have higher concentrations of Fe-Ti oxides and
consequently will have higher susc€ptiblities and magnetisation intensities than silicic
ashes.
The presenc€ of silicic volcanic detritus, including 2-30 cm tJrick tuffs (Gmon
1986) and dispersed glass shards within the enclosing sediment (Ashby 1985; Gosson
1986) above lO77 m within the Mangapoike sequence does not influence the general
trend of decreasing volume susceptibility and NRM intensiry with increasing
stratigraphic height (Fig. 3.13). Average volume susc€ptibilities of 188 and 206 above
and below lO77 m, respectively, reflect this general trend and volume susceptibilities
do not increase with the incoming of silicic volcanic detritus at lO77 m. Measured
volume susceptibilities of the tuffs themselves (Appendix 11) are similiar to thse of
the enclosing sediment. NRM intensity also has a similiar relationship with average
values of 5.1 x 1O-a46-1 and t.t x t0-3Am-1 above and below lO77 m. The low
values of both volume susceptibility and NRM intensity above lO77 m, where it is
exp€cted to have higher values because of the presence of volcanic detritus, cannot be
solely ascribed ro the silicic composition of the tuffs. Froggatt (1982) and Gosson
(fgg$) have described abundant magDetite in Miocene - Pliocene rhyolitic pyroclastic
flows. Gosson (1986) rccognised the East Coast Basin tuffs to be mineral depleted
(inctuOing Fe-Ti oxides) and argued that a combination of elutriation of the pyroclastic
flow during eruption, aeolian fractionation with distance from source (:O-SO tm) and
winnowing by fluvial processes before final deposition have produced glass enriched
tuffs. His observation is consistent with the magnetic data presented here. Inw
values of volume susceptibility and NRM intensity reflect the depletion of FeTi oxides
from the tuffs.
3.10 CONCT.USIONS
The following conclusions ate drawn:
1. The remanent magnetisation is carriod by detrital titanomagnetite, which is the
mle magnetic mineral indicated by electron microprobe analysis and isothermal
remanent magnetisation curves.
2. Predepooitional oridation is deuteric, with ilmenite exsolution lamellae within
host titanomagnetit€.
3. Pootdepositional oxidation (low temperature) is not recognised.
4. ChemistrV (TiOr) of the titanomagnetites is invariant with graia size.
5. The amount of titanomagnetits in the rocks is extremely smaU (10-3-f0-a wtm)






The natural remanent magnetisation (NRttt) of a rock is usually a combination of a
primary magnetisation acquired at or near the time of the physical formation of the
rock, and secondary magnetisations acquired subsequently. Removal of the secondary
remanent magnetisation by magnetic cleaning (demagnetisation) is nesessary for the
identification of the primary component. Secondary magnetisations can be zuccessfully
separated only when their stabilities are lower than that of the primary magnetisation
(Nagata 1961; Stacey 1963; Banerlle 1931). ln rocks with multiphase magnetisations in
which the magnetic components have similiar stabilities, it might not be possible to
isolate the primary magnetisation (Roy and I-apointe 7978; Claesson 197$. Either an
alternating magnetic field (nr demagnetisation) or heat (thermal demagnetisation) is
applied to overcome the lower magnetctatic energy of the secondary magnetisations
(Nagata 1961; Stacey and Baner!;e 1974; Banerjee 1981; OReilly 1984). Thermal
demagnetisation increases the t€mperature of the specimen in discrete steps, zuccessively
unblocking and randomising progressively higher blocking temperature comglnerts,
leaving the more stable (usually primary) magnetisation intact. Cooling the rock in a
?*ro magnetic field aftpr each cleaning st€p fixes the random orientation of the
unblocked magnetisatiotr, which then no longer contributps to the rock's magretic
remane1ce. AF demagnetisation involves ttre cycling of a rock through magnetic
hysteresis lmps in steps of progressively higher alternating fields so as to randomise
magnetic domain directions, by either domain rotation of single domain grains ot
domain wall movement within multidomain grains (Stacey and Banerjee 1970.
The two different demagnetisation techniques have given confLicting results.
Watkins et al. 0974) were unable to identify the primary magnetisation in specimens
from the Calabrian type section in ltaly, because of the presence of a younger normal
overprint. ln the same section Nakagawa et al. (J975D identified normal and reversed
magnetozones. The conflicting results were attributed to different demagnetisation
methods (Kutta and Nakagawa 1977).
For any particular zuite of paleomagnetic specimens the zuitability of either
thermal or AF demagnetisation to remove secondary magnetisations, and thus allow
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identification of the primary magaetisation can not be predicted. To determine the
optimum demagnetimtion method for the Mangapoike sediments 36 pilot slrcimens were
stepwise demagnetised, 20 using thermal demagnetisation and 16 using AF
demagnetisation. The 36 pilot specimens represent 37o of the total number of
specimens finally measured, and 576 m of the total 2158 m mmpled.
1.2 TI{ERMAL DEMAGNETISATION
4.2.1 Introduction
Thermal demagnetisation has been the preferred method of demagnetisation in
paleomagnetic studies of Cbnozoic sediments in New 7*aland (Lienert et al. 1972;
Kennett and Watkins 1974; Walcott et al. 1981; Walcott and Mumme 198D. This
has been a result of, until recently, incoherent data from the available AF
demagnetising equipmenr The primary comp,onent of magnetisation in these studies has
been isolated at low to moderate t€mperatures (t0O'C to 280'0.
1.2.2 Technigues
The demagnetisation equipment used in this study wa.s developed and built by DA.
Christoffel and E Broughton.
A horizontal cylindrical gas oven, aligned normal to the mairr vertical and
horizontal components of the ambient field direction, enclosed in a double Mumetal
shield, with a field less than 20 nT, was used for all thermal demagnetisation. Three
nickel-chromium v copper-nickel thermocouples referenced to iced water indicated the
temperature. Adjustment of the gas flame ensured the ttmperature difference between
the front and rear of the oven was ro greater than 5"C. Specimens were held at the
designated temperature for a minimg6 of 1O minglcg and allowed to cool to below
20O"C before applying an air hose to accelerate cooling. After cooling to room
temperature specimens were stored in a Mumetal shield until the temanence was
measured.
The twenty pilot specimens were demagnetised at 50"C increments, up to 30O'C,
aod then at 320"C and 34O'C. Three strxcimens from two weakly oemented siltstones
(sites 19054 and 19069) disaggregated at 20O"C and were relrted from the analysis
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1,2.3 Mineralogical Alteration
Thermal demagnetisation may cause chemical alteration of the remanetrt carrying
minerals, and thus possibly the primary magnetisation. The minsmlegical alteration
may include oxidation of titanomagnetits or magnetitf, to haematite, dehydration of
goethire to haematite or a phase change from maghemite to haematite (Buddington and
Lindsley 1964; OReilly 1983). Alteration of the magnetic minsmlegy is assumed to
reflect a change in magnetic properties. Cbanges in magnetic properties (initiat
susceptibility, induced magnetisation) are thus used to detect mineralogical alteration
(Stephenson 7969; Dunlop 797D. The non-rep€atability of remanenoe measulements
after a second heating to the same temperature may also indicate mineralogical
alteration.
Initial susceptibility has been the most widely used magnetic property to detect
mineralogical alteration (t-owrie and Heller 198D because of the ease of measurement.
lnitial volume susceptibility is used in this study for the same reason, and was
measured in all pilot specimens at each demagnetisation temperature, after remanenoe
measurement.
Mineralogical alteration during thermal demagnetisation of New Tnaland C.enozoic
sediments has not been demonstrated in previous studies, largely because other magnetic
properties were not measured, but has been assumed to have occured (Kennett and
Watkins 1974; Walcott and Mumme 198D. Kennett and Watkins (JSZ4J suggested
that dehydration of goethite to haematite explained an increase in magnetisation
intensity and an increase in the in-site dispersion above 30O"C of Pliocene samples from
Mangapoike River.
Similiar behaviour is recognised in the pilot specimens from the present study and
is confirmed as being a result sf minsmlsgical altcration. An increase of magnetisation
intensity is matched by a 5 fold increase in the volume susc€ptibility at temperatures
between 30O"C and 34O"C (fig. l.t) The temperatute at which specimens alter (the
alteration temperarure) varies within a sitp, and even withil one core (taUte +.f).
This variation does not reflect varying lengths of time at a particular demagnetisatioD
temperature, sinc€ all pilot slrcimens were heated within the same batch, but is
inferred to reflect inhomogenetieg caused by bioturbation, in the distribution of the
remanen@ carrying titanomagnetit€. The product of the alteration is assumed to be
derived from the titanomagnetite, and is m6t likely to be haematite, formed by
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Fig. 4.1 Volume susceptibilities and magnetisation intensities of representative





















zo"c 100"c 150'c 200'c
5.7F.44 4.5E44 3.3E-04 2.3E44
181.1 165.4 174.6 1E3.6
7.0F.44 5.7E44 3.1E-O4 2.3E44
19s.s 191.8 184.2 19s.5
1.38-03 9.9E44 6.T844 5.7F04
300.8 298.9 302.7 304.6
7.TE43 1.3E43 1.OE-O3 7.8E-O4
231.2 229.4 227.5 231.2
8.6E{4 7.2E44 5.3E-04 2.4E44
167.3 161.7 171.1 169.2
8.58-04 5.7F04 3.58-04 3.0E-04
172.9 178.6 171.1 1673
2.OE-03 1.9E{3 1.9E{3 1.8E-O3
221.8 223.7 218.1 219.9
1.9E-O3 r.8E{3 1.6E43 1.68-03
233.1 %5A 238.8 231.2
7.7E44 1.5E-04 1.3E-04 7.9Fo5
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Remanence measurements were reirctcd for the temperatures at which volume
susceptibilities increased.
1.2.4 Thernal Demagnetisation: Results
Thermal demagnetisation proved effective in removing secondary magnetisations at
t€mperatures between 20O'C and 320'C (Appendix 6). However the unambigious
identification, from Zitlerveld plots, of a primaty magnetisation with both normal and
reversed polarity directions, is recognised in only seven of the sixtcen pilot specimens.
These specimens show ideal linear decay of the horizontal and vertical components (Fig.
4.2) to the origin (Ziiterveld 1967) and have well defined end-points. Two of these
specimens, having reversed NRM directions, retain a clockwise deviation from the
geomagnetic axial dipole in a reversed direction during demagnetisation to temperatures
of 3oo"c and g2o"c Gig. 4.2 ef). This is inferred to repr€sent a real primary
direction and not a partially uncleaned overprint. The same deviation is recognised in
the one specimen with a normal NRM direction and a subsequent reversed direction
upon demagnetisation Gig. l.Z g) and is interpreted ir1 n similar manner. Remanent
directions of all seven strrcimens show this deviation (nig. a.Z). It is only the presence
of the three reversed slrcimens which confirms that the magnetisation is primary and
not an uncleaned hard semndary magnetisation.
A further eight of the sixteen pilot specimens (Fig. 4.3) show non-ideal linear
decay during demagnetisation of the horizontal and vertical components on the
Zilterveld plots. Consequently from Zilterveld plots, the primary magnetisation of
these specimens could not be identified. However, these specimens are interpretated as
being or very close to the primary remanent direction, based on 1) the presence of
reversed remanent directions above the 2W"C demagnetisation temperature, 2) the close
proximity of these reversed directions to the reversed directions in specimens exhibiting
linear decay to the Zillerveld origin, and 3) the close proximity of normal directions
to the normal directions in specimens exhibiting linear decay to the Zillerveld origin
(nig. a.+).
Demagnetisation t€mperatur€s at which the primary magnetisation
varies within these fourteen specimens The primary magnetisatiotr
recognised
spocimen
l9W4.Zl (Fig. nZ g) is not recognised until tle 25O"C demagnetisation temperature,
whereas rhe primary magnetisation of specimens 19O48.1 and 19048.4 (nig. +'Z ef) is
the reslxctive NRM directions The variation of the temperature at which the primary
































































































































































overlap of the blocking t8mPeratures of the primary and secondary magnetisations'
specinens without a secondary magnetisation have no overlap of the blocking
temperatures of the primary and secondary magnetisations and oonsequently the
primarycomponentcanberecognisedatNRMmeasutements.lncontrast,specimens
with hard secondary magnetisations where the blocking temperature almost completely
overlaps that of the primaly magnetisation, require higher demagnetisation tempefiItures
for removal of the secondary magnetisations. In most specimens the primary
magnetisation is recognised at temperailres of 20O"C and above'
The remaining two specimens show neither stable demagnetisation behaviour nor
normal or reversed polarity directions (fig. 4'5) at temperatures of 30O"C These
specimens are magnetically unstable and a primary magnetisation can not 
be recognised'
It is concluded that
1. Thermal demagnetisation is effective in removing secondary magnetisations'
2. Unambiguous identification of a primaly magnetisation as indicated by ideal linear
decay to the origin of Zilterveld plots is recognised within only half of the pilot
slrcimens.
3.Ahardandstablemagnetisationwhichexhibitsnon-ideallineardecaytothe
Zilterveld origin is also recognised, havrng either normal or reversed plarity and thus
is inferred to be the primary magnetisation'
4. The secondary magnetisations have variable blmking temperatules aod consequently
theprimarymagnetisationisrecognisedatarangeoftemperaturesabove20o"c.
5.Theremovedsecondarymagnetisationsarenormalinpolarityandhavesimiliar





Alternating fiefd (AF) demagnetisation of New Tnaland Cenozoic sedinents' although
successful (Kennett et al. 1971; Mumme and walcott 1985) has been restricted' At
Victoria University the main problem, until recenily (Christoffel pers comm' f985) has
bepn incoherent data, especially at higher fields, resulting from the zuspected 
acquisition
of spurious magnetisations during AF cleaning with the available equipment' The
successful Ap steaning Programmes used peak alternating fields of 5 mT to 3O mT
(Kennett et at- 1971; Mumme and Walcott 1985)'
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13.2 Tochnigues
A 19 cm long solenoid wittrin three orthogonal pairs of square coils one metre in
length, with a residual field of less than 3O nT, was used for all AF demagnetisation.
The multi-layered solenoid Q936 turns) was powered by a series tuned 50 Hz mains
supply. Sixteen pilot specimens were demagnetised along the three orthogonal specimen
axes ar 5 mT increments up to a peak alternating field of 35 mT. At prograssively
higher fields the decay period (ramp time) was increased. Specimens were stored ia a
Mumetal shield before remanence measurements.
4-33 AF Demagnetisation: Results
AF demagnetisation was ineffective in removing a secondary magnetisation aligned in a
normal polarity direction and consequently a primary magnetisation was recognised in
only four of the sixteen pilot specimens (Appendix 7). Two of the specimens, where
the primary magnerisation was recognised, have reversed plarity NRM directions and
have stable directions during demagnetisation (fig. 4.6 a,b). However the primary
magnetisation of these two Elecimens, as indicated by linear decay of the vertical and
horizontal components of the Zillerveld plot, is not identified until peak alternating
fields of 30 to 35 mT. At 4O mT the rcpaining remanent intensities were below 1.5
x 10-5Am-1 and thus unmeasurable, indicating the coercivity spectm of the primary
magnetisation is between 30 and & mT. The clockwise deviation from the
geomagnetic axial dipole of the two reversed specimens is the same as recognised by
thermal demagnetisation and is again interpreted as being a real primary direction.
The other two specimens although normal in polarity show linear decay to the
Ziiterveld origin, having a marked decrease in intensity at peak fields of 30 and 35
mT, and their magnetisation is interpretated as being primary (Fig. a.6). The near zero
magnetic intensity of the two specimens at fields of 30 and 35 mT is consistent urith
the inferen@, from the reversed specimeng that the coercivity spectra of tle primary
magnetisation is between 30 and 40 mT.
A further eight AF pilot specimens have an inferred reversed primary
magnetisation with an incomplet€ly removed normal overpring €ven at peak alternating
fields of 35 ltrT, above which the remaining remanenoe is too weak to measure.
Zilterveld plots reveal similiar chanSes of both the vertical and horizontal components
during demagnetisation (Fig. 4.7), but decay to the origin is not linear. Stereographic
projections (fig. n.A) clearly show a change of declination from normal directions at

































































































































inclinations. This is interpretatpd as movement towards a reversed direction, as in the
two reversed AF specimens, but the secondary overprint is not entirely removed before
the specimens become unmeasurable. This indicates that part of the coercivity spectra
of the secondary magnetisation is also between 30 and 35 mT, matchin$ that of the
primary magnetisation, and consequently the primary magnetisation can not be resolved.
The partially removed secondary magnetisation' up to fields of 35 mT, has a normal
direction (n'ig. 4.9), but again is not specifically related to the present day field
direction.
The four remaining AF pilot specimens show neither stable demagnetisation
behaviour nor normal or reversed polarity directions (fig. 4.10) even at a peak
alternating field of 35 mT. These specimens are magnetically unstable and the
primary magnetisation can not be recognised.
It is concluded that:
1. The primary magnetisation can not be routinely identified with AF demagnetisation.
2. T1ne coercivity spectra of the primary and secondary magnetisations overlap even at
a peak alternating field of 35 mT.
3. At fields above 35 mT the intensity of the residual remanent magnetisation is less
than 15 x 10-5 Am-l (the accepted noise level of the cryogenic magnetomet€r in this
snrdy) and unmeasurable.
4. The paftia1y removed scondary magnetisations are normal in lnlarity, and have
similiar directions, but are not specifically related to the present day geomagnetic field
direction.
4A COMPARISON OF THERMAL AND AF DEMAGNETISATION
Theoretical studies (Witson and Smith 1968; Dunlop 1969, 1973; Biquand and Prevort
lgTD predict rhat a viscous magnetisation (VRM) is more effectively removed by
thermal than AF demagnetisation. The acquisition of a VRM at time t over a range of

























Fig. 4.9 Equal-area stereographic projection of removed components from AF demagnetisedpilot specimens with an incompletely removed normal overprint. Specimen numbers are
referenced to NRM directions. Circles with small numbers are the directions at the
respective peak alternating fields in mT. Small triangles are the directions of the removed









































HC : coercive force
Q : 23.7
as shown by the VRM acquisition curves of Fig. 4.71a at t6 ta tg
The unblocking curves of any subsequent zero-field demagnetisation coincide with the
original blocking curves and the VRM decays logarithmically. Thermal demagnetisation
of a VRM has unblocking curves also obeying the above equation, and is analogous to
viscous decay (Dunlop 1973) as defiaed by:
dJ,
,l dJ, : T9dlog r AT Q+logre
where
Jr : f€manent magnetisation
to : decay time
Thus the blocking/unblocking curves for a VRM (Fig. a.11a) are the sane with either
the influence of time (f) or temperature (T). Consequently thermal demagnetisation is
efficient in removing VRM's. ln contrast to viscous decay or ttrermal demagnetimtion,
unblocking curves representing AF demagnetisation at increasing peak fields have a
different form (fig. 4.11b). During AF demagnetisation the largest grains are
demagnetised first leaving a VRM within the smaller grains as a resistent
magnetisation. Higher AF peak fields are required to remove this resistant VRM.
Field studies have also shown a VRM to be more effectively removed by thermal than
AF demagnetisation (Ouliac 7970.
Direct mmparison of thermally and AF demagnetised pilot specimens from the
Mangapoike data demonstrate that VRM's are removed by thermal denagnetisation but
not AF demagnetimtion. Reversed remanent directions of four thermal pilot specimens
from three sites are resolved at 200"C and above $ig. alZ e-h), but are not found in
specimens from the same throe sites (Fig. 4.72 a4) following AF demaSpetisation to
peak fields of 35 mT. The blocking tfmlreratures of the primary and secondary




Fig. 4.11 Theoretical blocking/unblocking curves of a VRM under the influence of either
rhJrmal or AF demagnetisation- Unblocking curves under the influence of either time (r)
or t€mperature (T) are the same, whereas the unblocking curves with an increasing coerciv:















































































since thermal demagnetisation was the only method capable of removing semndary
magnerisations in the Mangalnike specimens, and thus allowing identification of 
the
primary magnetisation, it was used for general demagnetimtion of all remaining 1168
specimens (Appendix 8). The remanence of all specimens was measured at a minimum
ofthreeofthe20o"C'2So"C,3o0.Candg}o.cdemagnetisationtemperatufes.After
remanenoe measurement, at the 300"c and 32trc t€mperature$ volume susc€ptibility
was measured in order to detect mineralogical alteration: remanence measurements
were discarded when a gleater than 5O7o increase of volume susceptibility was
recorded.
45.2 Selection q[ Representative Direction
A range of selection procedures exists to determine a representative direction from 
a
suite of demagnetisation datz. Vector diagrams (Zillerveld 1967; Dunlop 1979)
remagnetisation circles (ttaUs 1976, lg7$ vector subshaction (Roy and Park 1974;
Hoffman and Day 19?8; Stuparsky and Symons 1978) stability indices 
(Tarling and
Symons 1967; Briden 1972; Symons and Stuparsky 1974; Giddings 
and McElhinny 1976;
l-owrie and Alvarcz lgTD and minirnum in-sitp dispersion have all been used 
to
exrract representative directions. Previous studies in Nevr 7*auand cenozoic sediments
have used either in-site dispersion (Kennett et aI. 1971; Lienert et al' 1972; Kennett
and Watkins j9!4),Ziilerveld plots (Walcott er aI' 1981) or stability indices 
(Walcott
and Mumm e 1982; Mumme and Walcott 1985)'
A two-level method using Zillerveld plots and the stability index of Iowrie and
Lrvarcz iJgl|., proved effective here. Firstly the Zillerveld plot for each spcimen
was examined to identify the primary magnetisation indicated by linear decay of the
horizontar and verticar components to the origin (Zilterveld 1967). The stability index
of Lowrie and Alvarez |oglD was used to select an optimum direction from those
specimenswherelineardecayoftheprimarycomtrnnenttotheoriginoftheZi}terveld
plot could not be demonstrated because of large secondary compooents or illdefined
endpoints. The Lowrie - Alvarez index defines the angle between two 
successive
demagnetised remanent directions i and j as
6o = cos-1( t, t, + mi m1 + ni ni)'




The angle (ae) was divided by the increment of the demagnetising t€mperature (6T) to
obtain the average angular rate of change during the demagnetisation step. The
optimum direction was the highest increment of two successive directions where
(S0/ST) is a rninimum. Specimens with (60/6T) greater than 1'l1.5"C above the 20O'C
demagnetimtion temperature were rejected from the analysis.
since the t€mperature varies at which the primary magnetisation is recognised, as
shown by the pilot specimens, it is expected the optimum t€mperature for general
demagnetisation will also vary. Differences in the selected demagnetimtion temperature
were thus accepted, even within the same site or core. Selection of data from
different demagnetisation levels within samples has been used elsewhere in
paleomagnetism (Lowrie and Alvarez 1977),
Site means were calculated using Fisher statistics (Fisher 1953) f,rom specimens
accepted on the above criteria (Appendix 9). Those sites with less than three
specimens were re!:cted from the analysis.
In summary, the following rejection criteria wer.e used in this study:
1. The remanent magnetisation was less than 1.5 x 10-5 Am-l
2. The angular difference between normal and invert modes of remanent
measurement was great€r than 15".
3. No stability of direction or change of direction where (0gZ0f) was great€r than
t"/l.fc.
4. l-ess than three specimens from each site.
From these crireria, 286 specimens (24Eo) were rejected from the final analysis.
Chapter V
MAGNETOZONES AND CORRELATION TO TIIE MAGNETIC
POLARITY TIMESCALE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the polarity magnetozones and their correlation with the magnetic
polarity timescale.
Section 5.2 reviews various magnetic polarity timescales that have been published
and outlines the criteria used to select the Ness et al. (1980) timescale as the best
standard for comparison. Section 5.3 discusses the delineation of the magnetozones. A
statistical comparison of the observed number of reversals and the expect€d number of
reversals (section 5.5) indicates that all known polarity reversals are recognised.
Section SA gives the dated stratigraphic events used to correlate the
magnetostratigraphic zones and also describes a previously unrecognised unconformity at
Mangapoike River. The effects of bioturbation on the paleomagnetic record are
discussed in the final section (5.6) concluding that the detrital magnetisation is acquired
about 100O yrs after deposition.
5.2 'STANDAN.I)' MAGNETIC POLARITY TIMESCALE
During the last 20 years progressive refinement of polarity definition (Cox 1969;
@yke 1972; Blakely 7974) and of radionetric age determinations (McDougall and
Clramalaun 1966l' Harrison et ol. 1979; McDougall et aI. 198y'') has led to a
succession of slightly different magnetic polarity timescales. Reviews by WatLins
(tglZ), McDougall 6gll) and Ness et al. (fqgo) record the progressive devel,opment
Published magnetic polarity timescales have been established from either
radiometrically dated lava successions (McDougall and Tarling 1963; McDougall et al.
1976a; McDougall et al. 1977; gemundsson et aI. 1980; McDougaTl et al, l9M) or
ocean-floor magnetic anomaly profiles with dated calibration points, sssuming a constant
spreading rate (Heirtder et al. 1968; Talwant ct ol. 1971; Blakely and C,ox 7972;
Cande and LaBrecque 1974; l-aBrepque et aI. 1977; Mankinen and Dalrymple 1979;
Ness et al. 1980) or biostratigraphic, chronostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic
mmpilationq with radiometrically dated calibration ages (Berggren 1972, 7981, 1984a;
Berggren and Van Couvering 1974; Ryan et aJ. 197/). The various magnetic polarity
timescales propoced have resulted in confusion and criticism (Berggren 1981).
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The anomaly derived timescale of Ness et al. (1980) is selectpd as the grandard
magnetic polarity tinescale for this study for three reasc,ns. Firstly it is empirically
derived and is solely a 'magnetochronology' (terminology follows that of Berggren
1984a). It has a minimum number of assumptions and construction steps and hence
minimfum potential error. The use of a magnetochronologic timescale, as opposed to a
timescale which is derived from biostratigraphic, magnetostratigraphic and K-Ar data (a
'biomagnetoradiochronology', Berggren 1984a) is preferred here, since it avoids circular
arguments. The Ness et al. (tgAO) timescale has been widely used in
magnetctratigraphy (Berggren et al. 1984; Shibata et al. 1984; Nigrini and Lombari
1984; Hornibrmk 1984a; Blwards 1985) thus allowing direct correlation to other
magnetwtratigraphic studies. It is detailed, and provides ages for all recognised
reversals.
There is only minor disparity (tO.fO Ma within the late Miocene) in age estimates
of lnlarity transitions, when corrected for the new (Steiger and Jager 7977) K-I;r
decay constants (cf. Cande and l-aBrecqte 7974: McDougall et aL. 1976a: I-aBrecque ar
al. 1977; McDouga[ et al. 1977; Mankinen and Dalrympte 1979; Ness et aL. 1980;
Berggren 1984a; Berggren et at. 1985). Only the recent timescale of McDougaTl et al.
(1984) is different with l.ate Miocene plarity intervals consisteutly 1 Ma older.
However, for the puq)oses of correlation in the following chapters, nagnetostratigraphic
age data based on ptarity tinescales other than Ness et al. (1980) have been corrected
where possible to the Ness er al. (19SO) timescale. Presented K-Ar dates have been
correctpd to the revised decay constants (Steiger and Jager 1977). Those data that
could not be corrected to either the Ness et al. (fgAO) timescale or the new K-Ar
decay constants are indicated with an asterix (ie 6.2* Ma).
Recently pubtished timescales (Mlller et aI. 1985; Berggren et aI. 1985; Barron er
al. 1985) have correlated Anomaly 5 with Chron 11 based on new biostratigraphic -
magnetostratigraphic studies from South Atlantic DSDP sites (Poore er al. 1984; Hsu ar
at. 1984; Khan et al. 1985) ) as opposed to the previously accepted correlation of
Anomaly 5 with Chron 9 (Ryan et aL. 1974: Theyer and Hamnond 1974; I-aBrecque
et al. 1977). This alternative correlation using Anomaly 5 : Chron 11 (Foster and
@yke 1970) results in Ctrons 7 through to Chron 14 being reassigned with magnetic
anomalies; shortening Chron 7 to include only the three normal events of Anomaly 4
(Fig. 5.2). As noted by Barron et at. (1985), adoption of this revised chron - anomaly
correlation results in more uniform sedimentatioD rates during the late Miocene than
rat€s estimated from the traditional timescales in which Anomaly 5 was correlated
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with Chron 9. The ambiguity in using the same numbering with either the Aaomaly
5 : Chron 9 or the Anomaly 5 : Chron 11 correlation can be circumvented by using
the revised chron nomenclature of Tauxe et al. (fg8g). This nomeDclature names
chrons from correlative magnetic anomalies which extend from the youngest reversal
boundary of one anomaly to the youngest reversal boundary of the next anomaly, and
are prefixed with the letter C: ie Anomaly 6 : Chron C6. Siace a large body of
literature exists using the Aaomaly 5 : Chron 9 correlation, this and both the
Anomaly 5 = Chron 11 and the Tauxe et al, (tg8f) correlations are present€d (Fig.
5.2) for ease of reference, however all references within the text will follow the new
chron nomenclature of Anomaly 5 : Chron 11.
5.3 MAGNETOZONES
The plarity magnetozones are clearly defined by the declination and inclination logs
(Fig. 5.1). Virtual geomagnetic pote (VCl) latitudes were not required to determine
the polarity zones. Each of the magnetozones is designated with the following notation
MRl, MNl, MR2, MN2 etc (Fig. 5.1) where MR refers to Mangapoike reversed and MN
to Mangalnike normal. They are numbered consecutively upward from the base of the
sampled seguence. Magnetozones MR2 and MR3 are each based on only one site, but
are considered to represent true geomagnetic polarity zones because they have reversed
polarity after demagnetisation. Single reversed specimens are rmognised at sitas 18991'
19005, 19018 (696, 8O5 and 868 m respectively) and also probably represent reversed
magnetic polarity zones, but were relrted from the final analysis on the basis of the
previously described criteria (sections 3.5 and 4.5).
Only one normal magnetozone (lvIN6, 1?60 to 1880 m, Fig. 5.1) was detected in
the stratigraphic interval equivalent to that from which Kennett and Watkins 6gla)
reported two normal zones designated as C1 and C2. Magnetozone MN6 is correlated
with rhe CZ (lo.wermost normal) event of Kennett and Watkins (f9Za) (fig. 5.D.
Their supposed Cl event is based on three low VGP latitudes that are here considered
to repres€nt reversed sites with incompletely cleaned normal overprints. Shallow
inclinations in some reversed polarity sites of the present study, especially between













































Fig. 5.1 late Miocene Mangapoike polarity magnetozones. For notation of MR1, MN1 etc




sequenc€ are used as preliminary approtimate dating'
l.Thefirstappearancedatum(FAD)ofGtnbigerinnnzr|1./,hcsToddis300m
below the base of the paleomagneticauy sampled seguence 
(Hostins pers' comm')
The FAD of G. rcpenttus in New 7'ealand is a well established biostratigraphic
datum (Jenkins 1966, 1967; Hornibrook and Edwards 7971; Hornibrook 1981b'
1984b) coinciding with the base of the waiauan stage (Hosr'ins l9s2)' Elsewhere
theFADofG.n,epenrtusdefinesthebaseofZoneNl4inthelateMiddleMiocene
(Banner and Blow 1965; Blow 1969) in the tropics' correlating to the upper parts
(Srinivasan and Kennett 1981a) of the cool zubtropirx.l Glnborotalia mnyeri Tno.e
(Jennins 1971, lg75; Kennett 1973) and the warm subtropical Gtnborotalia mayeri
Zone(srinivasanandKennettlgSla)'Hornibrook(t98tU'19S4b)suggestedal2'7*
Ma age for the G. rcpenttus datum in New Zealand based on the stratigraphic
positionofl'oxostoml.mtrunnatumtotheK-ArdatedDunedinVolcanics
(McDougaIIandC,oombslg?3).ElsewheretheG.,upentlesdatumhasage
estimates ranging from 12.7 to 11.5 Ma (Berggren and van couveting 
1974' 1978;
VanCouveringandBerggrenlgTT;Saito|9ll;CtniandKondalgTS;Takayanagi
et aI. 19?8; Keller 1980; Miller et at' 1985; Berggren et al' 1985)'
2. The last appearance datum (LAD) of Glnboqnilrin'a itehLscens 
(ctapman' PaII
and Collins) is at ?59 m in the sampled sequence (Hckins pers' comm' 1985)'
ThedisappearanceofG.dehlscensinNewZna|andvrithintheTongaporutuanis
generally accepted (Kennett 1968; Hornibrmk and Edwards |97|; Jenkins |97|;
Hornibrook 1984b) although youngel occurrences have been recorded 
(ttornlUroot<
1g61; Collen and Vella 1973). Diachroneity of this datum within New Zealand is
probable (Kennett 1968; Kennett and watkins lg74)' but as yet undetprmined'
TheG.dehiscensdatuminNewT.ealandhasbeendatedmagnetostratigraphically
at Blind River at 6.2x Ma (Hornibroot 1981b' 1984b) and in equatorial regions 
at
about 5.3 Ma (Saito et al. lg75), thus having a known diachroneity 
(Hornibrook
lgglb, 7984b; Berggren 1984b) between tempelate and tropical regions'





pliocene unconformity (seward in Hornibrmk 1984a) in an adjacent road
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exposure is equivalent to a stratigraphic height of 2O7O m in the sampled
sequence.
4. The filst appearance datum (FAD) of Globorotalia splnrinomiozea Walters is at
20gg m (tne Miocene - Pliocene unconformity) in the sampled sequenoe. G.
sphcricomlozea is part of the Glpborotalia miozea plexus (Scott 1979b, 1980;
Hornibrook 1984a) having a short range within the Kapitean - Opoitian in both
on land sequenc€s and DSDP 284 (Hornibrook 1981a, 1982, 1983, 1984a; Sbott
19g3). An estimated age of 5.4 Ma (Hornibrmk l98la, 1981b, 1984a; Edwards
19g5) for the FAD of G. sphericomiozea is based on its occurrenc€ just above
Chron 5 from the reinterpreted magnetostratigraPhy of Blind River (Loutit and
Kennett 197r.
The above data constrain correlation of the mag4etozones to a time interval between
11.0 and 5.0 Ma.
Individual magnetozones are correlated with chrons by their relative lengths'
assuming a constant Or nearly constant sedimentation rat€. The long interval of
normal polarities (MNt, MN2, MN3) interrupted by the very thin reversed intervals
(lvlRl, MR2) are correlatpd with chron 11. The remaining magnetozones uP to MN5
are progressively correlated up the polarity timescale with Chrons 1O and 9 (Fig. 5. ).
This implies an avefage sedimentation rate of 54 c'n/10o0 yr' MR2 and MR3 are
correlated with the two lower reversed subchrons in Cbron 11. Above 1857 m only
one recognised normal magnetozone MN6) is present whereas the polarity timescale
contains three normal subchrons of clron 7 and the one normal subchron of cLron 6.
From this a significant unconformiry is inferred in the upper Tongaporutuan at
Mangapoike. At presenr two int€rpretations (a and B) are considered for the
correlation of MN6 with the polarity timescale (Fig. 5.2). lnterpretation A follows the
progressive correlation up the polarity timescale, correlating MN6 with the short
subchron Q.lq to 7.39 Ma) in lower Chron 7, and gives a sedimentation rate of 20O
cm/10OO yr for MN6. From this the non-appearance of the higher normal zubchrons
indicates the period from at least 7.34 to 6.42 Ma is missing in the unconformity.
lnterpretation B correlates MN6 with the longer subchron 0.3+ to 6.94 Md in upper
Chron 7, and the shorter normal subchron below it with the unsamPled interval from
165O to 1751 m Gig. 5.2). This interpretation gives a 26 cm/IOOA yr sedimentation
rat€ for MN6. The non-appearanc€ of the higher normal subchrons indicatns the
absence of strata representing the period from at least 6.86 to 6A2 M4 From the
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Fig. 5.2 Correlation of the Mangapoike magnetozones to the magnetic polarity timescale of
Neis er ar. (1980). Black is normal polarity. Column 1: magnetic lnlarities determined by
Kennert and Watkins (t974) anA reinterpreted by klwards (1985, in prep.) Fission-track
age from Hornibrook (1984b). Column 2: magnetozones and correlations determined in this
tf,esis. Botlvinita Whana - Ttliozea transition determined by Scott (1978). Other
foraminiferal datums determined by Hoskins (pen. corrm. 1985). A and B refer to the



























Miocene - Pliocene unconformity
Inferred disconformitY
-A
average sedimentation 64 cm/lOOO )rrs.
Fig. 5.3 Sedimentation rate of the Mangapoike 
- 
section based on the magnetostratigraphic
coielations of Edwards (1985) for the upper Mangapoike section and this thesis for the
lower Mangapoike section. A and B refer to the respective magnetostratigraphic correlations
described in the t€xt.
interpretations with the average sedimentation rate (64 cmllooo yr) from the lower
part of the section (fig. 5.3), the second interpretation (B) is preferred'
Theinferredunconformitymentionedaboveisassumedtobeatl9Tomwherea
lithological change from massive mudstones to bedded turbidites occurs 
(Fig' 2'2 and
Plate6.2),Biostratigraphicevidencesupportsthepresenceoftheunconformity'The
Bolivinlta phnna - pliozea,,transition", although not yet phylogenetically understood' 
is
a gradual but recognisable change in Bohvinita t€st morphology within the upper
Tongaporutuan in New 7.eaIand. As reported by Edwards (fgSS) tUe B' pohnna
pliazea'ffansition' at Blind River (Scott 1978) occurs with the normal event of Chron
6 (6.55 to 6.42 Ma) of the revised Blind River magnetostratigraphy (Loutit and
Kennett lg7r. The morphological change of B' Ptnnn to B' pliazea at Mangapoike'
as determined by Scott (1978) Ooes not coincide with any normal event recognised in
the present study. The sampling sites used by Scott (1978)' were located on the large
base map used for the present study, and the morphological change from B' polw@ to
B. pliozea was found to gccur between two samples at 7964 m and 2023 m 
(nig' 5'Z)'
the stratigraphic interval containing the inferred unconformity at 1970 n' Thus as
inferred solely from the biostratigraphic correlation' both the normal event of Chron 5
and the coincident B. polnna - pllozea 'transition' as recognised from Blind Rivet' 
are
missing at Mangapoike, indicating that 41 6 minimum the Pexid from 5.55 to 6.42 Ma
is missing, and that the hiatus occurs between 1964 m and 2023 m'
Ashby (1986) tabulated nine radiolarian I,,xa (Ct'adocoocus den1ala' 'Antarctissa
conrad.ae, Desmospyrs sp. L cyrtocapsella iaponica, cyrtocapsel'I'a tetrapera'
I-ampromita ttara" I-amprocyclns sP. E, PhormostiCh'oartus sp' A' aoid siplnsticharctus
corona) wirh local disappearances at or just below the inferred unconformity' The
most distinctive disappearances are Cyrtocapsel.l.a iaponisa and Cyrtocapsella tetrapra,
which show persistent records below the unconformity and only one positive
identification of C. tetrapera above'
Thegradationalchangeinlithology,over3m,frommassivemudstonetobedded
sandstones and mudstones at 1461 m may represent a break in sedimentation' The
lithological change is at or very close to the polarity reversal from MR5 to MNS' At
present without further evidence, it is assumed that there is no uncouformity at this
stratigraPhic interval.
. The angular unconformity (3' discordance) at the Miocene - Pliocene boundary
(Hornibrook Lg77, lg1lb, 1983, lgS4il is within the reversed magnetozone MR7 at
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ris. 5J Mangapoike 613c data bounding- t*.yio."ne,- Pliocene angular unconformity'
EIEC values have been normalised *-eW"AoUes. wullnrstorf,i 
(Sa\iln et aI' 1981) to
correct for the oiseqffiUr;"'it*lio"ution of carbon in tlvdgerina spp'
Inferred disconformity
2088 m. Based on the foraminiferal biostratigraphy' as discussed previously' 
and the
magDetGtratigraphic correlations outlined above, the rever':sed plarity zone below the
unconformityiscorrelatedwiththeupPelreversedsubchronofChron6andthe
reversed polarity zone above the unconformity is correlated with the lower reversed
subchron of the Gilbert Gig. 5.D. This correlation follows that of Edwards' in
Hornibrook (lg84a, 1984b) and Edrvards (1985)' The implied absence of the normal
zubchrons of Chron 5 indicats that the minimum time missing (6'OZ to 5'41 Ma) is
660,000 yrs at the Miocene - pliocene boundary in the Mangapoike sequence'
carbon isotopic data based on analyses of uvigerinn spp' from the Mangapike
sequetrce (Appendix 10) indicates that the Miocene - Pliocene unconformity is
significantly Ionger in time than estimated from the magnetostratigraphy' The l:te
Miocene carbon 'shift is a significant 4j to -1'0 depletion in E13C a" determined
from benthic foraminifera (Keigwin 1979; Kennett et at' 1979; Loutit and Kennett
1979; l-outit et at. 1983) and is accepted as an isochronous datum datpd at 6'2 Ma
(Haq et at. 198O; Vincenl et al. 198O; Keigwin and shackleton 1980)' Examination
of the timited 615C data from the Mangapoike (nig. S.n) indicates that the depletion
@curs acr$ the Miocene - Pliocene unconformity, although it is suggested that the
early part of the carbon shift is recorded at 2O80 m' consequently it is inferred that
the great€r part of the carbon 'shift' is within the unconformity and thus it is
concluded from the combined evid.ence of the magnetGttatiglaphy and the carbon
isotope stntigmphy that the Miocene - Pliocene unconformity at Mangapoike represents
a time interval of at least 890,000 yrs' from <5'41 Ma to 6'3 Ma
55 SAMPLING EFFISIENCY
statistical evaluation of magnerostratigraphic studies for sampling efficiency and
stratigraphic completeness (SaOter 1981; Johnson and McGee 1983; Hall and Butler 1983;
May et aL 1985) is a reoent adjunct in paleomagnetism' Cox (f968' 1981) defined
reversalsofthegeomagneticfieldasanexPonentialprobabilitydistributionfunction
with P(r) =rexP (-lr)
where r : time between reversals
)r, = trre&tl frequency of reversals over time
P(t):prolnrtionofpolarityintervalswhoselengthsliebetweenrandt+dr
assuming that the length of successive plarity int'ervals is statistically independent and
that rhe reversals have a Poisson distribution with time' Johnson and McGee 
(rgag)
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used this distribution function to statistically define, with error limits, the number of
expected revenals within a given time interval with N sampling sitm, using a
uniform, random or expoDential sampling stratpgy. Hall and Butler (fgAS) defined a
stochastic model to evaluate stratigraphic completeness and thus the reliability of the
magnetostratigraphy. Using the technique of Sadler (1981) May et al. Q9SSD showed
that, within different depositional environments, stratigraphic mmpleteness at different
timescales could be evaluated and used as a test of the magnetostratigraphic correlation.
The statistical procedures of Sadler (198f), Hall and Butler (f983) and May et a].
(t985) are not used in the present study since firstly, the Mangapoike sequence is
mostly massive in lithology (section 2.3 and Appendix 1), with little or oo 6.66lingr
and breaks in deposition between successive beds (Ager 1973; Dott 1983) are considered
to be minimal, apart from the two unconformities (fig. 5.D and se.condly the
recognition of MR2 and MR3 indicates stratigraphic completeness, when correlated with
the timescale of Ness et aI. (1980) at a scale of at least 104 years.
The Johnson and McGee (1983) model is used here to calculate the expected success
of the Mangapoike sampling programme given the number of paleomagnetic sites (N)
the distribution of the sites, an estimate of the geolqgic time slnn sampled (At), and
the mean length of the magDetic polarity zone (r). From thme data it is pcsible to
compare the number of observed and expected reversals. Accepting the quantitatively
dated biostratigraphic datums and the magDetosffatigraphic correlation as discussed
(section 5.3) an estimated time span for the sampled sequenoe of 4.9 Ma can be derived
from the base of Chron 9 (1O.3O Ma) and the base of the Gilbefi (5.41 Ma). The
mean length of magnetic polarity zones for the Late Neogene is 0.12 Ma (Harrison
1969; Lowrie and Kent 1983; Johnson and McGee 1983 based on data from Watkins
and Walker 7977). Assuming a uniform sampling distribution, the expected number of
reversals (TaUle 5.1a) of 17.114.03 is greater than the 12 reversals observed. The
discrelnncy is attributpd to the unconformities in the sequence (section 54). The
estimated 0.89 Ma represented by the Miocene - Pliocene angular unconformity, the 0.44
Ma represented by the inferred unconformity at 1970 m, and the 0.10 Ma within the
total of 108 m of covered and non+ampled intervals greater than 5 m (UaseA on the
average sedimentation firt€ of 64 cm,/1000 yrs) totals 1.2 tvla. Subtracting 1.2 Ma from
the inferred total time span of 4.9 Ma represented by the section leaves 3.7 Ma which
has been sampled. The expected number of reversals is 12.013.4 (Tabte 5.1b) which is
in agreement with the L2 observed reversals. It is mncluded that the sampling
programme (chapter 2) and the demagnetisation 66hniques (chapter 4) have recognised
all of the polarity reversals within the section sampled.
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Tablc 5.1
Johnson and McGee (tggg) Model Calculations
a) Uniform SamPling
At = 4'9 Ma
N:343




ie ExPected Reversals 17'1014'03
b) Uniform SamPling
At = 3'47 Ma
N=343




ie Expected Reversals L}'O!3AO
N - nurtrber of paleomagnetic sites plac€d within At
- 
p : probability that a given sample set will cross magnetic reversal
R=expectpdnumberofreversalsdiscoveredbyt.hemmpleeot
T-meantimelengthofpolarityintervalsoveralongtinepe'id
At : time increment of stratigraphic interval
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5.5 BIOTURBATION
The possible effecr of bioturbation, by a benthic fauna, on the paleomagnetism of
sediments has been recognised (Keen 1963; Harrison 1966; Wathins 1968). The main
concerns have been the vertical mixing of sediment with the consequent alteration or
obfiteration of polariry events (watkins 1968) and the primary magnetic fabric in
susceptibility anisotropy studies (Rees er ar. 7968, 1982; Kent and Lowrie 1975) and
the time lag between deposition of the sediment and acquisition of the final
magnetisation (Lowrie 197f', It is recognised that detrital remanent magnetisation
(DRM) can be a combination of grain alignment during settling through the water
column (Nagata 1953; Graham 1949; King 1955; Griffths et a|. 1960) and also
subsequent alignment within the sediment slurry by grain rotation (Graham 1954;
Irving 1957; Irving and Malrr 1964; Kent 1973; Otofuji and Sasajima 1981) termed as
depositional DRM and postdepositional DRM, Iespectively (Verosub 1977)'
Keen (t963) and Harrison (tgOO) recognised that extensive bioturbation of deepsea
sediments would obliterate the depositional DRM, and the obeerved magnetisation must
be postdepositional in origin. Verosub (J977) in his review of sediment magnetisation
concluded that the directional coherence of deepsea oores as documented by @yke
OglD supporred a postdepositional oligrn of magnetisation. It is argued funher here
that varying degrees of bioturbation, as described (section 2.7), will result in a pcitive
correlation with direction dispersion, as measured by c95, if the magnetisation is a
depositional DRM. If no such correlation is exhibited, and bioturbation is obvious in
the sedimenr at the site(s) sampled then it is concluded that the magnetisation p6t
dates the bioturbation and thus is post{epositional in origin. The Mangapoike data
exhibit no corretarion between the amounr of visible bioturbation and c95 (Fig. 5.5)
and thus the magnetisation is considered to be a pmtdepositional DRM'
An estimate of the time lag between deposition and magnetisation acquisition can
be derived from the sedimentation rate and the depth from the sediment/watpr
interface of the faunal mixing ?ane. A maximum bioturbation depth of 60 cm
determined by measurements on deepsea sediments (Ninkovich er aI- 1966; Glass 1969;
Ruddiman and Glover 1972; Rhoads and Boyer l98D combined with the average
Mangalnike sedimentation rate of 64 cml1000 yrs indicates an approximate 1000 year
lag between deposition and magnetisation in the Mangapoike sedinents. This could be
an over estimate of the time lag, since the maximum known depth of bioturbation in
the Mangalni-te sequence is 25 cm' measured by a burrow from the base of a tuff'




















Fig. 55 Plot of a95s against the degree of bioturbation.
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unlocat€d, and for the present 100O years remains the best estimate of the time lag
between detrnsition and magoetisation of the Mangapoike eediments.
Modification of trnlarity events by bioturbation as described by Watkins (fg0g) is
considered not to b|e significant, in the Mangatrnike paleomagnetic record. Accepting
both that plarity reversals (rccur on a timescale of loa to 106 years and that the
shortest recognised polarity event in the l-ate Miocene from Ness et aL (1980) is 140OO
yrs and the maximum interval of bioturbation of the Mangapoike sediments is 10OO
ys, then theoretically all polarity events should b€ recorded. The admirture of
reversed and normal polarity specimens at sites 18991, 19005 and 19O18, which were
rejectod from the final analysis, could be attributed 1p inhsnogeneous vertical miwing
by a benthic fauna soon after a - polarity transition. However, the post-bioturbation
timing of magnetisation of the Mangapoike sediments, as described, indicates that mixed
polarities are not a function of bioturbation, and are more likely to be ploduct of
incomplete demagnetisation of some specimens at sites where a normal overprint is






This chapter discusses l-ate Miocene glacioeustatic, magnetostratigraphic, biostratigraphic
and chronostatigraphic correlations derived from the Mangapoike magnetostratigraphy.
Section 6.2 describes three inferred glacioeustatic events within the late Waiauan to
earliest Opoitian interval of the Mangapoike section, which are synchronous with
positive deep-sea benthic 6180 value, and with low sea-levels postulated by Yail et aI.
Ogll). The three events' could b€ attributed to relative sea-level changes caused by
intermitt€nt temporary reversals of tectonic subsidence to tectonic uplift, but there is
no supporting evidence for such tectonic reversals Section 6.3 shows the correlation of
the Mangapoike magnetctratigraphy to other l.ate Miocene - Early Pliocene
magnetostratigraphies of New 7*,aland, including DSDP Site 594. Sections 6.4 and 6.5
discuss the age determinations from Mangapoike, for the first appearance datum (FAD)
of the Bolivinita qndril.atera lineage (the base of the Tongalnrutuan Stage) and the
last appearance datum (mn) of Globoqndrina dehiscens. The former is correlated to
the base of the international Tortonian stratotype and associated tropical microfoasil
zones.
6.2 GLACIOEUSTATIC SEA-LE\TEL CIIANGES
6.2.1 Introduction
Eustatic sea-level control of marine sedimentation has been recognized from the presence
of sedimentary cycles and bounding uncomformities within the rock record (Weils
1960; Vella 1965; Rona 197t. Turbidites also may often correlate to low sea level
(Shanmugan and Moiola 198D. Interludes of coastal onlap and offlap sedimentation, as
shown by seismic profiles, have been interpreted as eustatic rises and falls, reslrctively,
of sea-level, resulting chiefly from glaciation (Vail et aL, 1977; Yarl and Hardenbol
197r. The Phanerozoic eustatic sea-level curve of Vail and Hardenbol has been
criticised with respect to the methodology of its construction (tvtaiU 1986), the implied
relative rates of sea-level rise and fall (Hallam 1981) and the significant lack of a
glacial r@ord, especially s/ithin the Triassic and Jurassic when large sea-level changes
are postulated. Other mechanisms causal to sea-level flucuations have been suggested







The oxygen and carbon isotope stratigraphy for the Neogene (Savin et al. 19Sl) is
interpreted as an ice volume record (Woodruff et al. 1981) showing that at least
from the middle Miocene to the present, sea-level changes shown on the Vail curve are
probably truly glacioeustatic.
Within New Zealand, chronostratigraphic subdivision of the Cenozoic was originally
defined by mollusca and benthic foraminifera (Allan 1933; Finlay and Marwick 1940,
t947); taxa which are influenced by eustatic sea-level changes. By implication the
New Zealand stages are possibly related to eustatism (Loutit and Kennett 1981).
5.2.2 Mangalpike Glacioeustatic Events
Event 1: <10.3 Ma (upper Chron 12) Turbidites.
The 2lO m thick Makaretu sandstone (Plate 6.1) immediately below the sampled
sequence is tentatively identified as resulting from glacioeustatism, based on lithological
inferences and the near age synchroneity with other known glacioeustatic events (Fig.
6.1). The 'sandstone' is a series of rhythmically bedded turbiditic sandstones and
mudstones. Sandstones and mudstones are equal in proportion, and sandstones beds
have erosional bases Flute casts are commonly obeerved. The unit is bounded
stratigraphically, grading over 9-6 m at both the base and top, by at least 30O m
thick massive to very weakly bedded mudstone. Tbe Makaretu sandstone is recognised
throughout the Wairoa Syncline (Wellman 1958).
Increased frequency and magni;fude of turbidite deposition has been correlated to
low eustatic sea-levels (Damuth 1977; Yatl and Hardenbol 1979; Shanmugan and Moiola
198D. lncreased erosion due to glaciation and exposure of the continental shelf results
in larger volumes of coarse detritus being fed to bathyal sites
The Makaretu sandstone (latest Waiauan) is within upper Chron 72, immediately
below the Chron 11 - Chron 12 transition, and has an estimated age of 11 to 10.3
Ma. A significant glacioeustatic event has been inferred to occur between 11 and 9
Ma. Vail et at. Ogll) and Vail and Hardenbol OSZD recognised a malrr
uncomformity attributed to a low eustatic sea-level at 9.92 Ma (: 9.8 Ma of Blakely
7974: timescale in Vail and Hardenbol 1g7il. Two episodes of marked 6180
enrichment in benthic foraminifera have been recognised clce to tle middle - late
Miocene boundary (Savin et al, 1981; Burckle ct al.. 1982; Kennen 1986) and are
interpreted as the result of iacreases in ice volume on Antarctica (Wmdruff a al.
1981). Savin er aI. (fpgf) €$imat€d an age of 11.8 to 105 Ma for the younger
61EO enrichment, on the evidence of foraminiferal, coccolith, radiolarian and diatom
- 103f -
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correlations. Burckle et al. (fgAZ) identified the same isotopic event within C'hron 12
(: Chron 1O of their paper). An increase in carbonate dissolution within deepsea
sediments occurred at the same time (Keller 1981; Srinivasan and Kennett 1981b) and
is inferred to represent increased erosive intensity and corrosiveness of bottom waters
due to increasiag Antarctic glaciation (Keler and Barron t9S3). Based on the inferred
correlation of low glacioeustatism being causal to increased turbidite deposition and the
near temporal synchroneity with a marked 61EO enrichment, deepsea carbonate
dissolution, and a major unconformity of the Vail curye, the Makaretu sandstone, with
fair confidenc€, is interpreted as resulting from glacioeustatism.
Hoskins (fgZA) recognised a marine shallowing during the late Waiauan throughout
New Zealand, and this correlated to the inferred glacioeustatic event.
Sudden uplift immediately followed by sudden subsidence to produce a coarse
grained well-bedded unit sharply bounded by fine grained detritus is unlikely in both
mechanism and product. Consequently tectonism is discounted as causal to the
Makaretu sandstone.
Event 2: 6.86 to 6.42 Ma Disconformity
The unconformity placed at the distinct lithological change at 197O n, as inferred
from the preferred magnetostratigraphic correlation and the biostratigraphy has a
minimum period of nondepcition from 5.86 to 6.42 Ma.
Yarl et al. (J977) and Vail and Hardenbol (1979) infer a low sea-level at 6.7
Ma (: 6.6 Ma of Talwani et aL. 1971; timescale in Vail and Hardenbol 197il. A
small 61EO enrichment in benthic foraminifera has been recognised by Kennett et al.
Ogl9D and Woodruff er aI. (198t), at both equatorial and t€mlrrat€ sites, within
planktic foraminiferal zone N17 (upper Tongaporutuan), and has estimated age of 7 to
6 Ma.
The unconformity is interpreted as resulting from glacioeustatism based solely on
the age synchroneity of these events. The disappearance of the radiolaria Cyrtocapselln
japoncia and C. tetrapera at the unconformity, which are generally accepted to be
warm water taxa, supports a climatic cooling and associated sea-level fall at this
horizon. The stratigraphic position of the unconformity within the bedded sandstones
interval is not precisely defined by either the bimtratigraphy or the
magnetostratigraphy, and placing it at the base of the sandstone is solely for
convenience.
Event 3: 5.41 to 5.3 Ma Miocene - Pliocene Angular Unconfornity
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The Miocene - Pliocene angular unconformity at Mangapoike (Hornibrmk 1977, 1983) is
correlated to the latest Miocene climatic cooling and its associated low eustatic sea-level.
Global cooling during the latest Miocene that has been inferred from biogeography
is well documented (tngte 7967; Kennett lg6D. Large but variable benthic 6180
values between 6.5 to 4,5 Ma (Kennett et al. 1979; Savin et al. 1981; Woodruff ef
aL 1981; Kennett 1986) associated with a synchronous enrichment of planktic 6189
(Shackleton and Kennett 1975; Loutit and Keigwin 1982; Kennett 1986; Elmstrom and
Kennett 1986) are interpreted as the result of a malrr expansion of Antarctic ice cover
(HoaeU a al. 798d. a marine regression of 40 - 8O m (Kennett 1967; Berggren and
Haq 1976; Adams et al. L977; l-outit and Kenaett 1979; Yarl and Hardenbol 1979) at
this time (6.0 to 5.2 Ma) was sufficient to isolate the Mediterranean, initiating the
'Messinian salinity crisis' between 5.? and 5.2 Ma (Hsu et al. 7973; Cita 1970. The
late Miocene carbon 'shift' has also been ascribed as resulting from this regression
(Loutit et al. 1983; Woodruff and Savin 1985). Kennett (tg86) has described a
mechanism whereby fractionation between continental and oceanic organic carbon
reservoirs could increase at times of regression when continental shelves are exlneed.
Based on synchroneity and the proposed causal mechanism of the 6159 'shift', the
Mangapoike Miocene - Pliocene unconformity is correlated with tle latest Miocene
cooling.
5.2.3 Discussion
The glacioeustatic correlations are based primarily on the synchroneity of both the
benthic 6180 record and the Vail curve with distinct lithological events within the
Mangapoike sequence. The inferred unconformity (0.44 Ma time-break) and the Miocene
- Pliocene unconformity (O.Al Ma time-break) at the periods of inferred glacioeustatism
will severely restrict the establishment a more direct record of glacioeustatism/cooling
at Mangapoike. Isotopic (AIEO) data from Mangapoike (fig. O.Z) may also prove to be
ambiguous. The limited benthic 6180 dutu obtained from Mangapoike, in association
with determining the 613C rhift, do not record significant periods of cooling in the
late Miocene. The only significant climatic change recorded from the Mangapoike 6189
data is an earliest Pliocene warming. 6t8O dutu from benthic t€sts records ocean
bottom-water tcmperaturc and is inferred to be a direct record of continental ice
volume (Woocruff er aJ. 1981), whereas planktic 6180 dutr may also record seasonal
t€mperature fluctuations. For this reason, benthic 61EO dutu is more readily interpreted

























Fig. 6.2 Stable oxygen isotope data bounding the Mangapoike Miocene - pliocene
unconformity and the inferred unconformity.
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Benthic data from oeritic depths of delnsition (ie Mangapoike) will not however ruly
reflect the temperature of bottom water and thus ice volume. Loutit and Ken-nett
OglD described a mechanism whereby a warming of the neritic benthos results from
a reduced wat€r depth due to a glacioeustatic cooling to explain the absence of a 6189
enrichment '*'ithin the latest Miocene of Blind River. A similiar mechanism may need
to be invoked for Mangapoike.
6.3 NEW ZEALAND CORRELATIONS
Integration of biosmatigraphic, lithostratigraphic, magnetostratigraphic, radiometric and
stable isotope data by Edwards (t985, in prep.) including data from DSDP Sir€ 284 in
the Tasman Sea, has produced a coherent correlation model for the latest Miocene to
Pleistocene in New 7*,aland. This model is followed here for the magnetostratigraphy
and biostratigraphy of the Hinakura Road and Blind River sections. The independently
derived and correlated L,ate Miocene Mangapoike magnetostratigraphy and carbon isotope
stratigraphy in this thesis does not conflict with the correlation model of Edwards
(1985). Conmquently the magnetctratigraphies and biosratigraphies of Mangapoike
River, Hinakura Road and Blind River show a high level of consistency (Fig. 6.2).
Correlation of the biostratigraphy derived from New 7*aland, including DSDP Sit€
284, tn either of the magnetostratigraphic interpretations at DSDP Sit€ 594 (Barton and
Bloemendal 1986), 200 km southeast of Blind River, results in a marked diachroneity
of foraminiferal, radiolarian and calcareous nannofossil bioevents. Four possibilities can
be propsed to resolve the anomaly.
1. The diachroneity between New Zealand and Site 594 biostratigraphy is real, and
results from the pcition of the Subtropical Convergence zone between the two
locations.
2. The first and last appearance datums GAD'S and LAD's) recognised at a number
of on-shore sections are not at their true stratigraphic position at Site 594 due to
poor preservation or reworking, and thus the inferred diachroneity is an artifact.
3. The integration of biostratigraphy, magnetostratigraphy and isotope stratigraphy
from the on-shore sections and DSDP Site 284 is wrong and one or the other of
the magnetostratigraphic interpretations at Site 594 is correct.
4. Both of the magnetostratigraphic interpretations of Sits 594 are wrong and the
integration of on+hore data is correct.
The FADs of Globorotalia corcmiozea cot@mipzea and Globorotalia spluric.omiozea
have been dated at Blind River (Loutit and Kennett 1979) at 6.1 and 5.4 Ma, and are
- 110f -
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accepted within New Zealand as reliable datums (Hornibrook 1981b, 1984b; Edwards
1985). At Site 594, depending on the magnetosnatigraphic interpretation the FADS of
the G. conomiozea group (= G. cotwmiazea corwm.iazea) and G. sphericomiozea can have
inferred ages of 4.3 and 3.9 Ma, resulting in a maximum of 1.8 Ma diachroneity over
3.6' of latitude, (Fig. 6.2). If that degree of diachroneity is real then it is the largest
recorded, being one order of magnitude greater than the largest previously recorded: the
7.7 Ma diachroneity of the FAD of the GLoborotalia truncatulirwides between equatorial
and subantarctic regions (Kennett 1970. The inferred diachroneity cannot be ascribed
to Blind River and Site 594 being in two different water masses, since during the
latest Miocene and early Pliocene the Subtropical Convergence may have lain to the
north of Blird River (Kennett and Watkins 1974 and both locations were under
subantarctic waters. There is no apgrrent diachroneity of G. cotwmiozea conomiazea
and G. sphericomiozea between Mangapoike River and Blind River, (Fig. 6.2) across the
Subtropical Convergence. That there was diachroneity of planktic taxa within the
same water masc in the order of 2 to I Ma over the 3.6' latitude between New
7*aland and Site 594 is unacceptable.
It can not be assumed that the FAD's and LADs of calcareous and siliceous
microfossils at Site 594 have been displaced stratigraphically higher or lower because of
poor preservation or reworkhg. From late middle Miocene to Pleistmene the planktic
foraminifera at Site 594 are well preserved (Kennett, von der Borch et al,, 1986) and
have clearly identified zonal markers including the FAD of the G. conpmiazea group.
Radiolaria are rate but are well preserved throughout the core. Calcareous
nannoplankton and diatoms are variable in abundance but again are well prexrved.
The displacement of six bioevents from their true stratigraphic position at Site 594 is
thus considered unlikely.
The magnetostratigraphy of DSDP Site 594 is poorly defined and ambiguous
(Barton and Bloemendal 1986). Both magnetostratigraphic interpretations prolnsed by
Barton and Bloemendal are therefore suspect, and ir view of the biostratigraphic
evidence are considered to be incorrect. The Edwards (1985, in prep.) correlation model,
including his magnetoctratigraphic interpretations are here considered to be the best
possible at pr€sent.
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6.4 BASE OF THE TONGAPORUTUAI{ STAGE
6.4.r Stratigraphy
The Tongaporutuan Stage was formally defined by Finlay and Marwick (1940) with
its type section at the Tongaporutu Coast, north Taranaki. Paleontological definition
from the then underlying Awamoan Stage and the overlying Urenian Stage was
primarily based on molluscan fossils, and amongst the foraminifera only the first
appearance of the benthic Bolivinita spp. 'was recognised as an important datum.
Further chronosrrarigraphic division of the Gnozoic (fiUay and Marwick 7947) defined
the Waiaua" *lr+ immediately underlying the Tongaporutuan and the replacement of
the Urenuian with the Kapitean Stage. The Waiauan was defined by the presence of
the benthic foraminifer Inxostomam truncatum and the Kapitean was defined by the
presence of the mollusca Secrtpqctl.n wol,lastoni and Austrofusus coertdescens (:
tuberculntus).
Further foraminiferal biostratigraphy (Hornibrook 1958; Gibson 1967; Kennett
1966a, 1956b, 1966c, 1967a, L967b), including a three-fold subdivision of the
Tongaporutuan by VeUa (1954), confirmed the incoming of the Bolivinita qndrlLatera
lineage as the primary criterion for recognising the base of the Tongaporutuan.
6A.2 Conelation and Dating
To date, correlation of the Tongaporutuan Stage to overseas stratotypes and fossil zones
has been primarily based on foraminiferal biostratigraphy. When defining the
Tongaporutuan, Finlay and Marwick (1940) considered it to be Late Miocene in age.
Subsequent foraminiferal bimtratigraphy (Finaty 1947; Hornibrook 1958; Gibson 1967;
Kennett 1967a, 1967b; Jenkins 7967, 7971; Hornibrook and Edwards 1971) paralled by
similar work in the Mediterranean and tropics (Banner and Blow 1965; Blow 1969;
Cita and Blow 1969; Bolli 1970) has confirmed the late Miocene age. Only a few
bioevents are useful for correlation. From biostratigmphic correlation, age estimates for
the base of the Tongalnrutuan have ranged from 12.0 to 9.8 Ma (Berggren 1972, 1981,
Berggren and Van Couvering 1974; Edwards and Hornibrook 1980; Loutit and Kennett
1981; Edwards 1982b). Previous to this study the only radiometric age relevant in
determining an age for the Waiauan - Tongaporutuan, is a, 72.9 Ma K-Ar whole rock
date from the Dunedin volcanics (McDougatt and C'oombs 7973)' The dated volcanics
occur within the overlap zone of Glaborotalia peripluroron'da and Globrotalia mayeri
(Hornibrook 1977). Hornibrook (fqgtU) indirectly related the volcanics above the FAD
of Globigerina nepenthzs, by the appearance of the Waiauan index speci* Loxostomum
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truncatum, and based on the relative stratigraphic position, estimated a 77.7x Ma for
the Waiauan - Tongalnrutuan boundary.
At Mangapoike the LAD of Loxostomam truncdtum (X19/f100) and the FAD of
Botivinita cf pohnna (Xt9lf98) occur 5 m below and 15 above, respectively , the
Chron 12 - Chron 11 transition dated at 10.3 Ma. Hoskins (pers. mmm. 1985) has not
recognised Balivinita qta.drthtera within the Mangapoike section. This may not
invalidate the biostratigraphic definition of the Tongap,orutuan at Mangapoike as Scott
6glgd recognises morphological similarity of B. qtadril.otera and .B. cf pohana arLd
suggests they are closely related. Further Scott (1979a) has recognised B. cf poluna rn
other lowermost Tongaporutuan sections, suggesting that the Tongaporutuan invasion by
Bolivinita may have included both species. The LAD of Inxostotrutm truncatum and
the FAD of B. cf poh.attn are within 32,000 yrs. of each other, as derived from the
sedimentation rate. The base of the Tongaporutuan is placed at the FAD of B. cf
pohann, which at Mangapoike is dated at 10.3 Ma.
The Waiauan - Tongaporutuan boundary is postulated to result from
glacioeustatism. Both the LAD of L. trunnatum and the FAD of B. cf inhann arc
less than 42,NO yrs. younger than the top of the Makaretu sandstone: the law
Waiauan glacioeustatic event.
The type section of the late Miocene Tortonian stratotype is at Rio Mazzapiedi,
norrhern ltaly. The base of the tropical foraminiferal Zone N16 (Blow 1969), tle
FAD of Neogloboqnilrinn acostaensis, occurs slightly above the base of the section
(Cita and Blow 196r. The base of the Tortonian can also be placed within the
calcareous nannofossil Zone NN9 (Martini \971), on the evidence of Di'scuster lnmatus
ir the lower Tortonian section. lndistinct microfossil assemblages in the lowest
Tortonian however may mean the occurrences of N. acostaensis and D, lnmatus may
not be true aplrarance and disappearance datums. consequently, Ryan et aL. 6974)
and Berggren et al. (tggS), with supporting data from Berggren and Van Couvering
(fgZA), have placed the base of the Tortonian at the base of the underlying Zone N15
(leD of Glnborotalia mayeri) and within the NN8 (D. coalitus). Recent DSDP data
(Poore et at. 1984; Hsu el al. 1984; Miller er al. 1985; Khan ef al. 1985) has
required a revised correlation of nannofossil zones with the magnetic polarity timescale,
which il turn results in a revised age estimate for the base of the Tortonian. In
detailing the new correlations, Berggren et al. (1985) places the Serravallian - Tortonian
boundary at the base of Chron 11, giving an age 10.3 Ma (:tO.a Ma of krggren et al.
1935). Accepting this correlation, the base of the Tongalnrutuan is the same age as
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WETLINGTON
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the base of the Tortonian. This magnetostratigraphic correlation is very close to a
previous biostratigraphic correlation (Berggren l97D suggesting the Serravallian
Tortonian and the Waiauan - Tongaporutuan boundaries were isochronous at 10.5 Ma.
Glacioeustatism may account for their isochroneity. The base of the Tongaporutuan is
thus also correlated with the base of foraminiferal Zone N15 and with an horizon
within calcareous nannofossil Zone NN8.
This magnetostratigraphic correlation of the base of the Tongalnrutuan equating
with the base of N15 agrees with previous biostratigraphic correlations. When defining
New Z,e.aland Neogene foraminiferal zones, Jenkins 0967) considered the Glnborotalia
miatumlda miotumida Zone to be broadly equivalent to the Tongalnrutuan, with the
base of the zone (the LAD of Globorotalia mayeri) at or very close to the base of the
stage. This is still accepted at present (Hoskins 198D. The base of N15, also defined
by the LAD of G. m.ayeri has been correlated (Srinivasan and Kennett 1981b) via
intermediate zonal schemes to the base of the temperate G. miotumida miotumida Tnne
(ie approximate base of the Tongaporutuan).
65 GLOBOQUADRINA DEHISCENS: LAST APPEARANCE
65.1 StratigraPhv
The last appearance of GloboEtadlhta d.ehiscens (Chapman, Parr and Colfins) is the
most widely used planktic foraminiferal datum within the Tongalnrutuan Stage in
New Zealand. Low extinction and speciation rates of taxa within the Tongaporutuan,
especially within the foraminiferas (Hoskins 1982; Hornibrook 1984b) and the
recognition that the Tongaporutuan is the longest Neogene stage (approximatley 4.5 Ma)
has made the last appearance of G. dehiscens a significant biostratigraphic datum irr
New Zealand Neogene stratigraphy. A late Tongaporutuan age for the disaplrarance of
G. dehiscens has been generally determi-ned (Gib6on 1963, 1967; Kennett 1965, 1966a,
1966b, 7967a, 1967b; Jenkins 7967, 1977) and has been accepted as a last appearance
datum (fAO) by Kennett (t9OA), Hornibrook and Edwards (1971), Jenkins (192t) anO
Hornibrook (t98tU, 1984b). Within the Tongaporutu type section, a mid to late
Tongaporutuan age can be inferred for G. dehiscens from the relative shatigraphic
thicknesses of Tongaporutuan strata above and below the datum (CiUson 1963, 1967),
The LAD of G. dehiscens is one of a number of warm-wat€r planktic foraminifera
inferred by Kennett (1968) and Kennett and Watkins (J974D to be diachronous within
New Zealand, due to the northward movement of the Antarctic Convergence associated
with a climatic cooling in the uppermost Tongaporutuan and Kapitean (Kennett 1967c).
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Younger slnradic records have been relnrted from Kapitean and Opoitian sediments
from three localities (Ken-nett 1965; Hornibrook 1961; Collen and Vella 197i. The
record of G. d.ehiscens from Blind River by Kennett (1965) is discussed in section
6.5.2. Hornibrook (1961) described G. dehiscens from Kaawa Creek, west Auckland
from lower Opoitian sediments. Collen and Velta Ogli tabulated records of G.
dehiscens from Hinakura Road, south Wairarapa, from Kapitean sediments. These
sporadic records of G. dehiscens have been interpreted either as reworking, especially
those of Kaawa Creek (Hornibrook 196l; Kennett 1968; Jenkins 1971) or as
'warm-water re-entrants (Colen and Vella 1973; Wrighr et al. 1985) and have cast
some doubt on whether the disappearance of G d.ehiscens within the Tongaporutuan is
a reliable biostratigraphic datum in New 7*aland. Recent re-examination of Kaawa
Creek and Hinakura Road samples (Hornibrook pers. comm. 1985; Scott pem. comm.
1985; Edwards in prepJ concludes that these records of G. dehiscens have been
reworked and misidentified, respectively, as previously interpreted (Hornibrook 1961;
Kennett 1968; Jenkins 797D.
Scott (t985) has reported from an off-shore well, in the south Taranaki Basin,
rare non-typical G. dehiscens morphotypes 100 m above the extinction of typical G.
dehiscens specimens within the Tongaporutuan. He has suggested that the rare
non-typical forms were warm wat€r rrcntrants appearing after the extinction of the
typical G. dehiscens population in New Tnaland.
Although not clearly established, the last appearance of G. dehiscens within New
Tnaland seems to be erratic and possibly diachronous. Rare non-typical forms are
recorded in the New 7*alaad region and may represent one or more periods of
warm-water re-entry. Dating of the taxon's last appearance within any one section
may thus not represent the age of disappearance throughout New 7*aland.
Elsewhere a si:nilar erratic termination of G. dehiscens is recorded (Berggren
1984b) and has been used as a biostratigraphic datum in middle to late Miocene
sediments (Jenkins and Orr 1972; krggren 1973; Kennett 1973; Jenkins 1975; Kennett
and Srinivasan 1981a, 1981b; Keller et al. 1982; Saito 19M). Early Pliocene records
of G. dehiscens have also been reported (Btow 197O; Srinivasian and Srivastava 1974;
Kennett and Srinivasan 1975).
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65.2 Dating
The last app€aranoe of G. dehiscens in New Zr.':.land has been paleomagnetically dated
from only Blind River previous to this study. The age was based on rare occurrences
of G. dehiscens as tabulated by Kennett (1965). Polarity determinations were by
Kennett and Watkins (J97D which were subsequently reinterpreted by Loutit and
Kennett (t979) using the late Miocene carbon shift (415C). Based on the revised
magnerostratigraphy, Hornibrook (t98fU, 1984b) reported a 6,2* Ma age for the last
appearance of G. dehiscens in New 7.ealand. Re-examination of Kennett's original
material, including faunal slides and washes (Hornibrook pers. comm. 1985; Vella pers.
eomm. 1985) and subsequent resampling of the Blind River section (Scott 1976, 7979b,
1980; Morgans 1980) has not verified the presence of G. dehiscens. Thus as concluded
by Edwards (f945) anO Wright et aI. (1985), G. dehiscens is not present at Blind
River and consequently the last aplrarance is older than 6.6 Ma (Edwards 1985), and
the reported age of 6.2 Ma (Hornibrook 1981b, 1984b) is erroneous.
A 9.2 Ma magnetostrarigraphic age (Wright et aL 1985) for the last appearance of
G. d,ehiscens at Mangapoike is presented. C,orrelation of the magnetozones (MNl, MN2,
MN3) to the magnetic polarity timescale (Ness er al, l98O), at the disappearance of G.
dehiscens is confidently placed to the base of Chron 11 through to the base of Chron
10 (Fig. 5.2). The age is derived by the interpolation, over 9O6 m, from the six
accepted polarity transitions within Chron 10 implying a sedimentation rate of
68cm/1000 yrs. This rate is extrapolated downwards from the nearest polarity
transition (Chron 11 - Chron 10 at 8.98 Ma) through a uniform lithology of mudstone,
giving an age of 9.2 Ma for the datum (Xl9/f9$. The datum was derived from
closely spaced samples (Hostins pem. comm. 1985), and based on the average
sedimentation rate, the dimppearance of G. dehiscens o@urs within a period of 25,0O0
yrs.
The disappearance of G. dehiscens at Mangapoike is postulated to be a function of
changing climatic conditions (Wrigtrt et al. 1985). The stratigraphic lnsition of the
datum is 3 m above a medium-coarse sandstone Gig. S.Z). This 34 m thick sandstone
is the only lithological change in an otherwise monotonous 1450 m thick sequence of
mudstone. It is suggested here that the sandstone represents a rcsp,onse to a period of
cooling with a lowering of sea-level, and that the disappeamnce of G. dehiscens is
related to a corresponding change in paleoceanographic conditions"
Elsewhere, the last appearance of G. dehiscens has been magnetostratigraphically




The 9.2 Ma date is considered to be the age of the last appearanoe of G. dehiscens ar
Mangapoike, and not an extinction date for the taron throughout New 7*aland.
Tongaporutuan sections, other than Mangalnike, have ratios of stratigraphic thickness of
the 'lower'to'uppet' Tongaporutuan (pre- and post last appearance of G. d'ehiscens,
respectively) of 2:1 to 3:1. In contrast the ratio at Mangapoike is 1:3, indicating the
stratigraphic position of the datum is lower within the Tongaporutuan at Mangapoike,
and consequently older than elswhere in New 7*aland. Acceptance of the Mangapoike
date as a synchronous extinction age within the Gisborne region, less than 1OO km
northeast of Mangapoike, requires sedimentation tates of l4O cml10o0 yr and 18
cml1000 yr for 'lower' and 'upper' Tongaporutuan, respectively (Francis p€rs. colnm.
1936). This disparity in the sedimentation rate is not reflected by changes in
tithoiogy. Within the Tongaporutu type section similiar changes in the sedimentation
rate are implied if the Mangapoike date is accepted as a synchronous extinction age.
The older disappearance of G. dehiscenJ at Mangalnike need not be inconsistent
with the inference that it is related to a climatic cooling ai that locality. The
Mangalnike foraminiferal fauna indicates a restrictpd oceanic circulation (Hoskim pers.
comm. 1985) and as suggestcd by Ashby (tgg6) the Wairoa Syncline could well have
had a structure similiar to the present day, with closure to the north, A restricted
circulation may have produced paleoceanographic conditions close to the ecological
threshold of G. dehiscens. Further restriction of circulation, resulting from the
inferred cooling event and associated sea-level drop, would intensify the unfavourable
paleoceanographic conditions and result in the disappearance of the taxon from
Mangapoike. At orher localities (ie Gisborne, Tongalnrutu Coast) the same cooling
evenr does not result in the disappearance of G. dehiscens at this time, due to their
presumed open oceanic circulation.
Thus it is suggested the last appearanc€ of G. dehiscens in New 7-ealand is erratic,
and at present the age range of this event is between 9.2 and > 6.6 Ma.
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Abstract
Detailed trmleomagnetic data from the Wairoa Syncline, a middle to late Miocene forearc
basin on the Fast C.oast of the North Island, New Zealaud, show that the rate of
clockwise rotation for the last 5 Ma has been 7-8"/Ma of which less than 1.5'lMa is
due to apparent polar wander. This rotation is similar to a present day rate of 1"/Ma
determined from geodetic data. Between 5 and 20 Ma ago the rate of tectonic rotation
is poorly determined and may be between 0' and 2"/Ma.
The change in the rate of rotation of the Wairoa Syncline around 5 Ma is
probably related to a markedly different tectonic style in the New Zraland region
within the last 5 Ma, associated with a change in po.sition of the Euler poles of
rotation for the Pacific - Australian plates.
1. Introduction
Substantial rotation of the Hikurangi - Kermadec subduction zone between 40 Ma and
the present day is suggested by plate reconstructions of the New 7*aland region h,2J
based on finite rotations of identified rnagnetic anomalies along the Antarctic Plate
toundary [3]. The position and orientation of t"he mailr Kermadec zone is determined
by the age of oceanic crust whereas the Hikurangi margin is defined by a zone of
deformation in the New 7*aland land area (fig. 1). Paleomagnetic studies of New
7*aland l:te Cenozoic sediments [4,5,6] have identified a clockwise tectonic rotation of
the Hikurangi margin. This zone of l-ate Cenozoic rotation coincides with a zone of
high shear srrain rate of > 3 x l}-6/a [2,8] inOicating this deformatior contirues at
pres€nt. These data give the orientation and sense of rotation of the Hikurangi plate
margin during the Iate Cenozoic. The main emphasis of the earlier work has been
determining the geographic extent of the deforming zone. The purpose of this paper is
to present detailed paleomagnetic data from part of the East Coast of the North Island,
New Zealand in the Wairoa Syncline (fig. f). These are better conshained in both age
and declination and show an increase in ttre rate of rotation towards the present.
2. Sampling
Data from localities 1-6, 1l and 12 (Fig. 1) have been relnrtnd previously [5,6] but are
included here in the final analysis. The new localities (Z-fO) are situated within the
Mangapoike River section (19.9"S, 177.6"8), northern Hawkes Bay (Fig. 1) apart from

































The Mangapoike section is a 5000 m thick clastic sequence on the eastern limb of the
Wairoa Syncline extending from NZMS I N106/088177 westwards to N1O6/9161O7.
The predominant lithology of mudstone is interbedded with sandstones, tuffs and
limesrones and ranges in age from the Clifdenian Stage (16 Ma) to the Mangapanian
Stage (2 Ma). Localities 7-10 are derived from 343 paleomagnetic sites (having at least
3 cores per site) sampled every 5 m stratigraphically over a 22OO m part of the
Mangapoike sequence where a l:te Miocene (tOS Ma) magnetostratigraphy is being
established [9]. Precise site locations and bedding corrections are given in Wright [1O].
Locality 10 is the mean of new data and that previously reported [5] from Mangapoike
River. Magnetostratigraphic sites were grouped at 1 Ma intervals into localities 7-10
with ages derived from the magnetostratigraphic correlation (I-aUte t).
The Waihua locality (ttlZlvlS 1N115/641939) on the western limb of the Wairoa
Syncline consisrs of ten cores (thirty-one specimens) sampled over a 10 m stratigraphic
interval from metre bedded calcareous mudstones and sandstones. Bedding is 252/SE/O9
in attitude. The first appearance of the planktic foraminiferc Globorotalia crassu,ln
(Uase of the Nukumaruan Stage) occurs within 20 m stratigraphically above the
sampled site and an age of 2.4-2.2 Ma for this locality is assigned accordi:rgly hl}
3. Paleomagnetic Measurements
All of the orientated specimens (ZI-ZS mm in length) were measured on the two aris
ScT cryogenic magnetometer at Victoria University of Wellington. Specimens were
measured positive Z-axts down (normal) and negative Z-axis down (inverted) and the
four independent X mmponents, four Y components and eight Z components averaged.
If the angular difference between normal and inverted modes exceeded lf the spcimen
was rejected. Measurements with magnetisation intensities less than 1.5 x I0-5 Am-l
were also reicted. A s€t of Helmholtz coils reduced the ambient field at the
magnetometer mouth to less than 10o nT.
Specimens from localities 7-10 were thermally demagnetised at 200'C, 250'C, 300"C,
320'C and 340"C, with a viscous magnetisation aligned in the pres€nt field direction
bsing removed between 25O"C and 320'C (fig. Z). Data from mineralogically altered
specinens at the 320"C and 34VC increments, as inferred from a 5 fold increase in
volume susceptibility and a 3 fold increase in the magnetisation intensity, were rei:cted
from the analysis. Zlterveld plots were used to assess the optimum demagnetisation
step for each individual specimen, and a site mean was calculated using Fisher
statistics. Specimens without a clearly established stable end-point were rejected.
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Figurc 2 Zifleweld plots of thermally demagnetised specimens. Closed symbols are theprolrtion onto the 
_horizon?l plane (EW,NS) and open symbols are the projection onto thevertical plane (EW,Up,Dn). I-arger symbols are- NRM valueg witn ,huUer svmbols
subsequent demagnetisation levels in "C Intensities are units of Z.S x lo-a Am-l































Normal and reversed polarity sites with a95's less than 15' (Fig. 3a), within each 1
Ma intervat (tocatities 7-10), were again averaged to produce a mean locality direction.
l,ocality 13 specimens were AF demagnetised at peak fields of 5, 10, 20 and 30
mT. NRM directions were not measured. The minimal scatter of reversed directions at
the 20 mT increment (Fig. 3b) was acc€pted as the representative direction, and were
averaged for the Iocality mean.
4. R.esults
Mean directions and associated Fisher statistics of the thirteen localities, including those
reported previously are given in Table 1. Localities dated by foraminifera have been
assigned age error limits consistent with the present knowledge of New Tnaland Late
Cenozoic biostratigraphy. Deviation in the strike of bedding from the regibnal trend,
at locality 4, indicates localised deformation [5] whictr could explain the anomalously
large declination.
5. Interpretation
The mean declination direction (TaUte 1) is the result of both tectonic rotation and any
apparent polar wander of the reference geomagnetic pole. A revised Australian
Cenozoic apparent 1nlar wander path h3] shows northern apparent movement along the
120'E meridian with increasing age. For localities on the Australian plate in New
7*aland with a latitude of 38.9"5 a 7.5"/Ma and l"/Ma clockwise rotation of the
declination is calculatcd for rocks 12{ Ma and 26-12 Ma in age respectively. Pacific
pa.leomagnetic pole positions at 35 Ma and 5 Ma show no apparent lnlar wander [t+]
and consequently the expected declination at localities within New 7*aland on the
Pacific plate is north/south. As the sampling localities lie in the plate boundary zone
it is not clear which polar wander path is applicable. The data are presented as the
total declination for an axial dipole, (Fig. +) of which the apparent lnlar wander for
points within the plate boundary zone could be equal to or less than 15'ltrda. The
paleomagnetic data extrapolated towards the present is consistent with a present day
rotatioD rate of 1"/Ma, derived from the strail analysis of geodetic data which
integrating gives a differential velocity of 75mm/a directed perpendicular to the
Hikurangi margin [2J. Comparison of three discrete time intervals at 25-23 Ma, 1G8
Ma and 24 Ma shows the rates of rotation are 2"4,/la, T "/Ma and 7-8"Nla,
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The Wairoa Syncli:re, within the Hikurangi margin, shows an increasing rat€ of
clockwise rotation towards the present. The uncertainties in the older data from the
Wairoa Syncline are sufficiently large that the rate of rotation prior to about 5 Ma
ago could be anywhere between O" and 2"/Ma. Indeed, all of the tectonic rotation of
some 35' seen in the Mangapoike River section could have occurred in the last 5 Ma
ie. at the same rate as that shown at the present day from geodetic data. Although
all of the Hikurangi margin appears to have experienced clockwise rotation, it is
possible that the rate may vary from locality to locality.
There is a markedly different tectonic style today than that of the greater part of
the Cenozoic which is expressed most generally by the shift in poles of rotation of the
Pacific with respect to the Aushalian Plate. The Euler vector of present day rotation
[tS,tf] is located some 12" to the southwest of the Euler poles of finite rotation for
anomalies 5,6, 13 and 18, all of which are located within 5o one another [3]. The
shift in the Euler vectors describing the instantaneous rotation will have been even
greater.
Mapr tectonic features of the New Zealand region that have been developing since
anomaly 5 (8.9 Ma ago) and which are continuing to develop today include opening of
the I-au and Havre Basins [f Z] starting around 4 Ma; opening and volcanicity of the
Tautrn Volcanic Zone h8] starting about 1 Ma; and the growth of the axial ranges of
the North Island [t9] starting around O.3 Ma, and the Southern Alps [ZO] around 2 Ma.
To this list we may add the transcurreDt faults of the North Island and the
Marlborough region, which also possibly started less than 10 Ma.
The change in rate of rotation of the Wairoa Syncline around 5 Ma ago (Fig. 4)
may represent a much more general change in tectonism of the New 7*aland region,
involving opening and spreading to the north of New T.ealand and compression and
shortening to the south. In this sense the rotation of the Wairoa Syncline is a
rotation of the whole of the Hikurangi margin.
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MAIN CONCI-USIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 MAIN CI}NCLUSIONS
1. At present, magnetostratigmphy is the most effective means of establishing a
chronology for New TnaIand's Cenozoic fauna.
2. The Mangalnike River section, northern Hawke's Bay, is an extremely thick and
well expmed record of Neogene sedimentation. The finely delineated biosratigraphy of
a number of taxa, combined with a magnetostratigraphy, makes the Mangapoike section
an imlnrtant reference sequence in New Tnaland Neogene stratigraphy.
3. Titanomagnetite (x:O.174.37), is the sole identifiable remanent magneric mineral in
the Mangapoike sediments, the chemistry of which does not vary with grain size.
Oxidation of the titanomagnetite is deuteric, and thus predepositional. Authigenic or
diagenetic remanent carrying minerals are not recognised.
4. Fluctuations of titanomagnetite concentration between 1O-3 to l6a wtgo are the
main influence on NRM intensity variation. The presence of silicic tuffs, within the
Mangapoike sequence, does not influence either volume susceptibility of NRM intensity.
5. A viscous remanence is recognised within the NRM measurements of some
specimens, and is characterised by both viscous decay and acquisition over laboratory
time. A viscous magnetisation aligned in the pres€nt field direction is also recognised.
These viscous magnetisations are residing in either multidomain titanomagnetite or
titanomagetite with a high degree of cation substitution. Some specimens have reversed
plarity NRM directions and thus a remanent stability at least greater than 0.72 Ma.
6. Secondary magnetisations are removed by thermal demagnetisation at variable
temperatures befween 2O0f and 32O"C. Mineralogical alteration occurred at
t€mperatures between 30O"C and 34O"C as indicated by both a five fold increase in
volume susceptibility and a three fold increase in magnetisation intensity.
7. Six normal (l'Olr - MN6) and s€v€n reveaed (MR1 - MR7) pohrity magnetozones
are identified within the late Miocene at Mangapoike. Only one normal magnetozone
ftN6) is recognised in the stratigraphic interval equivalent to that from which Kennett
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and Watkins (19?4) reported two normal zones, correlated as Cl and C2. MN6 is
correlated to C2. Magnetozone Cl of Kennett and Watkins (t9ZA) is inferred to be an
uncleaned normal overprint.
8. Bioshatigraphic data and a fission-track age at Mangapoike constrain correlations of
the magnetozones to a time interval between 11 and 5 Ma. The magnetozones are
correlated to Chrons 11 to 4, with an average sedimentation rate of 64 cml10o0 yrs.
Based on the preferred magnetostratigraphic interpretation, a previously unrecognised
unconformity is inferred from at least 6.86 to at least 6.42 Ma. The presence of the
unconformity is supported by benthic foraminiferal and radiolarian biostratigraphy.
The Miocene - Pliocene 3" angular unconformity at Mangapoike represents the period
from 6.3 Ma to at least 5.41 Ma.
9. The random relationship between the degree of bioturbation and in-site dispersion
at individual sites indicates that the magnetisation is acquired after bioturbation, and
thus is a postdepositional detrital magnetisation. The time lag between deposition and
magnetisation acquistion is about 100O yrs. Bioturbation has not modified the reversal
stratigraphy.
10. Three distinct lithological events at Mangalnike, based on the age synchroneity
with both deepsea bentLic 61EO records and the 'Vail - curve', are inferred to result
from glacio€ustatism. Confirmation of the three postulated correlations from a direct
record of glacioeustatism at Mangapike may prove difficult.
11. Correlation of the late Miocene and early Pliocene magnetostratigraphies and
biostratigraphies of on-shore New 7*aland with either of the magnetostratigraphic
interpretations of DSDP Site 594 produces an unacc€ptably high diachroneity of some
planktic taxa of 1.8 Ma over 3.6 of latitude. Of four possiblities, to resolve the
anomaly, incorrect magnetostratigraphic correlations at Site 594 is the most likely.
12. The last appearance datum (LAD) of GLobquadrtna dehi.scezs is an important
bioevent in New Zealand's Neogene biostratigraphy. The previous age of 6.2 Ma for
this 6ua,t* in New 7*aland is erroneous. A magnetostratigraphic age for the LAD of
G. dehisens at Mangapoike is 9.2 Ma. This age is not the extinction date for the
taxon throughout New 7* ll'd. The datum may afso be diachronous within New
ZrlaLand.
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13. The Waiauan - Tongaporutuan boundary, as recognised by the incoming of
Bolivinita cf polnrn liaeage, has a magnetostratigraphic age of 10.3 Ma. Both the
LAD of Loxostomam truncatum and the FAD of Bolivinita cf pohann are less than
42,OOO yrs. younger than the late Waiauan glacioeustatic event. The Waiauan
Tongaporutuan boundary is thus postulated to result from this glacioeustatic event.
Based on age synchroneity, the base of the Tongaporutuan is correlated with the base
of the Tortonian stratotype, base of foraminiferal Tnne N15 and within calcareous
nannofossil Tnne NN8. Glacioeustatism may explain the excellent age correlation
between the base of the Tongaporutuan and the base of the Tortonian stratotype.
14. Declination directions from the Wairoa Syncline show the rate of clockwise
rotation for the last 5 Ma has been 7-8"/Ma of which less than 1.5'Nla is due to
apparent polar wander. Extrapolation of the 7-8'/Ma rotation rate for the last 5 Ma
towards the present, is consistent with a present day rate of 7"/Ma derived from strain
anaylsis of geodetic data. The rotation rate prior to 1O Ma.. is not well constrained
and may vary between 3"/Ma and O'lMa. The change in the rate of rotation at about
5 Ma is associated with a markedly different tectonic regime in New 7*aland, and in
particular a shift in the Euler pole of rotation for the Australian - Pacific plates.
8.2 FUTURE WORK
Further magnetstratigraphic study of New 7*,aland Cenozoic sediments is critical in
CItablishing a reliable local chronology for C.enozoic biostratigraphy and paleoclimatology.
This is especially important, with respect to the present correlation programme of the
New 7*a.Iand Geological Survey's Upper Cretaceous and Cenozoic Project (CCP). To
date, correlation of New Zealand's Cenozoic marine and terrestrial sequences has been
difficult, and magnetostratigraphy may prove to be the only means of precise
correlation. The assumed isochroneity of certain taxa and the diachroneity of others
has not been fully tested within New 7*aiand, even though these taxa are used
extensively in biostratigraphic correlation. A local chronology would validate these
assumptions. The development of an older magnetostmtigraphy in New 7*aIand would
provide chronological constraint on the regional off-shore deepsea stratigraphy. New
Zealand's exposed Cenozoic sequences may also provide the only means of establishing a
detailed record of paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic changes associated with Antarctic
glaciation.
The integration of future magnetostmtigraphy with stable isotope stratigraphy,
lithostratigraphy and detailed macro and micro biostratigraphy in a cmperative project
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is strongly recommended. Relevant data on the mineralogy, tirning and stability of the
remanent magnetisation must also be an integral pan of any future
magnetostratigraphic study. A clear understanding of the origin of the remanent
magnetisations may result in a need for varied demagnetisation proce€dures and the
recognition of magnetozones in other wise rejected sections.
The following suggestions for future research are ranked in importance and are:
1. Establish magnetostratigraphic reference columns for each of the New 7*aland
C-enozoic stages in both marine and terrestrial sequences. Although ambitious, such
a long term study would provide a precise chronology for pleoceanographic,
paleoclimatic and paleogeographic studies of the New Zealand Crnozoic. Specific
problems in New 7*aland sratigraphy would also be resolved (ie the position of
the O[gocene - Miocene boundary in New Tnaland,
2. Establish a Tongaporutuan magnetostratigraphy in the southern South Island. A
Tongaporutuan magnetostratigraphy at a higher paleolatitude would validate the
isochroneity of planktic and benthic datums in New Znaland. The assumed
diachroneity of the last upparlape of Glnboqndrinn dehiscens within New
7*aland could also be demonstrated.
3. Establish a oxygen and carbon isotope stratigraphy at Mangapoike from both
planktic and benthic taxa. This would provide the first dated and quantitative
paleoclimatic record for the Tongaporutuan. Such an isotopic record may also
validate the postulated glacioeustatic correlations.
4. Estabtish a magnetostratigraphy in the Tongalnrutuan type section. An age for
the Waiauan - Tongaporutuan boundary, as defined by the incoming of Bolivinita
qndrilntera in the type section vrould reveal any diachroneity of this taxon
between the east and wast coasts of the North Island. The erratic and assumed
diachroneity of the last appearance of Gl.oboquadrinn d.ehiscens would also be
established.
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APPEIOU SITE ITOCATIONS AND DESCRIFTION.
SITES
AII paleornagnetic sites sanpled are described, including those with
unstable and/or weak intensity of mgnetisation. Some sites
inaccessible for sanpling, but nurnbering was kept consectutive so
indicate the stratigraphic intenral not sarpled.
I.OCATIONS
Sites are located in both imperial and metric grid references' Inperial
coordinates refer to sheet N106 (NZtvtS 1) and rnetric coordinates refer to
the unpublished sheet X19. A rnap based on an enlarged aerial photogfaph'
with an approximate scale of 1:10,500 alloued coordinates to be given as
eight figure references.
D$CRIPTI0I.IS
Lithological descriptions are based on field observations, including
relevant data on outcrop condition and suitability for paleonagnetic
study. Grain size cl,assification and abbreviations follow Andrens (1982)
tl[GS Report 102, Revised Guide To Recordirg Field Observations In
Sedimentary Sequences and are:
bdd bedded biv bivavle
bur burrow crn-Hd crn bedded
dm-bdd dn bedded frac fractured
frag fragrnent gn green
ibdd interbedded len lense
nass massive mod tnoderate
o'cp outcroP Pell Pellet
urvthd unweathered sepng seeping
surf surface sst sandst'
stn stained tf tuff





SITE IMPMIAL GRID IIETRIC CRID DESCR,IPTIOI.I
REF. REF.
188?0 NL06/01930757 X19/11354386 clav siltst.
LB.urnrrthd, 2n belonr site
18871 same grd bd, (frac).
188?1 N106/01930757 X19/11354386 clav siltst.
LB.urnvthd, 5. 5m grd bd,(frac).
L8872 N1-06/01930757 X19/11354386 clav siltst-
[B.urnvthd'lm grd bd'(frac).
188?3 N106,i01920757 XI9/LL3M386 silty clavst.
LB.urwthd,l.2n grd bd'
frac.
188?4 N106/01910757 X19l11334386 clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd, 1. 5m grd bd'
frac.
18875 N106/01890757 X19/11324386 clav siltst.
LB.unwthd,2.5m grd bd,
frac.
18876 N106/01870759 X19/1L304388 clav siltst.
RB . unurthd,nnss, frac.
L8877 N106/01850759 )n9/11284388 clav siltst-
RB . urnvthd, nass, frac .
18878 N106/01830759 X19/11264388 clav siltst.
Rts. unwthd, Itnss, frac.
18879 N106/01810760 y'19/LL24389 clav siltst.
Rts.urffthd,ltass,frac,
biotur.
18880 NL06/01.790760 y\L9/tI224389 clav siltst.
RB.urwthdrnass,frac.
18881 N106/01760760 XI9/LL204389 clav siltst-
RB. unurthd, rass, f rac.
18882 N106/01730760 X19l11174389 clav siltst.
RB.urnvthd,nass,frac.
18883 N106/01710760 X19/11154389 clav siltst.
RB. urnrthd, mass, f rac, Fe
stn frac surfrbiotur.
18884 NL06/01680762 X19l11134391 clav siJ-tst.
RB.urwthdrmass,frac.
18885 NL06/01670763 yJ9/11L24392 clav siltst.
RB.unrythd,trass,frac.
18886 N106/01.660763 y\L9/LLLL4392 clav siltst.
RB.urnvthd, bdd, frac.
18887 N106/01il0764 XL9,/11094394 clav siltst.
Rts.umvthd, bdd, frac.






































Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.
RB . unurthd , nass , frac ,














LB.unvthdrnBss, ( frac ),
biotur.
clay siltst.
LB. urnrrthd,mass, ( frac ) ,
biotur.
clay siltst,
LB. urnrrthd,mass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.urMthd,IrBSS, ( frac ) .
silty clayst.
LB.unurthd,lmssrfrac,
Fe stn frac surf.
silty clayst.
Rts.urwthd,mass,frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
silty clayst.
Rts.unuthd,rBss,frac,









18907 N106/01320774 XI9/L07944I0B clay siltst.
LB. unrthd,nass, frac.
18908 N106/01300774 X7917O77403 clay sittst.
LB . urnyLhd, nass, f rac.
18909 NL06/0L280774 XI9/I075403 silty clayst.
LB.unyLhd,nass,frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
18910 N106/01260775 XI9/L0734c:Ce-. clay siltst.
l-B . unruthd,nnss, frac.
18911 NL06/0L240776 y'19/I972405 clay siltst.
LB.urwthd,nass,frac.
18912 N106/01230777 X79/I07L44:O6 clay siltst.
LB.urwLhd,wk bdd, frac,
biotur.
18913 N106/01210778 X19/106941407 clay siltst.
LB.urwthd,nass,frac.
18914 N106/01200779 X19/10684408 clay siltst.
LB. urnvLhd, rass, frac.
18915 NL06/01.1-90780 y\L9/L067409 clay siltst.
LB. urnvthd, rnass, f rac,(Fe stn frac surf).
18916 N106/01180782 X19/10664411 clay siltst.
RB. urnvthd, mass, frac .
18917 N106/01170783 y,79/L0654L2 silty clayst.
RB. unrvthd, rtBss, frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
18918 NL06/0L130783 XI9/L062ML2 clay siltst.
Rts.umuLhd,mass,frac,
biotur.
18919 N106/01100783 XL9/L059MLZ clay siltst.
RB. urnrrthd, rnass, frac.
18920 N106,/01070783 XI9/10574L2 clay sittst.
Rts. unrrthd, rnss, f rac .
18921 N106/01060783 XI9/LA56{4LZ clay siltst.
Rts. urnrrthd, nass, frac,
biotur.
L8922 N106/01030785 XL9/L0534L4 ctay siltst.
Rts.urvthd,rlnss,frac,
biotur.
I tggzg N106/01010?86 xLg/tos:.|44Lr- clay sittst.
Rts.unwthd,rgss, ( frac ),
biotur.
L8924 N106,/00990788 XL9/I05MJ'L7 clay siltst.















Fe stn frac surf.
silty clayst.
LB.unwthdrttnss, frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
silty clayst.
LB. urnvthd, nass, f rac'



















































L8942 N106/00870810 Y\19/L0474438 clav siltst.
RB.unwLhdrnnss, (frac ) .
18941 N106/00860811 y\19/L040439 clav siltst.
RB.urwthd'nass,frac.
L8944 N106/00850812 XL9/LO39W0 siltv clavst.
Rts. unvrthd, nass, f rac.
18945 N106/00840813 y\Lg/L0384441 siltv clavst.
LB. urnvthd,mass, frac,(Fe stn frac surf).
18946 N106/0083081-4 Y\I9/L037W2 silty clayst.
RB.urwthdrrnss,frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
18947 N106/00820814 yJg/L036W2 clav siltst.
Rb.unvthdrmass,frac.
18948 N106/00820813 XJ9/L036W1 clav siltst.
LB.urmrthd,tmss,frac,(Fe stn frac surf).
18949 N106/00810813 X19/1035'(1441 clav siltst.
LB.urwthd,nass, frac.
18950 N106/00790813 yJg/Ll33Wr clav siltst.
LB.umvthd,mass,frac.
18951 N106,/00790815 yJ9/L033443 clav siltst.
Rts.urnvthd,lnss, ( Fe surf
stn.
18952 N106/00780815 XL9/L032M3 clav sirtst.
Rts.unurthd,mass, ( Fe surf
stn.
18953 N106/00760815 X19/103044143 clav siltst.
Rts. urnvthd n loass, f rac.
18954 N106,/00?50815 XI9/L029%3 clav siltst.
Rts. unrythd, rnass, frac.
18955 N106/00730815 Xl9/L0274443 clav siltst.
RB. urmrthd, nass, frac.
18956 N106/00?20815 ){o9/L925+M3 clay siltst.
RB.urwthdrnass, ( frac ) .
18957 N106/00710815 yJ9/LO25W3 clav siltst.
RB.unwthd, nBSs, ( frac ) .
18958 N106/00700814 >tJg/LO244442 clay siltst.
RB.unrthd,rrass, ( frac ) .
18959 NL06/00680814 XI9/L022M2 clay siltst.
Rts.urvthd,nass, ( frac ) .
18960 N106/00650811 X19l101941439 clay siltst.








































Rts . urwt hd, rass , ( frac ) ,
rmter sepng o'cp.
clay siltst.
RB. urnvthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. unwthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay sil,tst.
LB.unurthd,tIBSs, ( frac ),
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.
LB.unwthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. urnvthd, nass, frac.
clay siltst.
RB. urnvthd,nBSs, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
RB. unwthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd,nnss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.urwthd,trErss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.unwthd,mass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. urnuthd, rrrss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. unwthd,na,ss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. unrvthd, rgss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.unurthd,rnss, ( frae ) .
clay si.Itst.
Rts. urnvthd, rmss, frac.
clay siltst.
LB. urnrthd, nass, frac.
si ltst.
LB. urnrthdrrrass, ( frac ),
cen.
si ltst .
LB. urwthd,trnss, ( frac ) .
si ltst.









































Fe stn frac surf.
clay siIst.




LB. unnrthd, mass, f rac.
clay siltst.
LB . unwthd,ltass, f rac,
biotur.
clay siltst.






LB. unwlhd,mass' ( frac ),
Fe surf stn.
clay siltst.
LB. urwthd' ttBss, frac,
Fe surf stn.
clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd,u,k bdd' ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. r.rnvrthd, tmss, ( frac ),
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.

































































LB. urnvthd, nBSs, ( frac ) .
silty clayst.












































































































frag,Fe stn bur,Fe stn
tf bd.
si ltst.
Rts. (wthd),urk Md, (frac ),
surf Fe stn.
fine silty sandst.
Rts. (wthd),ud< bdd, (Fe
stn bur).
fine silty sandst.
























































19054 N106/99260860 yJ9/089L487 fine siltv sandst.
RB.urwthd,tmss, frac.
19055 N106/99240862 X19/08894489 clav siltst.
LB.urnvthd,rass,mod frac.
19056 N106/99230863 X19/08884490 clav siltst.
LB.unrvthd,rElss.
1905? N106/99220864 X79/088744:9I siltv clavst.
LB.unwthd,rnss,mod frac.
19058 N106/99260872 X19/08914497 siltv clavst.
LB.urwthd,nass.
19059 N106/99280880 X19/08934506 sandy siltst.
RB.unrythd,nass,mod frac.
19060 N106/99250878 X19/08904503 clay siltst.
LB.unnrthd,ntass.
19061- N106/99260881 X19/08914507 clav siltst.
Rts. unurthd,nass.
19062 N106/99240879 X19/08894504 clav siltst.
LB.unuthd,nnss,mod frac.
19063 N106/99220880 X19l08874506 clav siltst-
LB.unurthd,nrass,mod frac.
19064 N106/99210880 X19l08864506 clay siltst.
LB.urnrthd,mass,mod frac.
l-9065 N106/99190882 X19/088414509 clav siltst.
LB.urnvthd,nBSS, (frac ) .
19066 N106/99170882 X19/08824509 clav siltst.
LB.unwthd,nod frac,(Fe stn frac surf).
1906? N106/99160883 X19l08814510 siltv clavst.
RB.unurthd,mod frac.
19068 N106/99140883 X19/08794510 siltv clavst.
RB.unwthd,nod frac.
19069 N106,/99130883 X19/08784510 clav siltst-
RB.unurthdrmass, cem.
19070 N106,/99110883 X19/08764510 siltv clavst.
Rts.unurthd,ness,c€m,(frac).
190?1 N106/99100883 X19/08754510 clay siltst.
Rts. unwthd, rnass, ( frac ) .
t9072 N106/99070883 X19/08734510 clay siltst.
RB.unwthd,nass,frac.
































RB.unwthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. (wthd ) ,mass, ( frac ) ,(Fe stn).
clay siltst.
LB. unirrthd, mass, frac.
clay siltst.
LB. unvthd,nass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB.urvthd,rnass, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
LB. urnvthd,ngss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.







RB.ur$rthdrIrESs, ( frac ),
cen.
clay siltst.
Rts. unrrthd,trElss, ( frac ) ,
cem.
clay siltst.



























LB . urnvthd, rBss, f rac,
Fe stn frac surf.
silty clayst.
LB. unwthd,nass,mod frac,(sI Fe stn).
silty clayst.





RB.unrvthd,nass, ( frac ) .
silty clayst.












RB . urnvthd 
, 





Rts.urwthd,vrk bdd,frac,(sI Fe stn).
clayst.
RB. urnvthd, tmss, frac.
silty clayst.
Rts.urvthd,ttBss,frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.
RB.unwthd,rtnss,frac,






























































Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.








RB. unrvthd,utk bdd, frac'
Fe stn frac surf.
clayst.
RB.unurthd,mass. ( Fe surf
o'cp stn),
silty clayst.
RB. urnvthd,nBSS, ( frac ), Fe
stn , bi otur .
silty clayst.
LB.unwthd, bdd, ( frac ) .
silty clayst.
LB.unwthd, bdd, ( frac ), Fe
stn frac surf.
fine sandst.
LB.unwthd, (frac ), cem.
fine sandst.
LB. (wthd), (frac),Fe stn.
silty clayst.
LB.urnvthd,ress,mod frac,














































LE.unwthd,wk bdd, (frac ),







LB,um{thd,uk bdd, (frac ) .
silty clayst.








LB. urnvthd, mass, ( frac ),(Fe stn).
clay siltst.
LB. unwthd,nass, ( frac ) ,
biotur.
clay siltst.
LB. urnvthd,nass, ( frac ),
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.






















LB.urnvthd,utk bdd, ( frac ),(Fe stn),biotur.
clay siltst.
LB. urnvthd,Itnss' ( frac ),
(Fe stn),biotur.
clay siltst.
LB.unrthd,mass' ( frac ),(Fe stn frac surf).
clay siltst.
LE.unrvthd,uil< bdd, ( frac ),
biotur.
clay siltst.
LB . urnvthd, mass, f rac.
clay siltst.
LB.urm'thd,vft bdd, (frac ),(Fe stn frac surf).
silty c.layst.
LB. unurthd,mass, ( frac ),(Fe stn frac surf).
silty clayst.
l.B.unwthd,rass, frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd,tlass, frac,(Fe stn frac surf).
silty clayst.
LB. urnvthd, mass, frac,






LB.urnvthd,wk bdd, frac'(Fe stn frac surf).
clay siltst.
LB.unwthd,vd< bdd, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.




















191-59 N106/9?570870 y't9/0737497 clay siltst.
LB. urwthd, nass, ( frac ) .
19160 N106/97560870 yJ9/0736497 clay siltst.
LB. urwthd,mass, frac.
191-61 N106/97550871 yJ9/o735M98 clav siltst.
LB.unwthd,ud( bdd, (frac ).
19162 N106/97530871 Y,19/O7I8879498 clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd,vd( bdd, ( frac ) .
19163 N106/97510872 X19/071-8899499 clay siltst.
LB. ururLhdrnass , frac, cen,
biotur.
19164 NL06/07490872 y'L9/0730499 clay siltst.
LB.urvthd,rBss,frac,
cemrbiotur.
191-65 N106/97(180874 X19/0718899501 silty clayst.
RB.unwthd,wk bdd, ( frac),
biotur.
19166 NL06/97470872 X19/0718889499 clay siltst.
LB. unwthd,mass, ( frac ),
biotur.
19167 N106/97450872 X19/07304499 clay siltst.
LE.unrrthd,nass, ( frac ) .
19168 NL06/97420872 Y\L9/O727M99 clay siltst.
LB. unrvthd,rass, ( frac ),
biotur.
19169 N106/97400873 ){19/07254500 clay siLtst.
LB. urwthd,rass ( frac ),
biotur.
19170 N106/97370874 yJ9/0722450L clay siltst.
LB . urnvt hd, rnss, frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
19171 N106/9718883874 X19/07184501 clay siltst.
LB.urwthd,nBss,frac,
Fe stn frac surf.
19L72 N106/97310876 X19l07164503 clay siltst.
LB. unwthd,mass, ( frac ),
Fe stn frac surf.
19173 N106/97290876 X19/071'44503 clay siltst.
LB. urwthd,nBss, ( frac ) .
19174 NL06/97280879 X19l07134506 clay siltst.
Rts. unrilthdrmass, ( frac ) .
19175 N106/97260880 Y,,79/O7IL4507 clay siltst.



























Rts. urwthd rnnss' ( frac ),
Fe stn frac surf.
clay siltst.
RB. urnrthd,rnss' f rac'


















Rts.urmlhd,inter bdd tuf 
'biotur.
clay siltst.
RB. urnvthd, bdd, (frac ),
biotur.
clay siltst.





Rts.unwthd,rElss, ( frac ) .
clay siltst.
RB. urnvthd, rBss, frac,
Fe stn frac surfrbiotur.
silty clayst.
RB.urnr/thd,rnss, ( frac ),
biotw.
sandy siltst.



































Rts.urnrthdrrBss, ( frac ),
biotur.
clay siltst.
LB.urnvthd,grd H, (frac ) .
clay siltst.





RB . urnvthd, rnss, frac, Fe
stn frac surf,biotur.
clay siltst.
RB. ur$rthd, nnss, frac, Fe
stn frac surf,biotur.
clay siltst.
1.B. urnvthd,mss, frac, Fe
stn frac surf,biotur.
clay siltst.
LB.urmrthd, nass, frac, Fe
stn frac surf,biotur.
sandy siltst.
LB. urnvthd, rtass, f rac,
















APPENDIX 2: BDDING ATTITIJDES FOR TBCTONIC CORNECTION
The Mangapoike River is on the eastern limb
attitudes striking north/south and dipping 24-34".
is assumed. Bedding attitudes for individual site
of the Wairoa Syncline, with bedding
A sirnple tectonic corection about strike




























APPENDIX 3: MAGNETOMINERALOGY SAMPLES




































APPENDIX 4: ISOTIIENMAL REMANENT DATA
















































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX 5: ELECTRON MICROPROBE AI{ALYSES
Detrital Titanomagnctite Analyses





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Analy ses (Re presawitativc Pyrite)
t9212 r92L2 r92r3
45.29 44.7s53.38 54.570.33 0.62
99.00 99.92 99.22
APPAIDIX 6: TIIERMAL PIIJOT DEMAGNETISATION DATA
N[0vI





























































o42 -28 8.78-04lt2 -29 2.3E-O4



























































































176 62 1 .9E-O5
tEz 72 1.28-04
150 c 2O0 C
DtJ(A./m)DlJ(A/m)
NHVI
SPrc. PLIJNE/D I M(A/M)
AZIM,III
300 c 320 c
DIJG/M)DIJ(A/M)
064 -38 9.68-05 065 -38 4.7E-O5
o54 -65 E.8E-O5
o09 -E0 3.0E-04









236 69 1. lE-O320t 70 I.0E-04
tE2 -13 4.98-04
224 62 5.1E-05











APPENDIX 7: AF PIIJOT DEMAGNETISATION DATA
r9012.1r 44 302 036 -41 6.EE-O4 03t -44 5.2E 04
r90r2.42 44 302 051 -50 6.2E-O4 052 -53 5.2E-O4
19030.2 23 309 021 -46 4.6E-O4 034 -78 2.lE-O4
19032.1 20 160 0r0 -82 2.8E-04 041 -E7 2.rE-O4
r9o37.2r 33 Olr 041 -56 2.3E-p4 O48 -60 1.lE-o4
1903?.22 33 011 067 -32 2.OE-O4 033 -56 9.8E-O5
19061.1 34 l0l o74 -67 5.4E-04 082 -63 4.1E-04
19080.3 49 r98 067 -72 8.7E-05 074 -47 6.58-05
r90E5.1 38 091 068 -35 3.6E-04 058 -43 r.6E-04
190EE.4 36 098 031 -58 1.18-03 046 -6t 8.lE-04
19094.11 45 086 l0r -33 1.5E-O4 094 -2t I'OE-O4
19094.12 45 086 r53 -30 2.rE-04 r39 -25 r.3E-04
19094.41 39 086 223 41 4.3E-O3 224 45 4.3E-03
19094.42 39 086 202 52 3.8E-O3 200 56 3.98-03
19103.1 49 106 079 -60 2.7E-O4 062 -45 r.rE-O4
































4.48-04 029 -50 3.4E-O4
4.28-04 044 -51 3.4E-O4
r.5E-O4 to5 -37 9.6E-O5
r.6E-04 05E -75 1.3E-O4
9.7E-05 0s4 -44 8.4E-05
E.5E-05 045 -74 6.88-05
2.9E-O4 098 -63 1.88-04
5.rE-Os rO9 -38 4.48-05
1.rE-O4 09r -27 8.7E-O5
6.6E-04 020 -30 4.48-04
6.5E-05 133 -t4 4.5E-05
6.EE-05 126 -16 4.7E-05
4.2E-O3 226 5t 3.9E-03
4.OE-03 r99 58 4.0E-O3
5.78-05 085 -18 2.9E-O5

































APPENDIX & GENERAL DEMAGNETISATION DATA
The general demagnetisation data is prcsentd in this appendix. Remanence neasuremenb
for each specimen are given as declination (D), inclination (I) and magnetisation intcnsity(u) *a are conected for tectonic tilt (Appendix 2). only the NRM data is given for
those E'ecimeDs rejeoted from the analysis following the criteria in chapters 3 and 4. The







































































































































































































































'l .,fE-Ost22t 2t 4.5E-O5
.241 61 6.0E-05.t187 72 2.2E-05r








'212 at 6.tE-o5rr3t3 t9 2.6E-05'













t 8891 . il 67 051
t689r.rx 6? o5t
tE89t.3 7l 154
tE892. r 5t 066It892.2 53 M2
lEB92.3 50 060tt893.r 45 0,19
rtE93.2 45 053
r tE93.31 7t t69
rt8e3.32 ?t 169
I 8894. t 5t 01 t
ttE94.2 5t Ot9
tEEe4.31 63 0t5
- 18894.32 63 0t5
. ltEgs.2 60 r23
t 8895.31 60 t45
t E895,32 60 ta5
tEE95.4 59 063Itt96.tr 6t 214
I Et96. 12 61 2t 4
rE896.3r 64 235
t 8896.32 64 235
I E897. I t 65 303
05r -60 E. EE-04
359 -6E ?. rE-04
330 -69 7.18-o,l
toE -59 6.0E-04
t3l -4E 5.4E-04lot -4J l.3E-03
092 -54 t.3E-03



























































































































076 -69 3.6E-04 .tO1 -74
'053 -60 3.tE-04r 044 -2t
066 -E3 2.9E-O4 .O47 -79
026 -52 2.6E-O4 '045 -54
t07 -49 4.6E-O,r 139 -4t
o57 -17 3.7E-O1 055 -70
o47 -6E 3.7E-A4 
'Ot9 -73
06t -5,1
o15 -76 3,7E-O1 .O29 -67
0t5 -57 3.3E-O4 077 -80
'061 -5r 1.lE-o4, o52 -5205? -5E .1.08-04 
'033 -67053 -64 il.lE-04 O77 -7O
05? -4t 3.9E-04 072 -56
o44 -55 t.4E-04 '069 -5005? -59 8.58-01 '062 -57ro51 
-58 ?.7E-O4' O47 -51
ro19 
-60 9.3E-O4' 046 -6t
04t -55 7.3E-04 103,1 -55
'049 -61 7,2E-O,!' 052 -58048 -56 7.5E-O4 059 -5E
1057 
-63 9.08-04. 064 -5E
O27 -58 6,9E-04 .OilO -65
075 -60 7,8E-04 .013 -67
o55 -45 5.78-01 .061 -1t
otg -43 6.68-04 'tO9 -43Ot6 -,19 6.3E-04 r0t5 -61
060 -55 7.6E-0,1 1069 -61
062 -'lr 5.6E-O4 
'O7I -3?ro59 
-55 7,4E-O4r Ot4 -59
o45 -56 5.7E-01 041 -62
015 -61 t.tE-03 
'O49 -59
o25 -66 t.6E-03 .O22 -6t
03E -5E !.2E-03 .U7 -61
o55 -56 7.3E-O4 oJE -5t
o47 -56 6.1E-O4 069 -5a
046 -5J t.5E-O4 'O14 -59
036 -4? 6.58-01 001 -71
O,l0 -5O 7,9E-O,l .035 -52
O5,l -56 8.,1E-O4 
'052 -59
.o52 
-59 5.8E-O4r O74 -52
'031 -4t 5.0E-04' 0.10 -J8052 -54 5.5E-O4 .O54 -58
056 -72 t.5E-O3 '060 -69
'O4O -60 2.28-O3r 02,1 -66
.o40 
-53 t.7E-O3' O40 -53
o2E -57 l.6E-03 .035 -5t
o4t -69 t.7E-O3 058 -67
3. EE-04r
2.2E-O4 059 -5? l.9E-O4
I .4E-O,rr 066 -t3 2 .9E-04
| . 6E- 04'
3.6E-O4 rtt3 -.r7 l.9E-O4.
3.28-O4 .058 -75 2.6E-04r
2.4E-O4.
2,1E-O1 .OX7 -63 2,tE-O4.
3.5E-O4r 076 -45 1.3E-O'l
d.0E-0,r .043 -63 3.28-04r
3.98-O,l O3E -,16 3.OE-O4
J.3E-O,l' O,lO -65 3.4E-O,r
,l.OE-o4 
'064 -60 3,4E-04'4.OE-O4 t054 -51 2.6E-04r
7.2E-O1. O1E -56 6.2E-O4















t.3E-O4r 063 -5r 3.7E-O4
5.58-O.r 060 -{r 2.tE-04





'039 -5E 2.gE-O,l'5,3E-O4 .050 -55 3.tE-O4.
7,5E-O4.
!.2E-03 .O30 -45 2.tE-O4.
5.4E-04r
6. tE-O,lr










'O55 -63 a,6E-O4'7.68-04 1035 -55 a.sE-il.
2.68-0,t .0,f! -4, 2.1E-Oa.
6.tE-O,l 
'057 -60 3.lE-O{'4.3E-o4 o37 -.16 l.lE-o{{.0E-o4r
4.tE-o/t r05t -11 2.tE-O1.
3.6E-Oif '06l -56 l.2E-O.r
211 74 7,SE-O' .239 12 3.tE-05.
263 69 8.4E-O1 





'O53 -32 3.3E-O4' 043 -64 3.,1E-0{
o3E -5t t.tE-04
o12 -59 3.rE-O1








59 1546t 16664 r35
72 t2672 r2369 127
a,l O9O56 r1552 tO?
19 0t2
49 0E2
53 06265 ts,l59 t3259 r3260 128



























05E -49 6.4E-O4 05t -47 5.6E-O4 069 -52





IMA.zn)DlM(A/n) 250D I M(A/n) 300I M(A/m) 320D I M(A,/m)SPEC. PL!}SE/
AZIMJIH
Itt9?.12 65 303
r t89?.2 55 295
| 8697.3 6t 3t7
t889E.tr 51 349
1889E. t2 5t 349








I E90l .22 ?4 03r
tE90r.3t 6? 34E
t890t.32 67 34t
r E902. t 35 325
1t902.2 12 191
t 890.1.1 a9 lt2
t8903.3 Sl t2r
t890{.2 6t t48
t 8904,31 6,1 163
tE9oil.32 6il 163




r t906.31 t5 337
r 8906.32 ?5 337
037 -5t 3. tE-03























067 -53 8. lE-04
07t -5r t.7E-o4
0,12 -62 t.tE-03


































065 -59 I .2E-O3
060 -65 6.tE-O4
'O12 -56 6.4E-O'lr



























5.OE-O.r Ot5 -?9 !.0E-O4
5.5E-05






t.2E-04 .OS5 -74 6.0E-05'
l.rE-O4 










































































































































































































































































-63 1.7E-O4. O17 -57
084 -3t t.tE-04 03E -57
O9'l -55 1.1E-04 .O89 -64
o6t -49 2.rE-04 .O3l -11
o55 -56 r.2E-O4 
'O72 -51062 -63 r.7E-O4 1064 -6t
o23 -6t 2.tE-O4 .O27 -60
'033 -65 2.0E-04' O42 -8it
'060 -5t 2.4E-0/rt O3l -63
o49 -55 t.9E-O1 .O47 -52,
O4l -75 l.8E-0,1 .063 -71r06t 
-6t t.9E-o4. o45 -66
0t6 -51 2.6E-O1 .O20 -19
.063 
-5,f 7.6E-O4. 065 -6r
.0t9 
-77 2.3E-04r O7E -60
.035 
-39 l.6E-O1. 062 -21
.070 
-40 2.3E-O4. 063 -2t
O47 -4t l.6E-Oil 'O43 -39036 -49 I.EE-O4 055 -4t
070 -34 2,2E-Ol O13 -52
029 -55 l.3E-O4 .073 -/t5
o52 -50 t.2E-O4 .0t7 -12
037 -7O l.sE-O,l O30 -/tt
Oa2 -32 9.OE-o5 r04!r -43
o13 -72 2.9E-O,r 054 -55
.036 
-6t 3.OE-O4. O37 -21
O25 -5O l.9E-O.l .O37 -57
.(xo 
-57 2.OE-O4. 35t -23
.o4t 
-,13 t.7E,o4. 337 -2t
o94 -14 t.3E-O4


















































t.5E-O4 .237 23 2.9E-05.
5.7E-05 1240 21 r.9E-O5.
?.0E-o5.
1.6E-O4 092 076 6.58-05 1096 -?8
2.tE-O4 rO92 -65 l-,lE-O4r O57 -!tr

























t E9l 8. I t 54 0il9
r 89r E. r2 t4 049
rt9tE.31 54 063
tE9lE.t2 54 063
18919. u 43 080




rt920.2 61 216It920.3 6 r31It92t.u 59 u!




r8922. t2 53 tO2
rt922.2 62 065
rt923. n 60 t62









9.?E-Os .056 -4t 4.tE-Os.





































'059 -71 t.0E-o4'I . tE-O4'
9.3E-05.














rE925. r a9 !23
r8925.21 4t 096
18925.22 11 096
r 8925. 3 .16 0E9
r 8926.2t ,10 076
18926.22 10 076
tE926.31 29 086
r t926. 32 29 0E6
I E92E. I 17 346
t 8928 .2 ,15 339
r892E.3t 55 325
| 892E.32 55 325





1 E93t . 3t 65 358
r 89.il .32 65 358
I E932. | | 43 359
I 89.12. 12 .13 359


















r 8937. r r











































































2.SE-O4 .O47 -15 1.7E-OA'
2.rE-04 .063 -20 l.8E-04'
2.4E-O1' Ol2 -68 l.2E-O,l
2.rE-O4 .O52 -5? t.3E-04'
t.7E-04 
'024 -61 r.5E-04r2.6E-o4 ro6il -/t8 l.5E-05'
2.5E-O1. 068 -65 2.lE-O4
| .88-04 '034 -42 t .sE-O,l'
1.38-O,l' O93 -E0 6.2E-05
2,2E-O1 .O4r -59 !.tE-01.





















































046 -{5 2. tE-04 .o11 -15 l.lE-Oa.
4.3E-04. O57 -63 2.2E-Ol
3.6E-0.1 O42 -43 3.3E-04 rOal -ils
3.9E-O4r 03E -65 3.1E-0,1
3.tE-O4' 05O -6,1 2.6E-O,l
































































































































































































































033 -51 2.2E-04 '04r 
-34 E.,lE-O4r 041 -34









































2.68-01 120 -76 l.EE-O4 Otl9 -56 t.7E-O4 .053 -56 t.9E-OSt
2.EE-O4 rOlS -5E l.EE-O4. 054 -5,1 9.3E-O4
o44 -t3 l.9E-O4 050 -40
o52 -62 2.lE-O.r .025 -63
059 -77 2.0E-O1 .O22 -70
I . tE-O4 io6t _/rt
1.28-04. Atl -72
t.9E-O4. 3t6 -80 t. tE-o4
2.2E-O1. 060 -29 1.lE-01
2.2E-O1. O5l -35 2.08-0,1





t 89.13 .22 6{
r 894.r. rl s2
| 89.14 . 12 52
I E9.r,{.21 60
18911,22 60
t 8945. il 39
t 8945. 12 39
t t9,r5.2t 3E
tE945.22 3E



































































































-49 t.8E-O4. O39 -55
1007 
-55 2.7E-04. Ots -43
'o7t -50 3.2E-04r 05t -32
'O58 -39 I.9E-O,l' 060 -52
.036 
-59 2.6E-O1. O22 -66
037 -69 3.6E-O4 .O11 -71
O39 -43 4.OE-O,| 1038 -5O
'O4l -55 5.5E-o,1. O35 -5732? 5t {.tE-O4 r334 a9
.317 43 5.OE-04. 32t 5r
'3t4 55 6. tE-O.r. 347 653t9 50 5.tE-o,1.3t5 53
.o6t 
-48 2.2E-O4' O55 -59
0?6 -36 t.6E-O4 rOTE -39
065 -56 8.28-Oil .05E -56
0E5 -57 2.6E-O4 034 -5t
06t -66 3.0E-04 .061 -66
.o55 
-47 2.5E-O4r 045 -5t
'O92 -62 t.6E-O,1. O93 -5,1
030 -52 l,3E-O4 .O30 
-52
.o{o 
-63 1,sE_O,t' oito _56
o52 -70 2.3E-O4 rO54 -68
o?4 -63 2.6E-Ol o51 -67
o3,l -67 2.{E-O4 
'03r -65roaT 
-53 2.lE-O4' O58 _{6
o29 -59 2.tE-O4 ro2t -6r
'02t -57 2.tE-O4r O34 _58
.o32 
-69 2.EE-O4. 03t -62
ro58 



































300I M(A/n) 320r t{A.h)DPUiSE/
AZ.'MJT*I
rr95t. t2 53 071
895r .31 6l o6t












r 8955. I I 47 l3E
18935.t2 17 138
r89s5.3 61 157
t E956. t1 52 056
r 8956. t 2 52 058





t 6957.32 ,lt o52
r 8958 . I 4{ 0t5
t 8958.2 52 040
rE95E.3 5l 049
18959.tr 48 064







t96r .1 40 039










096 -5t r .2E-O3
o97 -50 I .1E-03
lo,l -34 t.OE-03
O97 -,lt l. tE-03
















































































or7 -50 I .3E-03














































O/t3 -58 3.7E-O1 O57 '71 3.oE-O4 'O53 -67 2'6E-O1'
o53 -62 4,4E-O4 o5l -60 3'6E-Oit 'O70 -61 2-28 o1'
026 -61 3.6E-04 'OtO'56 2.TE'O4' Ol7 -17 2.OE-O4
o?2 -.19 3.5E-04 'O?3 -39 2.1E-o4' 065 -35 2"tE-o4
064 -62 3.8E-o4 O5E -62 3.5E-0'l 1056 -52 l'tE-o'r'
069 -65 2.rE-O4 O52 -60 l.9E-O'l 'OSt -60 9'3E-05r
060 -64 2.OE-o4 O55 -6'l r.8E-04 '05't -64 8'9E-05'
056 -56 2.9E-O1 'O53 -57 2.5E-O4t
O22 -75 2'1E-O1 'Ol2 '72 l.3E-0'lt
o3t -56 2.2E-O4 .037 -55 l.lE-O,l'
osE -71 2.3E-O4 011 -63 2'lE-O4 'O17 -62 t.OE-04'
o44 -51 2.rE-O4 'O43 -53 1.0E-O4'
ost -52 t.2E-O4 '051 -49 7.5E-O5'
036 -70 !.5E-O4 '031 -71 7.4E-05t112 -11 r.5E-O1 .r1l -56 l.6E-O4'
031 -55 t.tE-04 ro3,l -55 t.,fE-o5r
o71 -52 2.rE-O4 '059 -53 r.5E-O4' rO9 -t6 7.tE-05
041 -/t5 l.tE-04 '04t -45 8.7E-O5'
O57 -37 2.1E-o4 rOiE -39 l.2E-O,l'
07t -54 t.7E-O1 .O73 -52 t.2E-O5.
o22 -57 t.tE-O4 'O2l -56 5.3E-05.07? -50 t.5E-04 ro75 -49 ?.4E-O5r
096 -68 t.lE-O4 035 -73 9.9E-05 .037 -73 5,OE-O5'
055 -51 2.5E-04 'otE -5E t.2E-0tl' 019 -58 6.OE-os
o90 -69 3.9E-O4 .rO3 -?5 2.tE-O4r
06r -52 a.2E-O4 079 -58 2.5E-O4 rO?9 -58 l.3E-04r
O7O -54 2.7E-O.l '062 -5,1 l.3E-O4r
033 -56 l.7E-04 1032 -55 l.gE-o,l'
oo4 -?o {.5E-04 .006 -59 3,08-04.
O45 -62 4.lE-Oa 
'Oil7 -63 J.OE-O4r050 -44 2.3E-04 'O50 -4,1 1,2E-O4'
o39 -a4 t.8E-O4 .O25 -51 t.3E-O4' OE1 -55 E.6E-O5
023 -,10 6.,1E'05 '004 -51 3.2E-o5'
0t5 -6t 2.8E-O4 
'016 -69 t.rlE-04'108 -50 2.?E-04 .rO? -61 l.,lE-O,l'
ot8 -5. 2.6E-O4 .OtE -54 t.3E-O4.
057 -60 2.2E-O4 .063 -60 l.sE-O{.
056 -67 2.1E-01 .OS9 -77 l.7E-O4.
Ol8 -43 3,0E-O1 020 -58 2.lE-O/t .020 -5t l.lE-04'
ot7 -63 t.6E-O4 .O87 -53 ,',9E-O5.
03? -53 l.6E-0,1 
'035 -54 t.2E-O5'02E -49 r.5E-O4 .016 -66 7.6E-O5.
oo8 -55 3.tE-O4 053 -78 2,EE-O4 
'Ost -77 l.3E-O1.062 -75 2.OE-0{ rO59 -?5 9.9E-O5.
o89 -18 2.OE-O4 '109 -2a 2.9E-O1.
r8963.3 52 243
| 8964. r I 66 282
t8961.12 66 242
1E961.2 70 251
r 896,r.3 ?5 305
18965.tr 60 t78
r8965.t2 60 l7t
























r 8912.1 I 6E 333
r E972. r2 66 333
189?2.31 60 3t6
t8972.32 60 i16
I E973.21 54 342
18913.2t 51 312
I 8973.31 ,8 3rl9
! 8973.32 4E 3,t9






r 8975.42 a9 325
I 8976. t 51 tt5
r8e76.2 17 187
t8976.3 63 179
o35 -6t 2.3E-O4 eO35 -6t t,2E-O5. O32 -62 5.6E-O5
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230 6,r t.6E-o3 .22E 64 t.aE-O3' 23t 6? r.rE-032,f3 58 l .2E-O3 .211' 60 l.OE-O3r 252 63 l.tE-Ol232 59 1.SE-O0 2?1 61 1.28-01 t23t 5t 2.9E_O4.23t 5t 5,2E-01.236 59 4.7E_O1' 25t 60,l.oE_o{231 61 1.1E-O4.23t 63 3.6E_O4r 228 11 3.OE-O4227 58 5.9E-O4.227 57 5.2E_O1' 2tt 56 3.6E_O.l212 36 6.68-01.269 36 6.5E-O4. 275 28 6.7E-o4134 50 5.,|E-o1.t2r aS 5.SE-04'095 5l 6.SE_0424J 59 4,6E-O4.252 62 1,OE-O4.213 62 2.9E_O434E 62 6.7r'-01.357 56 6.6E-O4.34I 56 5.3E_O,l3,f4 5E d.4E-O4.356 55 A,2E-O1. Or? 56.t.1E-O430t 57 5.tE-o.t.3r3 58 4.9E-O4' 291 72 1.4I.'_Ol
l{2 28 3.tE-O,l 131 27 Z.9E-OA .1tO 29 2.1E-O4.222 28 1.8E-o1.237 28 4.3E-o4.22t 3{ 4.28-otr2r1 61 5.1E-O4.2r5 68 a.4E-O4.23O 6t,t.tE-O,l297 59 7.7E-O1 30t 52 7.rE-ol .292 61 5.9E_Oa'
'247 35 3.5E-O4. 25O .t2 3.tE-O1 211 21 i.1E_01157 6'9 5,tt-Oa 114 66 4.EE-O4 .r54 67 1.SE-O1.2r7 51 6.7E-O1.2r7 57 5.6E-O4.ltc 52 3.gE_O120t 59 6.rE-04 
'r86 55 4.5E_o4, 168 52 2.zE-Oa229 61 7.aE-o1 .228 60 6.lE-o4. 227 61 5.2E_O1235 6,f 6,tE-Ol .23O 52 5,5E-0,1. 236 7O 1.2E_o1207 58 3.3E-03 1203 57 2.EE_03. 194 60 l.tE_o3230 t5 5.5E-O3 
'230 56,t.98-03.233 5t 3,6i-Oi2r3 50 5.?E-o3.212 lt 5.1E-03.20s 4t 3_7E_O3277 1X 9,5E-O4 .291 72 8.tE-O4r 2E4 ?2 7.2i-O4234 6t t . tE-ot .21r 62 r .oE-03, 21t 6S 7 .i-O4t82 50 E.tE-o4 .rt2 50 r. tE-0rr tsa lg z.iE_ot




I M(Ah) t50I M(A,ro) 250I MA/n)
300
I M(Ah) 320I MA/s)200D I M(Vs) D
t9059.2 3E 144
r9059.3 33 t.12
t9050.r 3t 29t9050.2 47 3t3
9060.32 52 3309061.2 36 0E49061.4 39 093
eo6r.5l 39 105906!.s2 39 rO59062.1 .6 2869062.3 19 2719062.4 53 296
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205 63 ! .78,03
220 57 !.9n-03
232 65 t.OE-O3
I 82 64 2 .0E-04
lE6 60 5.4tr-O,l
194 60 3.9E-O,l
2t2 -r r a.9E-05
150 77 6.tE-O4





















196 6? 1.9E-O42r1 62 2.OE-OI
tot s9 2.2E-O1
256 64 3.7E-O1.271 51 2.tE-04.
220 64 3.OE-OI.215 52 2.6E-O4'
'2ll 77 1.9E-04' 2,15 t0 LtE-0,1
.216 79 t.8E-O4. 179 73 l.2E-O1
171 73 l.7E-O1.?lt 6t l.!E-O,{'
.206 67 2,2E'-01' 155 68 2.2E-O4
'208 69 l.7E-O1. 221 55 t.6E-04
'2r7 60 2.6E-O,lr 2OO 6t 2.JE-04207 64 2,tE-O1 .238 67 t.6E-O4'
21r 62 2.6E-O1
199 62 2.2E-O1





231 65 2.8E-O 
2X4 62 2.tE-O4
226 75 5,58-04 .20t 19 4.2E-O1r t74 86 3.2E-04
rE9 56 2.48-04 rt86 48 t.8E-04' 188 12 5.OE-05l9E 5l,l.,lE-o4 172 59 3.lE-O4 
't70 58 2.5E-04.2{6 65 E.5E-04.252 63 6.?E-01. 251 65 S,XE-O4
09J -,16 3.2E-0,1 O82 -5O 4.tE-O,l tO79 -54 3.EE-O4.
O49 -tr9 .1,38-04 .O48 -32 5.9E-O4r 035 -34 6.lE-O4
o40 -30 7.5E-Ol O43 -29 8,8E-O,t .O39 -31 7,7E_O1
'032 -62 3.EE-04.r027 
-56 1.8E-O4.
'036 -6t t.3E-03.245 59 6.OE-01 212 73 5.2E-O1 .242 72 1.3E-O4.210 6r ?.OE-01 217 62 6.OE-04 r2t2 63 5.oE_o6't68 J7 3.78-04 t5O tl5 2.JE-04 
'160 55 2.7E-O{'
.222 63 5,EE-0,f. 219 66 5.5E-04 22i 60 1.3E-Ol
t?4 75 3.!E-o,l l6{ 83 2.8E-04,t76 76 2.0E-o{.
.217 5E 2. tE-0.1. 24E 50 t.5E-0/r t66 t/t t.OE-O4226 1t 3.?E-O/t 232 35 2.6E-O4 '2io 46 2.6E-O4.2IO 59 t.OE-03 .2r4 64 6,3E-O4. 217 67 1.sE-O4239 60 t.6E-O4 284 73 1.6E-01 .246 6? 3.5E-04l258 65 5,tE-O4 316 15 2.5E-O1 .263 EO t.6E-O{.222 55 2.gE-O,l .2t8 55 2.2E-O4t 208 66 r.9E-0{208 60 5,3E-01 .2o7 62 it.OE-04r r87 62 2.iE-o42t6 55 .f. rE-o,r .225 5E 3.3E-04' zrt 68 2.1E-O4
.232 54 2.2E-03. 255 56 t.7E-O3 224 5,t l.3E_o3225 4E 2.2E-O3 1227 46 l.7E_O3. 22E 49 t.3E-O3224 16 5.EE-O1 229 SS t.6E_O1 .222 60 5.?E-O41229 62 6,9E-O1 211 55 6.2E-O4 .24t 6,t J.6g_94.213 57.f.EE-04.2tO 60 3./rE-04' 2.r1 SS 2.9E_o4205 5? 5.4E-O1 217 56 1.1E-O1.211 6r,r.3E,04.217 51 5.3E-O4 r22t 53 it,6E-o{.245 62 3.4E_04219 54 3.4E,04.213 5t 3.3E-04. 22t 6t 2.1E_O42ll 39,1,6E-O4,219 60 3.lE-Or' 211 60 2.7E-O1225 51 5.3E-01 73r 56 it.6E-O4 t236 56 3.9E-O4'
.2tt 64 t.7E,0J' t98 67 r.2E-03 110 77 9.78_04
.t90 ?5 9.7E-04. tE0 66 t.2E-03 rtt 46 ?. tE_041226 50 l.4E-o3. 230 50 t.lE-o} 224 51 7.8i_O1197 13 t. tE-O,l . t96 43 t, tE-O4r B7 42 7 .tE_O4
.225 51 2.8E-O4' 
'28 
62.2.1E-O4 2t6 SA 2.lE_O1
.2r9 63 3..fE-O.f. 237 63 2-iE-o4 2O1 Gl 2.SE_o1
.205 5t 2.3E-04r t9t 56 2.4E_01 21t 18 2.1E-O4197 56 2.OE-o,t.2O3 Si 2.SE-04' 2O2 fi 2.2E-O122I 60 t.5E-O4 .20t 50 5.OE-o4r 235 it .t.9E_04l05 7t t.3E-0,t t95 7t t./tE-04 .2r0 29 6.3E-O4.,227 36 r.6E-04' 231 17 2.tE_O4 2il 53 i.9a-64
.?21 67 2.3E-O4. 27t 75 t,9E-O1 210 6' 2.2i_o42t8 5t 2.EE-01 205 6X, 2.7F-01 .2r5 se i.ie-oi.221 53 3.2F,-0.4.t30 56 2.7E-o1.23' 59 t.5E_O;
'2t6 53 3. tE-o,r. 2tt 53 2.2E-o1 tzt tt i.7i-ot
:?!? !! 3.rE-o4r 23t 56 2.6E_o4 224 6s 2.s1_o1
'?9! 61 2.2E-o4t 2o2 62 t.7E_o1 2a2 67 r.i_o;226 69 2.38-01.2r2 61 2.OE-Oi.2U 66 r.O;_6i221 66 2.5E-O4 rs' 72 2.XE-OI .220 66 i.#-o;.,??9 66 2.38-04. 2ro 72 t.EE_o1 232 60 1.sE_o42o0 60 2.2E-o.t 2re jJ t.rE-04 
'2ro 62 i.i;-il,z@ 56 r.2E-o1 2o7 .? r.tE-01 .ree ja i.i;-il.
.231 72 l.tE-o4, t93 ?1 t.sE_O,r 222 i; ;.;E_o;230 1t 1.2E-o1 25E sl r.2E_o1 .227 oa i.li-oi.r79 66 E.3E-05 205 56 9.28_05 !203 6',.la-o;,
.23E 70 t.5E-O4r 250 68 t.3E-o4 245 15 Lii-o4249 6l l.ttE-04 Z2B 36 t.{E-o1 .222 i9 i.;;_il.298 12 r.5E-o1 24s 74 r.1E-o4 .227 31 i.fi_;;,
'214 5t r.oE-o4r t95 66 9.2E-OS Zts et t.tE-6i
l?21 6s r.1E_o4. 222 51 r.5E-04 zzs is i.ii-6i,?l! g1 r.sE_o4r 238 ?3 l.EE_o4 tst i i.G_6;20E 6? 2.oE-o4.215 63 2.3E-o4. zii oi ).&-ii236 57 1.tE_o4 .231 57 6.3E-o4. 2ii ,; ;.4;-;;2^?l 51 r.sE-o3 22o 5s r. tE-03 .tit tE ;:sE_il,23t s2 t.9E-o1 z3o st r.5E-04.t3/r it i:fi;;,
2lr 58 5.sE-O,t 22t 60 1.aE-O1 .216 Sg 3.tE_O4,2ro 7r J.9E.o1.2rt 7o t./rE-04. tio;;;:o;_;;2-31 60 1.tE-ol 229 sJ 3.BE_o4 .ti3 ;; ;:;-;;,221 56 r.0E-o3 2t6 55 4.EE-o4 .2ie ai i'.;;-;;.22e s7 t.zE-o3 22t Gt s.?E_ol .tti t; ;'.7;_;;.??! q! ?.oE-o1 2ts 51 5.2E-o4 .tti ;; ;.i;_;;.232 62 7.tE-o1 .23r 5t 4.3E_01' 211 e; i:;;_;;


















r9081.32 52 tEEt90E2.t 55 ttal9oE2.2 63 13,1ItoE2.3t 35 1?6
19082.12 31 t77
r9083.2 39 oJt
r9063.3 4t o?0tgoE3.,l 31 067




.t9085.2 3t tort90t5.3 tl4 r03
190E5.:t 57 to5t9086.1 23 r25
t 9086.2 5t r3{
r9086.3 11 r12t9086.{ 55 ot.i
t9087. I 27 0371eo87.2 29 OS219087.3 25 053
l9E .6t 2.2E-O4















I I 7 88 t. EE-O5
225 5E 9.OE-0422t 56 t.tE_03
230 5a 6.3E-04
176 63 3.2E-O4t96 t5 5.4E-O1
os1 17 3.18-Ol
200 59 a.8E-04












D I M(Vn) DD
-A39-
150 200




I e088 . r 36 09t
19088,2 22 093







r 9090. r t 73 343





19091. tl 70 300
1909t. t2 70 300
1909t.21 74 310
r909r .22 7i 3t0
t90el.3 70 32.

















r9096. t2 52 051
r9096.21 45 059
r9096.22 45 059

































t9ro4. t 6I r55
l9t04.2t 64 tlt
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19 lo8. I 52 030
r 91 08.2 66 026
171 71 5.AE-O4
04? r0 r.5E-05

























































































2ft t4 4.tE-o1 '216 73 3.88-O.l' 237 77 3.7E-O11224 6E 9,iE-Os' 221 11 l.2E-04 256 56 t.lE-O4
22O 60 2.rE-O{ 2r7 55 2.2E-O1 '223 56 2.08-O/t'
.212 62 3.tE-O4r 193 60 2.3E-O4 225 58 1.sE-O'l
193 77 E.6E-O5 '239 6E O.6E-05' 252 69 l.tE^O1t80 6E r.tE-o4 235 6l 9.8E-05 '2lO 69 t,4E-O5'
.r99 63 1.28-O4r 222 54 l.9E-O4 188 62 6.98-05
,r9l 71 r,2E-04. 221 66 l.9E-O4 142 t3 l.2E-04
.176 76 l.2E-O4r 194 77 9.58 05 167 55 9''lE-05
t99 5,f r ,78-04 '151 4l t ' lE-O4' 1.r2 19 I .3E-o'l
'24t 69 f.7E-O4' 245 64 2.OE-O( 2r3 67 l.5E-O1
.233 73 l.3E-O4. t1l 15 l.2E-O1 234 13 2,5E-O4
t3E a3,l,9E-O5 2ot 50 7.tE-05 'l80 57 5.lE-O5r
r37 62 1.2E-O5 2r5 47 6.9E-O5 .2t1 4E t.tE-O4'
143 45 r,6E-05 173 59 6.tE-05.18t 52 4.4E-051
130 4t J.9E-O5 t56 4t l.tE-04 .t5t 53 9.98-05.
167 7r r.3E-O4 tEl 79 t.5E-O/t 147 73 t. lE-O{
t95 11 9.2E-O5 .2tt 46 t.2E-01. 22t 39 t,2E-O4
tt1 71 t.fg-os '272 53 t,9E-O5. 203 tI 7.98-05223 62 r.3E-O1 215 50 l.1E-O4 .214 57 t,3E-04r
t80 6t 7.9E-O5 
'220 39 t.0E-04r !9t 75 t.tE-05f8t 72 1.2E-01 '198 17 l.2E-O4t il7 75 t.tE-O4222 11 7.8E-O5 '269 tt r.3E-04r 180 E8 t.4E-05
.213 63 l,2E-O1t 222 55 r..rE-04 tEE 6l t.tE-O4t2r5 67 2.7E-O1r 21? 60 2.5E-O4 ?tt 16 2.lE-O4
.205 63 2.58-04r Zl1 5E 2.6E-O4 2tO 66 2.2E-O4
.721 58 2.3E-04. 219 71 2.OE-OI 216 1t 2.3E-O4
.217 57 t.9E-01. 2tO 57 2.0E-O4 20? ?O r.tE-01
199 68 l.9E-01 224 63 2.lE-O4 .2t5 60 2.2E-OAr
214 55 2.oE-o4 '2oq lE 2.lE-O/t.199 50 l.8E-O4r229 6t 2.28-04* 230 70 2.3E-O4 209 6t t.tE-04
2t5 66 2.2E-O,1.20? 5t 2.1E-O4r 248 6t 2.OE-0,1
233 56 7.28-04 22O 56 6.3E-O4 '221 55 5.78-O,l'226 53 8.4E-O1 '225 53 7.6E-O1. 226 19 6.7E-O1225 36 1.6E-O4.227 54 6.6E-04.223 5t 6.tE-O4
230 5t 7.6E-O1 .225 58 7.2E-O1. 223 56 6.lE-O1
f199 57 3.8E-o4' 2O1 62 3.TE-04 t9t 55 3.tE-O,l
222 61 3.38-04 '223 67 3.1E-o4't9,l 65 2.8E-042lo 6E 3,2E-01.209 66 3.4E-04r 20t 64 3.OE-01
232 J9 3.oE-01 '227 59 J.4E-04.2t5 56 3.08-O,l237 6t I .5E-04 245 35 t .6E-04 .252 56 t . 3E-0t.26! 70 t.4E-O4 '23O 77 t.6E-O'r. 22t 62 l.9E-O1
.227 57 t.5E-O4r 250 60 r.3E-O4 223 60 l.8E-04
2tt 84 9.1E-O5 22t 55 l.rE-O4 '223 6t 9.5E-05.
'248 65 t.?E-05. 252 59 5.5E-05 315 72 t,rE-O4
255 52 t.tE-05.237 19 l.2E-O1.202 5t t.tE-O1
156 ?3 6.tE-05 .234 55 9.5E-05' t98 22 3. tE-05
'198 50 t.tE-O4' 234 58 r.0E-04 t63 29 7.tE-Oso24 37 !.2E-04 020 5t t.3E-Or 3/r9 at t.5E-04
,r1 .2 ?.eE-O' 
'53 
23 r.7E-O5 078 57 6.9E-O5
360 02 t.7E-O5 350 29 6.9E-05 350 29 r.rE-04
067 57 6.tE-o5 0t5 ,lo 3.98-05
O57 02 f.7E-oS 239 ,lo 2.1E-oS 
'223 68 7.,1E-O5'r56 42 2.OE-OS 235 59,1.6E-05 
'223 72 6.1E-o3'
Oto 35 3.5E-05 l3,t 6{ 5.58'05 
'269 t6 6.7E-O5ttt4 7? 3.OE-05 211 53 8,6E-05.187 76 ?,28-05.
o79 62 2.rE-OS.22S 66 6.38-05.241 52 6.6E-OS
lo2 80 3,58-05 20r 34 9.58-05 .r85 60 9.3E-05.
o24 -25 6,4E-O5 335 56 2.4E-O5 .232 5' 3.{E-Os.
o34 -lr 4.9E-05 29E 30 5.lE-05 1266 lO ?.tE-Os.
076 -O4 5.8E-05 0t3 -lt 5.58-05 .228 59 2.2E-A5.
068 0t t.0E-o5 t32 73 I.4E-O5 r20? 44 5.3E-O5r
079 -35 7.0E-O5 2t8 38 t.7E-O5 
't96 64 8.9E-O5.
o72 -63 6.JE-O' r72 09 4.5E-O5 1239 5E 4.8E_05r
06r -25 E.9E-O5 023 -12 7.1E-O5 r22l 56 5.tE-O5'
096 -2E 6.9E-O5 07E -.t5 E.5E-05 r2,t9 66 I.IE-O4'
046 -28 6.38-05 02a -10 t,6E-O5 
'19{ -53 8,3E-05'



































































































































































096 -25 l.3E-O4 lO8 -3t
.o6E 
-54 |,28-04. O17 -70
067 -55 l.oE-O4 0,16 -66
00r -s3 8.9E-05 050 -29
o77 -23 I.6E-01 .O71 -26
OJt -.5 l.2E-O,l 056 -19
04J -5t t.3E-O4 .053 -55
.054 
-6? 1.48-01. O24 -59
o57 -64 2.4E-04 050 -59
o50 -59 2.2E-04 053 -50
o59 -56 t.7E-O4 0?2 -39
030 -51 l.5E-O,r 03r -s4
.o55 
-54 l.1E-O1. O74 -32
ro99 
-44 t.6E-O4. llr -26
1065 
-29 t.6E-O5r 06t -30
069 -52 r.3E-O4 056 -63
.o78 
_49 l.sE-O,t. tos _3?
'o43 -56 l.5E-O4. 022 -63O9t -83 t.6E-0,1 020 -63
o3t -55 t.rE-o4 011 ,44
.o,ro 
-64 t.2E-04r o85 -60
053 -39 l.7E-04 055 -.ll
068 -57 r.3E-O4 311 -29
069 -74 9.5E-05 0E5 -29
055 -62 l.tE-o/t 078 -39
02E -56 9.9E-O5 035 -t3
055 -54 2.0E-O4 051 -41
o17 -56 2.5E-O4 .046 -65
05t -57 2.tE-O4 045 -5E
ll3 -68 6.2E-O5 336 -52
.o17 
-49 t.4E-04. tO9 -50
'066 -54 t.4E-0,fi t96 _60
'OO8 -7-l l.3E-O,l' 29O -58
0,15 -37 8.5E-O5 .056 -32
o55 -45 l.5E-O{ 056 -65
026 -5t l.,lE-04 .O23 -51
0?7 -50 1.2E-O{ .O6t -63
o45 -52 t.2E-04 1087 -t41052 
-6t l.jE_O,t. 336 -?5
,o21 
-17 t.OE-04. 003 -42
360 -74 9.OE-O5 016 -6r
'O44 -4t t,ilE-O4' 032 -23
060 -50 2.1E-O4 .068 -55
'064 -55 t.8E-O4r O2l -.19046 -49 3.7E-O4 .066 -56
.o44 
-60 2,lE-O1. 34r -63
o35 -42 t.4E-01 .O24 -69
042 -62 l.0E-O1 rr3 -12
076 -65 l.tE-04 165 -70
067 -5? t,tE-O4 lZ9 -61
O2O -ifl 3.OE-O1 Or9 -19
.044 
-54 L5E-O4' O55 -57
o28 -42 t,9E-O5 .026 -54
rOS8 
-48 2,3E-O4. O99 -il3







































111 06 1.2E-Ol '215 5t ?.tE-os'
r66 -28 3.2E-O4 '20d 54 6.EE-Os
02 4.,1E-04 '179 63 4'tE-05'43 ?.3E-05.163 67 5.6E-05'
5t 1 .7E-O5 '238 59 7. 3E-05'49 2.8E-O5.250 68 3.7E-05'
34O -2O 8.2E-O5 '269 63 'l.tE-05't96 47 7.8E-05 '209 52 5.6E-05'
r60 -r0 5.lE-o5 'lto 69 3.OE-Os'220 47 t.lE-05 .218 58 7.2E-O5'
!50 -o9 9.2E-O5 '225 61 6.OE-O5!IEO {3 {.6E-05 
"03 
51 9.OE-051
'Ol2 -28 2.08-O,l' Ol2 -34 2.TE-O41046 
-57 t.9E-O5. O17 -39 7.2E^O5
355 -69 t.9E-05 '042 -65 6.,1E-05'
.o41 
-52 2.3E-O4r O48 -59 7.5E-O5
ro3t 
-a5 5.5E-05. o.lt -52 2.7E-05
r51 -6t t.4E-O4 rO39 -63 4.8E-O5'
o99 -28 5.3E-05 039 -55 4.8E-05
o5r -53 6.3E-05 .O49 -56 5.0E-05'











t9r 19 . I 61 117191r9.' 63 195
l9l t9.,1 58 l3r
t9120. I 56 lto
r9r20.2 55 l5t
19120.1 53 I ?8tet2t.rr 51 196
r9l2r. t2 51 196
19121.1 56 179
19t22, ll ,18 27O
19122.12 46 270
l9r2),21 15 277






t9r16. I s9 241
19126.2 45 214
I 9126.3 17 2EO
19t26.1 S7 X53l9r27.t 49 tt9













r9t 33.2 57 
'90r9r3J.3 59 30t
r9l 3J.,ll 66 33O
t9t33.d2 66 330l9l3,f.l 45 752
r9t.r4.2 s2 756
r9134,3t 3E 2E9
19r34.32 3t 269t9t35,tt 50 3t4
t9135. t2 50 314
19r.15.3 19 316

































































t.7E-O5 rltt -30 5.8E-05',
6.7E-0s 065 -r3 3.2E-O5
8.3E-05 r0,f5 -67 6.7E'O5'
7.7E-O5 .047 -25 t.5E-O5.
9.6E-O5i 080 -15 6.7E-05
3,5E-05 rO50 -,t{ 5.3E-O5.
9.68-05' O39 -66 5.4E-05
2.8E-O4 056 -49 r.6E-O4
t.sE-(X .0,r3 -65 9.tE-05'
t.tE-o4 .05t -47 7,5E-O5r
3.OE-04 !058 -55 9.,1E-05'
t.8E-O4 ro3t -51 t.2E-05r
1.5E-04 rOt -25 r.4E-04
t.5E-O5 359 -66 7.6E-05
5.7E-05 05t -29 6.5E-05
6,8E-05 
'063 -63 4.58-05.9.5E-05 0t3 -56 t.7E-05
!.6E-O4 041 -s4 7.6E-05
!.6E-O4 .0t9 -67 9.1E-05r
l.rE-04 '045 -,lt E.2E-O5't.2E-Ol 025 -61 8.3E-05
l.2E-Ol t019 -39 9.2E-05r
3.5E-O5 
'O55 -55 t.7E-O5.4.6E-05 r.rE -54 9.6E-O5
6.rE-05 037 -60 9.9E-O5
7.9E.05 102 -66 t.9E-05
t.9E-04 
'054 -41 9.38-05'
r.9E-O4r 053 -72 9.tE-Os
l.9E-O,t ro.tt -58 9.3E-05r
7.5E-O5 r106 -El 3.tE-05'
t.4E-05 074 -56 7.3E-O5
6..1E-05 073 -52 6.6E-05
8.ilE-OS 019 -74 6.8E-Os
5.tE-Os' 055 -33 4.9E-05
r.lE-o4 .o59 -58 7.7E-O5r
t.rE-os. o32 -44 ?.3E-05
4 .6E-05.
5.2E-05. 053 -33 {.3E-O5
6.5E-05 049 -5? 5.6E-O5
7.98-05 0{4 -4il 6.4E-O5
4.7E-O5 r036 -61 3.4E-O5'
1.1E-O5 03r -55 5.6E-Os
9.2E-05' 092 -69 7.OE-Os
9.5E-05 09t -6t t.OE-04
l.6E-04' O6t -59 I .1E-0,1
6.7E-O5 033 -43 5.7E-O5




'060 -67 3.8E-O5.3.6E-O5 .059 -68 3.2E-O5.
t.oE-04 .ol9 -44 7.8E-05r
7.98-05 o30 -.tt 5.4E-05
6.3E-O5. O21 -5t 5.OE-Os
t.tE-o4 054 -47 7.6E-05












































































































































































































-81 3.3E-O5' O25 -t3 3'rE-Os
'ol9 -66 4.EE-Os' 012 -60 4.1E-05037 -50 .l.EE-Os '0t3 -48 r'5E-05'


































































































































t9l5!. I 17 356
r9r5r.21 69 308











I st56.32 55 t9Et9l5?.1 54 282
t9r57.2 52 273
t9151.31 51 211






r 91 59.3t 55 259
! 9159.32 55 259
t9159.33 55 259t9t6t.1l 43 285
t9t6t,12 43 2t5
t9t6t.3t ,13 2t9




t9r53. r 33 315
19163,2 11 296
r9163.3 26 301l916il.t tt 298
19164,2 31 288
t9t64.31 !t 309





t9166. 12 31 306


































































12 6.tE-O5 176 29
45 ,f.,fE-Os .262 17
o59 B0 6.lE-06 135 21
,12 -27 1.5E-O5 212 -O2
23E -t6 4.JE-05 235 -13
r08 -70 4.2E-O5 041 -64
O99 -74 6'tE-05 o53 -5'l
196 -E3 6,9E-05 161 -62
062 -56 7.?E-05 079 -59
It? -6t ?.5E-O5 t22 -58
O43 -,17 E.tE-05 05E -64
o4t -64 l.5E-01 075 -63
o59 -55 1.8E-04 1062 -55
o78 -65 r.6E-O{ O93 -62
062 -'16 t.EE-0,1 061 -53
O43 -59 l.6E-O4 O5/t '61
.o41 
-58 2,tE-O1. 056 -62
.o'17 
-61 1.5E-04r 06l -60
o43 -53 t.aE-O4 055 -59
'O32 -66 l.7E-O4' Ol'l -64
o73 -6E t.4E-O4 073 -68
o25 -4E t.2E-04 036 -59
049 -43 l.,lE-04 058 -58
o39 -5E t.2E-04 054 -60
o50 -55 8.2E-05 063 -51
052 -39 6.6E-05 054 -45
063 -50 8.rE-05 077 -56
o42 -5? t.3E-O4
O13 -56 2.98-O,l O47 -55
02t -32 2.9E-O4 .O12 -62
O,l5 -57 4.0E-04 
'O34 -59
o50 -47 2.9E-04 054 -46
056 -4t 3.28-04 047 -56
o58 -12 A.7E-O5 056 -30
062 -32 r.3E-O1 016 -51
o42 -.18 l.0E-o,l .033 -57
046 -57 l.2E-O,l 056 -5E
O6E -57 2.OE-o4 056 -,17




'2tg 345..1E-05 271 13





r .5E-O4' 045 -87
l.6E-O,l Oo9 -67
I .7E-O4 .Oss -5t
t .8E-O4 .040 -54
2.OE-O4 029 -66
f.5E-01 031 -73


















r.6E-o,l 02? -69 6.oE-os
1.4E-O4 031 -?5 6.OE-05 'O35 -?6 2.8E-05'















o55 -.t8 5.tE-os '055 -,17 2.5E-o5'
020 -56 6.28-05 to2l -57 '3.2E-O5'
1.2E-O4 .O{9 -55 t.9E-O5.
t.6E-O,l' O55 -63 8.sE-Os
3.oE-O,li O2a -49 L2E-O4
2.tE-O4 '055 -50 l.rE-O4'
2.OE-O4 .O54 -59 r.0E-O5'
5.4E-05 .056 -30 3.4E-O5'
8,2E-O5 O52 -11 r.2'E-OS '056 -.16 
'.OE-O5'
?.0E-o5r 069 -49 3.6E-O5
E.rE-05 .057 -59 3.7E-05.
t . tE-o4 .o47 -58 3.2E-O5.










I M(A,zn) 300I M(A/m) 320I t'f..,./a)
t9t67..rt 62 t9a
19161.32 62 191t9t68,! 39 320
t 9t 68.2 63 346












r91 7r .31 4t 2E0
r9r ?r.32 4E 2t0
19t71.33 4t 
'E0,9172.2t 3t 299










r9r74. t2 3t o97
t9r?4.tt 5t il2































































6.lE-Os .06r -50 2.9E-O5.
8.OE-05 































6.tE-O5 1253 11 3.2E-O5.
3.tE-05 ,3ll ,() t.7E-O5'
I . tE-05'
086 -35 4..tE-Os 0tt -36
050 -50 5.4E-05 27t 37
057 -48 3.68-05 2r8 -19
074 -52 8.6E-O5 .O57 
-54




t53 -33 8.0E-O5 t44 -58
261 -77 6.3E-O5 249 29






046 -{t t.tE-oslt0 -4t 5.5E-O5







056 -3E 3.3E-O5036 17 3.5E-O5
o23 -22 3.8E-O523t Ot 2,OE-05
o{o -30 6.2E-O5
















































r 9t 78 .3r
I 91 78.32
l9l7t..1I












































































































2.tE-05 .t95 27 3.2E-05'
t.5E-O5 '194 09 4.5E-05r2.6E,-05 .211 t6 3.2E-05r
4.6E-05 351 t0 7.5E-O5
2.6E-O5 262 11 3.OE-O'
r.5E-O5 '250 54 l.9E-O5'
.262 17 t.6E-05'
2.5E-O5 .23,{ l? t.5E-05.
3.0E-05' Or3 -t4 2.4E-O54.rE-Os 259 36 1.78-05 .260 J9 2.58_OS'3.2E-o5 28t 39 5.EE-05 .293 39 3./tE-oi.
5.5E-05 .327 33 5.5E-05r7.4E-O5 
'259 35 2.tE-Osr
r.0E-o4 .132 55 8.5E-O5.
203 -02 4.9E-05 235 t6 3.lE-os 2r8 o? 3.5E_05 .226 tE t.9E-O5'fEl -34 5.,1E-05 t9? -16 9.28-05 ,Et -t3 6.6E_oS .243 26 3.lE_Oa.273 21 2.tB-o5 2tt ,td 2.6E-Oi r7g 12 t.IE-OS .tgg rS 2.tE-oar






19183.21.15 05719!t4.!t 45 0ro
r9tE4.l2 a5 020
r9rt,l.t3 45 020l9lt,l.2t 50 047l9tt{.22 50 04t
r9t E5. I 41 05019rt5.2t 48 053
t91t5.22 4t O53
19r85.23 48 053l9lt6.tt 5t 2t7
r91t6. r2 58 2r7
19r86.2t 59 t43
r9rE6.22 59 ti3!9188,2t 59 t,l9
,9188.22 59 t19t9t88,3t 6J lt4
l9t 8E..12 63 t t/t
r9lE9.tt 53 t6r




19190.12 53 23319t90.2t 62 259















































rtr -02 a.rE-o5t20 t2 5.6E-O5






"33 tt 9.9E-O5.. 2t 53 6.2E-05'












.225 56 3.2E-O5.r23r 56 J.rE-05.
152 a2 5.7E-O5.168 42 2.EE_Os.
.7E5 62 7.4E-O5.lEil 74 l.2E-O4 .t93 69 5.7E-oS'
.201 72 3.OE-Os.









































1919E. r 60 103t9t98.2 49 t3t
t9r98.4 {O IOO
19199. rr 48 326




r92oo. t2 32 3,rl
19200.21 52 330
t9200.22 52 3JO


















































































































!19 05 3.3E-05 r90 29 r.tE-os .'t2 tt 2.0E-O5'
350 -53 1.7E-05 1214 03 t '6E-05'
O77 -20 2.6E-05 2/t9 25 2.4E-O5
216 21 2.TE-O' '212 l7 2.0E-05'
279 2t 2.38-OS 2tl 27 2'3E-O5 '2EO 28 2.lE-O5'
t64 -39 2.4E-O5 155 t2 'l.'/lE-05 '26'1 3E 2'4E-05'
064 -ls 3.3E-05 265 39 1.9E-05 1263 39 il.OE-O5'
o4E -71 2.3E-O5 095 52 5. EE-05 1263 62 3.OE-O5'
296 -OE 2.OE-05 '246 60 t '7E-O5'
063 -55 ! .5E-O5 '226 1l 2 .6E-O5t
t30 -o5 3.rE-O5 i26r -O4 t.9E-05'
o9o -56 5.4E-O5 140 -18 ,l.tE-05 '146 39 2.OE-05r
o54 -4r 9.1E-O5 011 -45 2.9E-05 't37 35 2.5E-O5'
062 -33 5.tE-O5 16l l0 9.3E-o5 '136 35 2-'lE-O5r
320 -64 5.9E-05 020 -t6 3.9E-05 '2tO 76 J.2E-05r
o25 -12 1.1F'-OS 209 -28 5.28-05 r2&l 7t 3.tE-05'
31r -20 3.OE-Os 328 -40 t.3E"O5 '191 45 t.tE-O5'
Ol2 -15 s.,tE-oi oo9 ot 2.0E-05 249 1E t.lE 05 '215 19 4'0E-05'














165 -25 ?,lE-05 252 13 t.2E-o4 t2lt9 43 5.9E-O5'
330 -6? 8.rE-Os 'l9E E2 7'OE-Os'
154 f4 7.6E-05 'r68 ?2 1.2E-05'
o47 -09 l.4E-O4 '1t5 69 6.5E-O5'
28r -44 4.3E-05 175 50 a.5E-05 '176 51 2.3E-05'179 71 7.7E-O1 '119 69 8.68-05'
o29 23 5.lE-Os.186 l6 7.6E-05'
272 l2 7.68-05 
"t2 36 1. 
tE-O'l'
rl9 52 5.tE-05 '22r 21 9.4E-05r327 41 9.OE-O5 '214 21 6.6E-05'
r9t -42 3.7E-O1 265 20 l.JE-04 '26t 20 6.6E-o5'
t9r -23 2.4E-04 26E 19 !.28-0.t '270 20 6.lE-Os'
r83 22 1.3E-07 205 37 9,3E-04 '205 36 4.EE-O4'
o?1 02 l.2E-O{ 02E -36 6.OE-O5 t6l 2t t.5E-04 '166 30 t,5E-05'
o3o -t2 9.EE-o5 05o 39 t.4E-04 230 '19 3.5E-01 '232 19 l.tE-o4'oot 57 t.9E-O4 090 77 2.JE-Oa 242 l7 1.7E-O1 
"11 tl 2.18-04'
o?4 -49 4.tE-O3 t3l -3? 2.tE-O3 234 21 2.8'O1 '233 24 r.4E-O',l'
O59 -46 /t.9E'o3 063 -tt 2.3E-o3 '16'1 52 2'fE-O3'
055 -,lt 5.3E-O3 045 -33 2'3E-O3 'lt6 54 1'2E-O3'
- \44-
APPEX{DDT 9: STJMMAX'Y STIE STATISTICS
(f) VUW collection uumber.
(2) Stratigraphic height (m) above the Makaretu sandstone.
(3) Average degree of bioturbation at the sit€, (see Plate 2'1 and section 2'3)'
(4) Number of specimens used in the final analysis and does not include those specimens
which were refnted.
(5) Average initial volume susceptibility of all
10-1.
strncimens mmpled at the sitp (values r
(6) everage magnetisation intensity of all specimens sampled at the site (values Am-l)'
(Z) Mean declination (") of specimens accepted from the site.
(8) l,tean inclination (') of specimens accepted from the site'
(9) Average magnetisation intpnsity of specimens accepted from the site (values 'lm-t)'
(to) ft, Fisher's precision parameter
(t1) c95, radius (') of rbe gsqo confidence cone about the mean direction'
(t2) n, resultant vector length of mean direction'







































25r .92 r .2E-03 5t.6
216.20 9.zE-Ol 13.5
206. t0 6.4E-04 1t.4
2r6,20 t.2E-03 80.9
214.37, 7.6E-O4
201.92 r.OE-03 41.5 -6r.7 3.48-04 69.5 lr .O 3.9569
2t6.2O r.OE-03 5r.5 -59.6 3,lE-O4 5i1,5 16.9 2.9633
210.56 t.6E-O3 60.9 -55.3 7.3E-O4 150.3 rO.l 2.9861
216.20 l.8E-O3 43.2 -59.1 7.3E-O4 2tO.5 E.5 2.9905
2t2.44 r,EE-O3 54.2 -54.3 6.tE-04 156.2 1 -4 3.9808
206.EO l.7E-O3 t6.t -51.6 5.OE-O4 22.O 27.O 2.9090
219.96 t.6E-O3 5r.5 -37.2 5.28-O,l 37.2 r5.3 3.919.3
221.lE 3.OE-03 39.E -62.3 9,4E-O4 111.1 7.7 3.978t

















































I 89t 7 266.0




















































2t0.56 l. jlE-o3 5!,3
219.96 2.tE-03 30.3
197 ,40 I . tE-O3 67. r
2r2.14 9. tE-O4





























6r.2 4.9E-O5 !O.8 39.5 2.8r,19
43.4 3.98-05 t6.6 3r.2 2.8798
65.9 3.5E-O5 22.6 26.5 2.9il6
50.7 4.8E-O5 235.9 8,0 2.9915
rE.t 4.0f-o5 32.3 22.O 2.93t2
62'.7 g. rr-os 2s.4 23:t 2 erzt
-21.2 3.tE-04 15.l 32.9 2.t677
-67.9 4.OE-O4 62.2 r5.7 2.9679
-64.2 2.3E'O4 36.9 20.6 X.9159





















































t95.52 5.78-04 26.2 -62.0 9.7E-05 9.5 42.1 2.1E97
206.80 r.rE-o3 20.6 -64.4 2.7tr-O4 232.t 8.1 2.9914
169,20 7.5E-O4 37,6 -65.8 9.3E-O5 90.5 9'1 3'9669






2t6.20 t.rE-O4 4s.s -5t:3 2.3E-O4 Sl:t
22r.t4 8.5E-o4 58.7 -56.3 3.0E-0,1 22.9
r27.t4 r.lE-O3 41.3 -65.7 5.OE-04 21t.3
163,56 4.98-04
r91.?6 6.5E-O4 55.9 -52.9 9.9E-05 37.t
191,10 5.78-04 62.1 -53.2 8.?E-05 63.f
r 88 .O0 9. 8E-O4 40.7 -67 .9 2.0E-04 7l ,t
20t,16 r,oE-o3 55.t -61.3 l,6E-04 59.r
212.44 9,38-03 47.E -62,7 2.lE-04 14.5
195.52 7.5E-O4 15.3 -12.1 9.tE-05 11.5
201.t6 6.7E-O1 2t5.5 25.t 4.3E-O5 170.6
-ifO.O I - lE-04 3t.8 22.2
-55.0 6.5E-05 12.8 r9.l
-47,7 8.8E-O5 90.r 13.1
-57.9 I.tE-O4 217.O L4
-46.7 t.9E-O5 ?O.5 14. t
-50.9 2. rE-O4 10.3 30.O
-56.7 t.3E-04 E9.6 r3.l
-56.t 2.4E-O1 80.9 13.8
-53.2 2.2E-04 1.2 69.7
-52.2 l.8E-O4 20.t 21.7
-53,5 l.3E-04 
'14.1 14.0























































223,12 9.OE-04 44.9 -57,8 3,0E-O4 32.t 16.3 3.9085
206.EO 6,7F.-O4 4E.0 '55.O 2.OE-O4 19.3 28.9
2,15.20 9.6E-O4 49.O -56.7 3..18-04 49.1 13.2
244,40 2.lE-03 3E,4 -53.O l.lE-O3 ll.9 .17.4
227.49 7.0E-04 3E.5 -62.4 r.7E-O4 3t.6 20.1
225.60 2.OE-O3 6t.5 -57.5 t.lE-03 39.8 11.7
210.56 ?.tE-04 65.3 -60.3 r.4E-O4 54.2 r!.6









282,N 6.6E-O4 4E.E -ol.a Llr-ol 22.5 26.6 2.9rr2 N
1.11 .32 6 . 5E- 04
7O1,92 6.5E-04 48.3 -51.4 r.9E-O4 ,19.8 1.3.1 .1.9-198 l{
229,36 9,7E'-01 52.3 -51.4 2.6E-O4 ll.6 38.0 2.8217 !i
225.60 r.lE-03 39.2 -5E.5 3.7[-04 76'9 lO.5 3.9696 N
223.12 9.0E-04 320.2 50.4 5.0E-O4 rO5.3 t.0 3.9715 R
f93.64 r.OE-03 66.6 -,t7.t 2.2E-OA 53.? t7.O 2.9628 N
20E.6E 9.4E-O4 5r.1 -51.t l.?E-(X 47.t 18.0 2.95a2 N
193.64 8.4E-O4 5r.1 -6t.t t.3E-0.1 22.0 23.O 2.90t9 N
193.61 9.2E-O4 .r3.0 -65.4 I.lE-O4 2rt.7 8.4 2.9909 N
20r.16 9.58-04 32.6 -60.3 2.2E-O1 E2.l 10.2 3.9635 N
212.11 l.rE-O3 46.5 -63.2 2.1E-O4 34.t 15.t 3.9139 N
204.92 9.8E-O4 6l,9 -54.2 t.78-0.1 30'3 22.t 2'93a0 N
211.32 t.3E-O,l 43.1 -65.1 l.2E-04 ,15.t 18.4 2.9563 N
212,14 8.6E-O4 12.2 -57.O l.OE-04 215.5 9,1 2.9901 N
191.10 6.5E-O4 75.E -67.2 r,oE-O.l 7.7 17-9 2.7401 N
2f9.95 ?,rE-O,l 44.5 -5t.t t.lE-(X 1r.6 14.6 2,9721 N
2t9.96 7.1E-O4 52.5 -50,9 E.5E-05 l9.l 29.O 2.t952 N
223.72 1 .OE-OA 47 .4 -62.7 8. 2E-O5 r1 .a 30,5 2 .8852 N
212.14 t.OE-O3 76.1 -52.9 r.EE-O4 32.9 2r.9 2.9390 N
204.92 t.1E-03 28,O -60.6 2.68-04 56.5 16.6 2.9646 N
2t9.96 5.rE-04 27.5 -5r.O r.9E-04 26.7 21.3 2.9252 N
,25.60 E.6E-O4 7E.9 -65,7 t.4E-O4 r4.7 33.4 2.8639 N
t25.60 8.rE-O4 43.? -66.5 l.4E-0,t 29.7 23-O 2.9326 N
































































































































(6) (7) (8) (e)
-63. t r .8E-04












































223.72 t . rE-O3 51 .9
238.75 l.0E-o3 59.t
235.O0 l.oE-03 91.0








































































214,32 r.Sr-Or 91:5 -58.4 1.4E-O5
221,81 r.Oe-Ol ar.l -3g'.7 o.gr-os
2r2.44 8'-:r--O1 51'.2 -12'.6 Z . rg-OS
1e7:4os.sr-o.r::1'.2E-os
r99:2s s.re-oa 125:o Q.s a.rs-os
195.52 2.6E-04
206.E0 5.TE-O4 27.O -66.t 2.5E-O5
206.EO 7.6E-01215.2t r.2E-03 57.3 -50.4 2.2E-O4
r12.96 t.2E-o4 55.9 -3t.4 t.2E-O1
r 82.36 9.2E-Oa 85.9 -16.1 2.3E-04
784 .21 E . t[-04 56.8 - 48 .O r . tr-04
221.E4 8.68-04 56,1 -54,2 r.5E-04
235.00 t.3E-O3 5r.9 -50. I 3.OE-04
195.52 l.2E-o.l 37.O -56.1 3..11:-0,1
19r.76 r.4E-O3 35.3 -59.2 2.5E-0{




10.5 10.2 2 . t093 N
31.1 lt .1 2.9l4E N
l7 .7 .ro. 3 2 . EE67 N
22.9 26.4 2.9t27 N
53. ? I ?.O 2.962E N
5,6 42.8 3.4622 N
I 50.7 7.5 3.98f)l N
32.3 72.O 2.9182 N
55,3 r2.5 3.9460 N
212.14 9.lE-O,l
235.O0 t.9E-O4
2t2.11 9.2E-04 31.7 -62:5 Z.Sr-Or
216.20 |,tE-O3 27,l -6t.3 2.tE-O4
174.t1 5.0E-O4 39.t -61,t 2.4E-O4
r84.24 t.OE-O3 {t.2 -61.? 2.18-01
16?.32 t.5E-04 36.2 -62.3 2.2E-o4
Itl,21 9,2E-O4 3E.7 -60.7 2.3E-O4
193.6,1 8.78-O,l 26.t -61.7 2.88-04
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tE2.36 5.aE-O4 224.4 38.6 2.8E-04
2t8.08 2.6E-01
203.04 3.0E-04 E5.9 -59.9 4.5E-O5
172.96 3.4E-0tl Et.5 -55.3 6.O[-O5
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59.9 r,2E-03 rE7.l 9.0 2.9893
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69.0 5.rE-O4 3.O r9.4 2..32.35
58.2 5.28-o,l 35.8 20.6 2.9457
5r.f 3.8E-O{ 3.4 80.8 2.4157
65.0 .1.5E-o.l 5,5 58,7 2.6351
60:0 s'.il.oa s.r.r r2.7 r.sr.rr
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t9t 32 r 552.0
r913' t555.0l9tJ4 1560.0
r9135 t564.O19r36 r569.019r37 1574.0
t9r3E t5E0.o19t39 1585.O
19t40 t590.0l9t,u 1595.O19142 1599.Ot9t43 t60a.o19114 t60t.o191,f5 1612.Ot9t16 t6t6.o19147 1622.0t9t48 1621.o
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112.96 3.6E-0,1 2o8.9304.56 E.8E-O5 2r4.1167.32 2.OE-O4 220.6f52.28 1.28-04 213.6tsz.28 9.2E-O4 213.2l9r.16 7.9E-O5 228,6
2O4.92 t.5E-0/t 22o.5








24 .2 r. aosr n3r.r 2.8808 N6.-1 2.9948 N
t 9.5 3. E70t R
29.3 2.t9.33 R
14 .7 2.9720 n
e.g z.cecc R
to-z :.sses R14.4 2.9731 X
5.7 3.9885 n22.3 2.936E R13.9 3.9332 n
t6.7 3.9043 n6.1 1.9749 R4.t 4.9886 Rll.1 3.9571 R
t9.5 2.9513 R
r0. E 3.9591 R5.4 2.9962 n
tl.o 2"9629 R
2. E 3. e9?l R14.2 2.9739 R
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5?.2 4.3E-O1 14.9
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r 80.4t I . 7tr-O4 22t .9 55. 9 ! . | [_o4 26.1 24 .5 2.s241 nr69.20 2. fE-04178.60 2.OE-O4 221,O ?5.t 9.58_05 63.0 15.7 2.e683 nl7l.0t t.7E-Oi 7.6E-05 nr6t.6t 2.rE-O4 226.5 5t.E 2.7E-O5 107.6 tr.e 2.gtrl Rt5o.ito 3.2E-04 2t{.r 56.2 6.3E_O5 26.t 21.2 2.9258 Rt12.96 3.5E-O4 217.6 60.0 s.2E-O5 t7.o 24.' 2.g21g ir5,f.!6 3.2E-04 2t1.2 64.7 5.3E_O5 535.0 5.3 2.9963 RI 5E.24 {.3E-O4
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fs1:t6 l.oe.ol 2rs.2 6s'.1 Lze-os r5:o J3:o 2'.s6gs Rt-r9.t2 3.7E-O4 215.t 6r.1 7.4E-O5 t8{.0 9.r 2.989r it6.1.55 4.!E-04 33..t -5r.5 t.5E-O4 17.1 22.7 3.8273 nf97.40 3.OE-O4 39.5 _5r.5 4.9E_O5 16.E rE.2 2.9572 N16l .68 2.78-04 E3.9 -a9.9 6,2E-Oi rO.O .tl .3 2.7995 Nt72.96 3.3E-o4 53.2 -19.6 6.6E_05 rJ.o 3s.7 2.E460 NrE2.36 1,7E-O1 50.3 -12.3 E.2E_05 21.1 27.1 2.9065 N172.96 5.7E-o. 52.9 -j9.s 7.oE-oS lS.r lE.o 2.9jE,t N
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?!l:g1 t.ze-on sl.r -l.t r.sr-or 2r.z 2?'.4 z.sost Nre3.64 /t.oE-o4 11 .7 -5o.2 t.*_oj ;;:0 r3.8 .r.e3lir Nt82.36 2.8E,-0424t.t6 .t.68-o4 Jo:o -1:q r.se-ol eA.r rs.r z'.e7o7 Nr?8.60 1.rE-o4 t3.8 _66.t t. tE-04 ;t'.; 26.2 2.s137 N
lg:{ r.ar-ot 4e:o -:q.q s.or-os rr.r 3s.4 2..8t41 N,5e.r0 2.18-01 42.6 _r1.7 6.0E-oa i;.j r,.3 2.81s1 N16r.6E 3.sE-o4 38.2 -11.1 r.ir-oi ;0.; rr.e .1.e5o7 Nrtt.oo 7.tE-04 6l.o _16.9 t.6E_o; ic'.i j.5 
.t.97oo NtEo..r8 3.0E-o4 46.1 _96.8 3.9E-05 iro.i E.E 3.s7lt Nr7r.08 t.eE-o1 ze.s _!t.o e.iE-o; 'e;'.i, rs.z z.sloz N16e.2o 7.oE-o4 s5.s -tg.l r.ti_o; ?;;:; 4.s 2.ss7j Nr63.s6 t.3E-o1 r3.i -13-.1 c.ii-os 'G:i ze.o 2.tss3 Nr6e.ro 3.eE-04 6e.6 _s7. j i.d_o; 't'.; 42.6 2.787s N163.56 2.8E-oil
167.12 r,.tE-o4 3o:t -s2'.7 Lee,os u:9 re:3 2'.es23 N114.75 2,,lE-O,l
r?r.or r.tE-o4 23r.3 ti.? 1.15-os r8:e 2t'.1 t.rrrz Rr72.96 t.eE_o. 2sr.2 1!.3 S.Ca-O5 it"-s ,E.e 2.9s4r nr7r.or 3.rE-o.r 251.7 l9.l q.gr-ol i;:; rE.6 2.8221 R163.56 t.oE-o,t 21s.8 
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4E. t - 56.1
50. I -45.0
52.9 -s6:e






r .88-05 241 .28.58-05 4t.6t.3E-O4 775.3
7 . rE-O5 33.5
5.2E-O5 33.9

















































































so,l r.le-os6?.3 5.3E-o555.4 4.8E-05
cs.o r.lr-os
33.t 2.lE-05












9. r 1X.16.3 5,1 . I4.9 63. I
5.7 57.21.O 50.7
13, t 35.5 2.81766.1 53.6 2.6t55
r 6. t 29.3 2. E934
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43.5 2 . 7803
30,4 2.6t58
51.4 2'.617A








APPAIDIX 1O: CARBON AND OXYGEX{ ISOTOPE DATA
Carbon leotope Data
Corrected values are the analytical values normalised to Cibicidaides wucll,erstorfi by the

































































































































































































Susceptibility values are x 1o-5
* G number refers to the field numbers of Gmon (1986).
